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ABSTRACT

International Influence on the Development and Reception of Cello Playing in England,
1870–1930: Robert Hausmann, Auguste Van Biene, and Guilhermina Suggia
by
Hannah E. Collins
Advisor: Norman Carey
The development of cello playing in England in the late nineteenth century was driven
largely by the efforts of expatriate and visiting performers trained elsewhere. Performers from
abroad, with the support and admiration of British institutions and audiences, elevated the
technical level of cello playing and helped to increase the quality and quantity of solo repertoire
being written and performed. They also expanded the degree of acceptance that British audiences
held for the cello, both as a solo instrument and as an instrument that could be played in public
by women. This study explores the impact that three influential cellists, Robert Hausmann
(1852–1909), Auguste Van Biene (1849–1913), and Guilhermina Suggia (1885–1950), had on
the development of cello playing in England through their personal and professional activities.
Berlin-based cello professor Robert Hausmann, a close associate of Johannes Brahms and
Joseph Joachim, made frequent extended visits to London over a period of forty years,
performing the British premieres of countless chamber music works and forging fruitful
relationships with British performers and composers. Dutch cellist Auguste Van Biene, after
training in Belgium and launching a brief concert career in London, became a household name
through his work as an actor-cellist in music hall dramas, giving thousands of performances on
tours across all of Great Britain and around the world. Guilhermina Suggia, originally from
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Portugal and trained in Leipzig, lived in London for many years at the height of her career,
establishing a visible presence as a glamorous, charismatic, and technically unrivalled soloist.
The aim of this study is to draw a nuanced picture of the impact that these performers had
on audiences and on other musicians in England. As performers, their choices of who to work
with, what to program, where to play, and in what manner, affected what was expected and what
was valued by the general public and by musical institutions. To assess the broad influence that
these cellists had, this study investigates a wide range of sources including published
scholarship, contemporaneous music journals, mainstream newspaper coverage from both
London and smaller provincial centers, published music editions, essays, letters, iconography,
and the limited available recordings of Van Biene and Suggia.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview and Objectives
This study explores the impact that three cellists, Robert Hausmann (1852–1909),
Auguste Van Biene (1849–1913), and Guilhermina Suggia (1885–1950), had on the
development of cello playing in England through their activities as performers and collaborative
professionals.
The history of the development of cello playing is usually discussed in terms of national
schools, that is, by categorizing performers by their nationality, the nationality of their teachers,
or the location of training, in order to trace lines of influence in artistic style and technical
approach. By this measure, as the turn of the twentieth century approached and the practice of
playing the cello as a solo instrument was becoming more technically advanced and widely
popularized, the most distinguished national schools were German, French, Austro-Hungarian,
and Russian, each of which had developed influential teachers and training systems which
cultivated successful soloists. However, focusing on performers and the impact they had on the
many musical communities in which they were active reveals a more complex picture and allows
for closer inspection of interactions across national lines. The development of cello playing in
England in the late nineteenth century was driven largely by the efforts of expatriate and visiting
performers trained elsewhere. Performers from abroad, with the support and admiration of
British institutions and audiences, elevated the technical level of cello playing and helped to
increase the quality and quantity of solo repertoire being written and performed. They also
expanded the degree of acceptance that British audiences held for the cello, both as a solo
instrument and as an instrument that could be played in public by women.
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Berlin-based cello professor Robert Hausmann, a close associate of Brahms and Joachim,
made frequent extended visits to London over a period of forty years, performing the British
premieres of countless chamber music works and forging fruitful relationships with British
performers and composers. Hausmann studied with Alfredo Piatti, the great Italian cellist who
made his career in London, as well as with Wilhelm Müller and Joseph Joachim in Berlin. He
became a professor at the Hochschule für Musik in Berlin but traveled to London each season to
perform concertos, recitals, and chamber music concerts, including a recurring series with the
Joachim Quartet. Like his mentor Piatti, Hausmann never used an endpin and held the cello
firmly between his lower legs with stable, upright posture as he played. He represented a
somewhat conservative approach to technique, focusing on beauty of tone and technical
execution more than on visible expression or personal communication to the audience.
Dutch cellist Auguste Van Biene studied with Adrien-François Servais at the Brussels
Conservatory before moving to London as a teenager. After a brief concert career, Van Biene
became involved with light opera and theater work, first as a musical director and later as an
actor. He eventually became a household name, becoming known for his performance as the lead
actor in the music hall play The Broken Melody, which was specifically designed to feature his
cello playing and for which he also composed the incidental music and title song. Van Biene
gave over 6,000 performances of this play in England and around the world between 1892 and
1913 before dying onstage in the middle of another stage production. He was known for his
overtly emotional playing and prominent use of portamento.
Guillermina Suggia, a prodigious cellist from Portugal, traveled to Leipzig as a young
woman to study with Julius Klengel and then to Paris to pursue a professional and personal
relationship with Pablo Casals. She first performed in London in 1905 and eventually took up
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residence there in 1914, beginning a long relationship with the British public which continued
until well after she moved back to her native country later in life. She was one of the first widely
successful cello soloists to be based in Britain. In previous eras in British society, the positioning
of the cello between the legs was considered indecent for a lady, particularly before the endpin
was universally adopted. Suggia was able to transcend these anxieties and criticisms, achieving
popular and critical success by playing with a powerful sound, commanding technique, and
charismatic artistic personality.
Each of these cellists introduced new ideas about cello playing to the British public. Their
performances in England helped to increase the popularity of the cello and encourage the
development of more repertoire and opportunities for cello performances in orchestra, chamber
music, and theatrical venues. They were serving functions that British cellists had not yet filled.
The aim of this study is to draw a nuanced picture of the impact that these performers had
on general audiences and on other musicians in England. The primary focus is reception history
and an exploration of the ways in which these three figures were perceived by listeners of their
time as unique, extraordinary, or exemplary. As performers, their choices of who to work with,
what to program, where to play, and in what manner, affected what was expected and what was
valued by the general public and by musical institutions.
Robert Hausmann’s enormous impact on the English scene as a technical standard bearer,
popular performer, envoy of new German music to England, and catalyst of new projects with
English composers is easily overlooked when he is summarized as a German cellist whose
primary impact was through his direct collaboration with Brahms. Van Biene, who is almost
completely unknown today, was likely onstage more often and performing for more people than
any of his cellist contemporaries. Suggia, known primarily for her striking image captured in
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paintings and photographs, and for being an early example of a successful female cellist, was a
leading technician of her time and a respected soloist in an era where this was still rare for any
cellist.
Part of this discussion will focus on how audiences’ perceptions of these cellists were
affected both by technical choices such as cello positioning, use of endpin, and freedom of the
torso, and by personal characteristics such as gender, nationality, and physical stature. Additional
questions to be addressed include: How did the physical appearance of the player affect critical
reception during this time? How did gender factor into a cellist’s playing position with
consideration for both practical approach and public perception? How were perceptions of the
expressive or temperamental qualities of a player affected by technical approach? How do
descriptions of physical presence affect our understanding of the repertoire and technique
involved? Was there a contrast between the foreign expatriates with solo careers who were
perhaps more interested in individual expression and their British students who were often
primarily focused on chamber music and teaching with limited solo work?

1.2 Approach and Sources
Much of the literature addresses cello technique in a teleological way, implying that technical
innovations are part of a progressive timeline. There is currently too little acknowledgement of the
multiple stages of instrumental and technical evolution occurring simultaneously or at different speeds
throughout history. Innovations such as steel strings, the endpin, and different styles of bows were
adopted over periods of time at different rates depending on the region of the Western classical music
world in question. For example, though many of their contemporaries throughout Europe used the
endpin, particularly in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, neither Piatti nor Hausmann ever
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adopted the practice. Part of the aim of this study is to explore the wide range of practices that an
individual concert goer in London may have observed over the course of a few consecutive concert
seasons and attempt to cut across teleological and taxonomic approaches to provide a snapshot of the
diversity present in the era and its effect on audiences.
George Kennaway’s book Playing the Cello, 1780–1930 is most relevant to the present
discussion in both time frame and approach. Kennaway covers major topics relating to cello playing
including technique, equipment, style, and social issues. While he does not go into great depth about
individual players, his references to Piatti, Van Biene, and Suggia, among others, incorporate reviews
and descriptions of performances in addition to conclusions drawn directly from pictures, musical
scores, and recordings.1 Anita Mercier’s biographical work, Guilhermina Suggia: Cellist, provides
excellent coverage of the major narratives of Suggia’s life and includes comprehensive appendices
cataloguing concert programs, recordings, and writings by Suggia herself.2 It is the only significant
English language book about Suggia to date. Of the three cases, Van Biene is the least reported on in
academic writing. Articles by Brenda Neece and discussion by George Kennaway in Playing the Cello
summarize key aspects of Van Biene’s life and playing style, pointing to other useful primary sources.3
A number of secondary sources of the period were useful, particularly in providing biographical
information about minor figures. These include George Grove’s A Dictionary of Music and Musicians
1450–1899, Edmund van der Straeten’s History of the Violoncello, the Viol Da Gamba, Their
Precursors and Collateral Instruments: With Biographies of All the Most Eminent Players of Every
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George Kennaway, Playing the Cello, 1780–1930 (Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2014).
Anita Mercier, Guilhermina Suggia: Cellist (Aldershot, UK: Ashgate Publishing Ltd., 2008).
3
Brenda Neece, “Magician of the Cello,” The Strad 112 no. 1338 (October 2001): 1102–4, 1107, 1109.
2
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Country, and Wilhelm Joseph van Wasielewski’s The Violoncello and Its History.4 While details from
these accounts do not always agree, they provide a broad overview of context for the various cellists
discussed, particularly in chapters 2 and 6, and can be supported with other contemporary periodicals.
Additionally, Morton Latham’s 1901 biography of Alfredo Piatti and Manchester-based cellist Carl
Fuchs’s autobiography provide useful anecdotal accounts of events and attitudes documented
elsewhere.5 There is relatively little detailed analysis of nineteenth century figures such as AdrienFrançois Servais and Alfredo Piatti outside of biographical study.6 A recent thesis published by Job ter
Haar investigating Piatti’s playing style in detail has broadened the discussion of nineteenth century
cello playing and reception in England.7
Other written sources relevant to the training, repertoire choices, technique and posture, stage
persona, aesthetic opinions, and critical reception of these three cases include concert programs,
reviews, iconography, personal writings, performance editions, and edited parts. Piatti, Servais, and
Klengel (major teachers of Hausmann, Van Biene, and Suggia respectively) were all renowned
pedagogues with a wider range of professional activities. Each left a strong published legacy in the form
of technique books and compositions as well as an oral tradition being passed down by their many
students who continued in the profession. Hausmann, Suggia, and Van Biene took part in activities such
as composing, editing, and teaching as more peripheral pursuits to their performing, limiting the amount
of primary source documentation available. This also indicates that these cellists were part of a
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A Dictionary of Music and Musicians 1450–1899, ed. George Grove, 4 Volumes (London: Macmillan and Co.,
1900); Edmund van der Straeten, History of the Violoncello, the Viol Da Gamba, Their Precursors and Collateral
Instruments: With Biographies of All the Most Eminent Players of Every Country (London: W. Reeves, 1915); and
Wilhelm Joseph van Wasielewski, The Violoncello and Its History, trans. Isabella Stigand (New York: Novello,
Ewer, and Co., 1894.
5
Morton Latham, Alfredo Piatti: A Sketch (London: W.E. Hill and Sons, 1901); Carl Fuchs, Musical and other
Recollections of Carl Fuchs ’Cellist (Manchester: Sherratt and Hughes, The Saint Ann’s Press, 1937).
6
Kennaway, Playing the Cello, ii.
7
Job ter Haar, “The Playing Style of Alfredo Piatti: Learning from a Nineteenth-Century Virtuoso Cellist” (PhD
Thesis, Royal Academy of Music, 2019), http://jobterhaarpiattithesis.nl/.
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transitional era of cellists as soloists which would connect to the coming success of twentieth century
superstar cellists such as Emanuel Feuermann, Gregor Piatigorsky, and Pierre Fournier, all born in the
first decade of the 1900s.
To gauge the broad influence that these cellists had as performers while avoiding over-reliance
on the opinions of individual conductors, composers, or scholars, this study investigates a wide range of
sources, including contemporaneous music journals, mainstream newspaper coverage from both London
and smaller provincial centers, commentary from students and colleagues, and magazine gossip
columns. The perspective of the contemporaneous audience, including the untrained general public,
gives some indication of how these artists impacted the larger society. Newspaper and magazine
coverage of concerts was largely researched through the British Newspaper Archive, the Times Digital
Archive, and other online periodical databases. Many of these reviews were written by anonymous staff
writers who may not have had any musical training or technical knowledge. The commentary ranges in
quality and specificity. Columns and blurbs were often syndicated and adapted from paper to paper
which led to the quick spread of compelling anecdotes along with, at times, factual inaccuracies. Even
the publication of mistakes or exaggerations, particularly in the cases of Suggia and Van Biene, help to
indicate what the general public may have thought of these celebrity artists. Comparisons made between
cellists in this context, whether technically nuanced or not, also reveal what a typical concert goer’s
frame of reference may have been while listening.
Hausmann, Van Biene, and Suggia each reached the highest points of their careers during an
underexamined period at the twilight of the pre-recording era. As focusing on solo work became more
popular and possible, the cellists from the subsequent generations (beginning with slightly younger or
longer-living contemporaries of the three cases here) were able to create comprehensive discographies
of their interpretations recorded at the peaks of their careers. Pablo Casals, with whom Suggia had a
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formative personal and artistic relationship during the early stages of her career, falls into the latter
category, as his public career extended for many decades after her retirement, into the 1970s. Suggia did
make a number of recordings, but they did not cover her full repertoire or capture her during long
periods of her career, including her first ten or more years as a concertizing professional. Van Biene
made only a handful of recordings and Hausmann made none.
It should be noted that though recordings of Van Biene and Suggia do exist, these are not
as close to faithful documentation of the live performance experience as modern audio and video
recordings. Recording technology was rapidly evolving and different techniques were constantly
being tested. This Musical Times review of recordings released in 1921 describes how
inconsistent the quality of the cello sound was from one record to another:
The Flonzaley Quartet’s playing of Grainger’s ‘Molly on the Shore’ has been recorded by
H.M.V. with only fair results. A good deal of the jolly effect of the music comes through,
but the lower strings are frequently vague and lacking in tone. This is a case where one
may say that one enjoys the music in spite of the record. … The record of the London
String Quartet’s playing of Mozart’s Quartet in D is especially satisfactory in that it gives
us the musical texture with unusual clearness. The violoncello part is much more distinct
as a whole than that in the Flonzaley record mentioned above. Is this because the music
in the Mozart is lyrical rather than bustling? Evidently certain types of rapid bass parts do
not record well. Is it a matter of pitch, pace, or tone, or a bit of all three? This Mozart
record would have been better if the players had not overdone their pp. Still, even the
softest passages are distinct. … Apparently the violoncello suffers only in ensemble
playing. Here is a record of Saint-Saëns’ ‘Le Cygne,’ played by Felix Salmond, in which
the tone of the instrument is very full and characteristic.8
These recordings were not well-balanced documents of live performances but often the
result of special recording sessions made in a few takes with the musicians crowded around the
recording equipment. While these audio documents are certainly to be treasured, they must be
analyzed quite differently from later twentieth and twenty-first century recordings. Musicians
were not yet focused on creating permanent sound objects in the form of recorded tracks as many
8

“Gramophone Notes by ‘Discus,’” Musical Times 62 (January 1, 1921), 41–42.
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artists are today. The development of electrical recording and large-scale radio broadcasts in the
1920s brought sweeping changes to the music world and created an entirely different
environment for those artists born in the twentieth century. This development falls largely
outside of the scope of the discussion of these particular cellists.
Without extensive audio and video recordings, it is difficult to assess the characteristic
physicality of these players. The specific words used in various descriptions of performances can be
inadvertently misinterpreted due to evolution of meaning in common usage and other nuances. A recent
example of scholarship taking an innovative approach to performance issues of this era is Mai
Kawabata’s work on Paganini. Kawabata addresses physicality in her study of Paganini and investigates
how the great violinist’s appearance and use of his body affected critical and audience
reception.9 Paganini’s legendary status seemed to grow from a combination of musical ability,
entrepreneurial showmanship, constructed (or allowed) narratives about his life, and physical stature.
Written records detailing how these factors affected the audience’s experience provide a broader
understanding of his impact beyond the sound of performance alone. This approach is particularly
relevant to discussion of Van Biene and Suggia’s presence on stage.
I focused primarily on the timeframes during which the three cellists being discussed
were most actively performing or present in England. For Hausmann, this was from his first
recitals in Cambridge in the late 1870s until his sudden death in 1909. For Van Biene, this begins
with his arrival in England in the late 1860s with a primary focus on the years spanning from the
premiere of The Broken Melody in 1892 until his death in 1913. Suggia’s British career began
slightly later in 1905 and I will focus primarily on her years in full-time residence, from about
1914 until 1927.

9

Mai Kawabata, Paganini: The ‘Demonic’ Virtuoso, (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2014).
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The body of this document begins with chapter 2 which provides context for this
discussion with a focus on Piatti, England’s leading cellist for the second half of the nineteenth
century, and the musical world in London into which these three cellists entered. After separate
chapters on Hausmann, Van Biene, and Suggia, chapter 6 focuses on British cellists who were
active during the same period, and the ways in which Hausmann, Van Biene, and Suggia’s
influence continued to impact the development of British cello playing in the twentieth century.
This study will focus on a time period which only just predates the modern era of
comprehensive and ubiquitous documentation. It is also a particularly relevant time in the
history of the instrument, when the cello was approaching a new level of status as a solo
instrument. Through this investigation, I hope to pull into focus a complex and nuanced picture
of how these exemplary performers, through their professional and personal activities, and as
representatives of a larger trend, wielded consequential influence on the technical development
and public reception of cello playing in England.
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CHAPTER TWO: LEADING CELLISTS IN ‘UNMUSICAL ENGLAND’

2.1 Foreign Influence on the Early Development of Cello Playing in Great Britain
Cello playing in London and Great Britain in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was
largely driven by skilled expatriates and visitors of Italian, Austrian, German, and French origin.1
The earliest major British players had direct ties to foreign influence in their training and
performance styles. A number of Italian players came to England in the eighteenth century,
including Giacobbe Cervetto who played cello in the Drury Lane theater orchestra before
becoming a successful theater manager. His son, James Cervetto (1748/9–1837), took quickly to
the instrument as a boy and became one of the first noted British-born cellists to enjoy a
successful career. After some touring, he became the leading cellist in London in the 1770s,
serving as principal cello in several venues including the opera theater, choir festival orchestras,
and private subscription concerts for nobility.2 He was noted for expertly accompanying
vocalists and other instrumentalists. He was able to retire in the early 1780s after inheriting a
significant sum of money from his late father.
James Cervetto’s most equal contemporary was John Crosdill (1751/55–1825) who was
also the son of a cellist and an accomplished musician from a very young age. Trained as a
Westminster choir boy, Crosdill became highly involved in the upper echelons of British society,
joining the Royal Society of Musicians in 1768, serving as appointed chamber musician to
Queen Charlotte and cello teacher to the Prince of Wales, George IV, and accruing a number of
other aristocratic connections.3 Crosdill’s father Richard had played for Jean-Louis Duport
Valerie Walden, One Hundred Years of Violoncello: A History of Technique and Performance Practice, 1740 –
1840 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 26.
2
Margaret Campbell, “Masters of the Baroque and Classical Eras,” in The Cambridge Companion to the Cello, ed.
Robin Stowell (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 57.
3
Campbell, “Masters of the Baroque and Classical Eras,” 57; Walden, One Hundred Years of Violoncello, 29–30.
1
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(1749–1819) in Paris and John Crosdill followed suit, traveling often to Paris to study with
Duport and eventually performing with both Duport and the Italian violinist Giovanni Battista
Viotti (who, after serving at Versailles and running opera theaters in both Paris and London,
became a British citizen and founding member of the Royal Philharmonic Society). At Crosdill’s
suggestion, Duport also traveled to England and played cello duos with James Cervetto.4 Crosdill
also served as principal cellist for many concert series and festivals in London including the
Concerts of Ancient Music, the Professional Concerts, and several special commemorative
events. His reputation as a social climber was secured when he married a wealthy seventy-yearold widow and scaled back his performances in his mid-thirties in accordance with the marriage
contract.
In addition to the Italian and French influences brought into British cello playing through
Cervetto and Crosdill, performers trained in the Austro-Germanic school also had an impact. For
example, Johann Schetky (1734–1824) came to Scotland to perform and teach after spending
time in Darmstadt and in Hamburg working for J.C. Bach. In Scotland, Schetky wed Maria Anna
Teresa Reinagle and married into a family which included his brothers-in-law and students
Joseph and Hugh Reinagle. The brothers were both accomplished cellists representing a more
Germanic style, along with Hugh’s student John Gunn.
The face of British cello playing and representative of a new generation in the first half of
the nineteenth century was Robert Lindley (1776–1855).5 As Cervetto and Crosdill withdrew
from the professional scene in London, Lindley, who studied with Cervetto and likely played for
Crosdill as well, took over their posts as principal cellist at the Professional Concerts and other
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series and festivals. For many decades, he worked at the Italian Opera House (or King’s Theatre,
Haymarket) where he was known as an expert accompanist for operatic performances,
particularly those including recitativo.6 Lindley was famously friends with the Italian bass
virtuosi Domenico Dragonetti, who was also a noted opera accompanist. Lindley and Dragonetti
were known for their virtuosic chamber music performances of impressive Italian repertoire such
as sonatas by Archangelo Corelli, which they played with élan and extra ornamentation. Though
he was primarily an orchestral and chamber music player, Lindley gained a reputation as an
individual artist and took on some characteristics of a great soloist in his attitude towards
ornamentation and his expressive onstage persona. He was sometimes accused of excess or
vulgarity in his willingness to constantly ornament and contemporary audiences took note of
how dramatic his facial expressions were.7 Lindley’s career flourished in the public performance
space, representing a shift from an earlier stronger reliance on royal and aristocratic circles.
Cervetto, Crosdill, and Lindley, like other string players of their era, all held steady jobs
performing in orchestras, accompanying opera, playing on regular chamber music concerts,
teaching, and writing some light music, mostly for their own instrument. None of them could
really be considered a soloist by trade. While Lindley was born in England and took lessons in
England as well, no conservatory-style music school existed in England during his youth. The
Royal Academy of Music was not established until 1822 at which point Lindley was appointed
its first cello professor. Prior to this date and for many decades afterward as the RAM developed
its curriculum, British musicians looked to Europe for expertise in musical training and
exemplars of high-quality performance and composition. Aside from the sixteenth century
conservatories of Naples, the major Western European capitals established advanced musical
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training schools in advance of Britain in a wave beginning with Paris (1795), and including
Milan (1807), Prague (1811), Brussels (1813), and Vienna (1821) among others.8 German
conservatories were not established until the middle of the century—for example, Leipzig (1843)
and Berlin (1850) —but were immediately held in high esteem by other nations due to the
established international reputations of Mendelssohn, Schumann, and others involved.
The most admired and respected cello teachers of the nineteenth century drew students
from all of Europe (and Britain). These included Jean-Louis Duport (1749–1819) in Paris,
Bernhard Romberg (1767–1841) primarily in Paris and Berlin, Adrien-François Servais (1807–
66) in Brussels, August-Joseph Franchomme (1808–85) in Paris, and later on Julius Klengel
(1859–1933) in Leipzig, and Hugo Becker (1863–1941) in Frankfurt and Berlin. All of these
cellists boasted successful careers as orchestra and chamber music performers with quite a bit of
solo performing as well. They also all contributed important treatises or pedagogical methods
into the literature. Lindley, Schetky, and Gunn also contributed substantive cello methods,
though Cervetto and Crosdill did not.

2.2 Developing Musical Institutions in “Unmusical England”
British admiration for the training programs of continental Europe went hand in hand
with their respect for European performers and, most of all, composers. A general sense of selfconsciousness and inferiority began to fester in Great Britain, particularly as British musicians
and audiences encountered and adored the works of Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. Whether
this view that England had fallen behind the pace of musical progress originally stemmed from a
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national sense of self-deprecation in the face of other musical achievements, or if it was
generated by the criticisms of others, the phrases “Unmusical England” and “The Land with No
Music” were used with great frequency throughout the nineteenth century, particularly in the
later decades. The validity, cause, and proposed solutions associated with this reputation were
topics of scholarly and popular debate well into the twentieth century.
The British people were aware that since the careers of seventeenth-century master composers
such as Christopher Simpson and Henry Purcell and the subsequent degradation of the viol’s popularity,
no British composers had created a significant body of instrumental work with international canonic
impact in Western Europe the way that many from Italy, France and Germany had. There had been a
musical eclipse or overshadowing for more than two centuries.
By the 1820s and 1830s, there was a great deal of effort put forth in addressing this issue. British
society was energized by the ascension of a new king, Crosdill’s former pupil George IV (Crosdill
performed at the coronation in 1821), commemorations of the 1815 British/Prussian coalition victory at
the Battle of Waterloo punctuating the end of the Napoleonic Wars, and musically speaking, the
founding of the Royal Academy of Music in 1822.9
The sense of inferiority that had developed among those in the British musical community was
reinforced by the enthusiasm that British musicians and audiences had for German compositions in
particular, but also by the reports of British travelers from abroad who had observed the conservatory
systems of other countries and foreign opinions of British music. The idea and possibility that citizens of
other nations thought of Britain as “unmusical” triggered strong reactions and motivated these observers
to communicate and address where Britain was lagging behind to their fellow citizens upon returning. 10
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One response at various points during the nineteenth century was bitter defiance. Some British
musicians and musical connoisseurs rejected the idea that Britain could be considered unmusical by
enumerating the many strengths of the British musical landscape, including the quality of the amateur
music scene, brass band competitions and performances, church music including choir and organ, school
singing programs, and orchestral players.11 There was a feeling of resentment towards German critics
who had voiced this opinion and sometimes a broader feeling of resentment towards all the foreign
players who held the important instrumental positions in Great Britain during the nineteenth century.
The question being asked was, How are British musicians ever to rise to the fore if they are only allowed
to play in places of low prestige?
There was a complex nationalistic and racial component contributing to some of these
discussions about the validity of England’s unmusical reputation and potential explanations for it. In
trying to diagnose the cause, some argued that British people did not value the music of their own
composers highly enough because the British monarchs from George I to George V, who were also
rulers of the House of Hanover until 1866, preferred the music of Italy and Germany. In acknowledging
that Britain had not produced, for example, a symphonist on par with the great German composers of the
era, others looked to genetics, taking opposite views as to why British composers and specifically
English musicians were not distinguishing themselves. One theory put forth by Sir Frederic Cowen was
that those with purely Anglo-Saxon heritage were not as musically successful as those with “imported
blood.” Cowan opined:
Really, taking them all in all, the pure English race—I mean the Anglo-Saxon section of it, at
any rate—are not what one would call downright musical. As a rule, one finds that in those cases
where there is any real innate love and appreciation of good music, and also among the great
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executants, nearly all have imported blood in them, possibly Celtic, or some foreign strain other
than pure Anglo-Saxon.12
Musicologist Henry Davey also believed that “Kelts” from the northern regions of Great Britain were
much more innately and culturally musical than the English.13
The opposite view was also taken. In an 1897 lecture devoted to undermining the notion of
“Unmusical England,” choral conductor Dr. Henry Coward shared and then took issue with the opinions
of music critic Joseph Bennett who allegedly believed that “anyone of ‘hybrid’ race is handicapped,”
that is, that English musicians were unsuccessful precisely because they often carried a mixture of
Norman, Saxon, and Danish heritage.14
More pragmatic minds looked for causes that could be addressed and ameliorated. Were there
great British musicians out there who needed to be identified and promoted? Did these talented
individuals lack the necessary education, encouragement and patronage to blossom? Were these
potential British stars being crowded out by foreigners? Was there a general lack of public support for
high musical art? Was the unmusical reputation caused more by a lack of performers or composers?
How can training for each be improved within Great Britain? These questions motivated those looking
to improve the situation.15
In some ways, British musical society was caught in a conflict of its own making. While British
composers, performers, and audiences adored and revered the great German composers and sought their
own Beethoven, many felt that the best examples of British composition across the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries were merely imitations of a parade of successful imports including Spohr,
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Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Wagner.16 These compositions drew too much from the Austro-German
traditions and contributed to the internal and external criticism that Britain had no creative voice of its
own. Henry Davey suggested that in the same way Haydn innovated the symphony, British composers
should be bolder and try to secure the spoils of the next innovation rather than unsuccessfully try to
outdo what the masters have already achieved.17 It must have been difficult to imagine any piece having
success in an environment which lauded German music so much if it did not share many of the same
characteristics. Aspiring British musicians including Sir Arthur Sullivan sought out education in Leipzig
or Berlin in order to acquire expertise in that style. In his writing Land Ohne Musik (1914), German
writer Oscar Schmitz hit a sensitive point by saying that successful British musicians were often Britons
only by birth and foreigners in their art, meaning they were trained abroad and conveyed a style learned
from another culture.18 This criticism was applied to both composers and performers.
A second seemingly unsolvable conflict in British musical society was the desire for more
leading British musicians, while the larger society had a view of musicians which was loaded with class
and gender stereotypes. Affluent and upper-class musicians were encouraged to proceed as amateurs as
the music profession would be beneath them. Partaking in music, particularly for men, was viewed by
some as too effeminate, emotional, and unintellectual. This was not the case in Italy, France, or
Germany, or at least not to the same degree. Even in the case of making music at home, talented players
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aspired to study the great works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, participating in British music
primarily in the vocal genres, but still would often downplay their involvement in the pursuit.19
Throughout the nineteenth century, as music-making in England shifted away from
private aristocratic circles and into public concert halls (albeit targeting the privileged classes),
the musical leaders of London and England set forth to improve the quality of music
performance and composition among English musicians and elevate the reputation of British
music-making in Continental Europe. The hope of many was that at some future date, fine
orchestras full of British musicians would be able to perform the work of an internationally
lauded British composer with an elite, homegrown soloist to the admiration of the rest of the
world. This would require breaking through the status quo which was dominated by
performances of Italian opera and primarily German symphonic music, with the principal roles
being taken by the virtuoso singers, instrumentalists and conductors from abroad.20
Early efforts focused on improving the quality of training and performance with the help
of expert foreigners serving as teachers, conductors, and soloists. In 1813, the Royal
Philharmonic Society (or Philharmonic Society of London) was founded in order to bring
regular, high-quality orchestral performances to London. The Society launched with
performances of Haydn and Beethoven, continuing to program primarily German music for its
first century. Through its storied history, the RPS gave many English premieres of European
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works such as the Brahms Requiem and commissioned several important works such as
Beethoven’s Symphony no. 9 and Mendelssohn’s Symphony no. 4, the “Italian.” Visiting
conductors included Camille Saint-Saëns, Piotr Tchaikovsky, and Max Bruch, with solo
appearances by Pablo Sarasate, Clara Schumann, Eugène Ysaÿe, Ignacy Jan Paderewski and
many others. Programming was heavily focused on the works of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and
Mendelssohn, especially at the outset, with British composers being given only occasional
trials.21
The Royal Academy of Music was founded in 1822 with composer and organist William
Crotch serving as the first principal. Though supported by George IV and other nobility, the
Academy struggled in its early years and it took many decades before the institution was on
secure footing and able to contribute to the training of major artists such as Arthur Sullivan
(1842–1900) and Henry Wood (1869–1944), and support contemporary British music through
programming.22
There were a number of responses to the imbalances represented by the Philharmonic
Society’s programming “xenophilia,” including the 1834 founding of the Society of British
Musicians. The composers rejected by the Philharmonic Society joined together to put on
concerts to advance “native talent.” Within its first decade, the Society of British Musicians put
on dozens of concerts featuring hundreds of works by British composers. They enjoyed the
support of the press and large numbers of subscribers. There were limitations to this cause as the
exposure did well for composers such as William Sterndale Bennett (1816–1975) and George
Alexander Macfarren (1813–87), but confirmed the weak appeal of many others. Support from
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patrons and press waned as concerts also suffered in quality because of the exclusion of the finest
players in London, most of whom were foreigners. By the 1840s the Society of British Musicians
had moved towards a chamber music format and began to incorporate works by German
composers.23
In 1852, the New Philharmonic Society was founded at the recommendation of conductor
and composer Henry Wylde in direct response to the trends set by the RPS. Its aim was to give
superior quality orchestral performances and to incorporate a more inclusive programming
philosophy which did not so heavily favor German Classical repertoire. Its inaugural season was
conducted by Frenchman Hector Berlioz and included music by Italian, French, and British
composers along with German classics from Beethoven and Mozart.
The heartiest competition for the Royal Philharmonic Society came with the
establishment of the Crystal Palace Saturday Concerts in 1855. These weekly orchestra concerts
were led by German-born conductor August Manns. Originally erected for the Great Exhibition
of 1851, the Crystal Palace building was moved to Syndenham, just to the south side of London
(about eight miles from Westminster Abbey). The new location hosted weekly orchestra
concerts, choral festivals, brass band competitions and other large-scale musical endeavors.
Programming was primarily focused on the beloved European mainstream works of Mozart,
Beethoven and Mendelssohn, but Manns liked to venture towards the cutting edge, anticipating
which new works would be popular going forward and featuring premieres of both British and
European works. Because of his forward-thinking approach, concerts became an attraction for
both the general public and the musical elite of London curious about new ideas. Special rail
services were arranged to transport audiences of around seven hundred people to the Crystal
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Palace site. Manns programmed a number of British works which helped to promote the careers
of Macfarren, Bennett, Sullivan, Stanford, Parry, and Mackenzie. Manns programmed several
works by Dame Ethel Smyth as well as the lesser-performed female composer Rosalind
Ellicott.24 The Crystal Palace orchestra gave British premieres of works by Mozart, Schubert,
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Brahms, Wagner, Dvořák, and Strauss and hosted visits by a diverse
array of European composers and soloists including Clara Schumann, Pablo Sarasate, Camille
Saint-Saëns, Ernő Dohnányi, Cécile Chaminade, Ferruccio Busoni, Anton Arensky, and many
others. By the time the Crystal Palace Concerts came to an end in 1900, concert life in London
had developed to a point that traveling to the outskirts of town was no longer necessary to keep
current.
An additional contribution of the Crystal Palace Concerts was the oversight and guidance
of George Grove (1820–1900), who concurrently published A Dictionary of Music and
Musicians in four volumes from 1879 to 1889. Grove worked closely with Manns and
contributed a great deal of written program notes for the Saturday concerts which impacted the
knowledge level of the general audience member and established a practice that is continued
today.
Beginning in the 1830s, chamber music programming also came into the public arena and
enthusiasm for such concerts led to the establishment of several formal concert series including
the Musical Union in London (1845), Hallé’s Classical Chamber Concerts in Manchester (1849)
and the Musical Society of London (1858).25 The most impactful series was the Popular
Concerts which ran at St. James Hall in London from 1859 to 1904. These concerts took place on
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Monday nights and late Saturday afternoons, featuring a variety of chamber music primarily for
voice, strings, winds, piano, and organ. Regular performers included Joseph Joachim and his
London-based quartet (which included Alfredo Piatti) as well as Lady Hallé (Wilma Neruda) and
Eugène Ysaÿe.26
By the 1880s and 1890s, new strains of discussion and reflection arose as the reputation
of England as a “land with no music” of its own persisted even with its expanded and thriving
concert scene. Scholars and musicians debated how much progress had been made towards
elevating British music and many of the discussions were reported in newspapers and musical
publications. An 1882 longform editorial in the Musical Times ruffled at remarks made in a
Viennese paper by an opinionated Viennese pianist, Johann Bonawitz, specifically his assertions
that English audiences were musically undereducated, the days of the Philharmonic Society were
“numbered,” and the Monday Popular Concerts’ success was only due to their support “chiefly
from foreigners and Jews.”27 The editorial rejected these assertions but mostly by dismissing
Bonawitz’s claim to any true knowledge of English society and pointing out his lack of
recognition of England’s strengths: choral music and the amateur music scene.
Some musicians did agree with Bonawitz to some degree. In 1888, at a conference of
musicians called together in London for a discussion of “Unmusical England,” conductor and
organist Charles Swinnerton Heap made remarks stating that the bias was unearned in his view.
He asserted that composers were making great advances in their art but the public was not
responding appropriately or quickly enough, instead preferring to give their adoration to the light
opera music of Arthur Sullivan. The point seemed taken, though many in the room made note of
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their admiration for the quality of Sullivan’s work even if it did appeal to popular tastes. The
point was made that high fees for soloists and musicians drove ticket prices to a point that made
concerts inaccessible to many. It was also discussed that improving instrumental music teaching
in elementary schools and establishing more orchestras in major towns would confront the
problem at its roots and help to strengthen the public’s understanding of the higher musical
arts.28
Musicologist Henry Davey was among those who looked for concrete steps in his History
of English Music (J. Curwen, 1895) which includes a section addressing the principal “defects”
in the state of English music. He recommended creating more Grand Opera companies in other
cities outside of London, teaching children more English folk songs, and making more visible
and celebrating great English achievements of 1400–1700 in concerts and writing. In his 1897
lecture “The Rise and Development of English Music,” Henry Coward accused British musical
society of keeping other Brits out due to neglect, mistrust, and overblown subservience to foreign
musical figures.29
These concerns motivated the founding of the Promenade or “Proms” Concert Series in
1895. This summer series of nightly orchestra concerts, which is still running today, aimed to
appeal to a broader audience by offering less formal concerts with more accessible ticket prices.
Twenty-six-year-old Henry Wood was recruited to lead the series by Robert Newman, who
declared, “I am going to run nightly concerts and train the public by easy stages. Popular at first,
gradually raising the standard until I have created a public for classical and modern music.”30
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During these last decades of the nineteenth century, the Guildhall School (1880) was
founded, the Royal College of Music (1882) was established with George Grove serving as the
director, and the Royal Manchester College of Music (1893) was founded and run by Sir Charles
Hallé, followed soon after by violinist Adolph Brodsky. It had been a criticism that the Royal
Academy of Music was simply not producing enough professional quality performers to service
the English music scene and these institutions aimed to address this. Although the major figures
at RCM, particularly in the composition area, certainly revered German music (both C. Hubert
H. Parry and Charles Villiers Stanford had received part of their training in Germany, Stanford
formally in Leipzig with Reinecke, and Parry briefly in Stuttgart), they were also part of a
movement ready to declare an English Musical Renaissance. The RCM began to distinguish
performers from composers more than the RAM, where musicians were assumed to be both.
Stanford and Parry led a program which sought to train composers to create large scale works
such as symphonies to fill the void which had developed during the past two centuries.31
These new endeavors reflected the energy that British musicians born in the middle of the
century were now putting into the effort to measure up to the musical achievements of Italy, France, and
of course, Germany. Mention of the English Musical Renaissance began around the year 1882. This
term was not invented by later observers in retrospect, but “by musicians of the time who seized on it
themselves, sometimes prematurely.”32 With George Grove’s support, C. Hubert H. Parry (1848–1918),
Charles Villiers Stanford (1852–1924) and the Scotsman Alexander Mackenzie (1847–1935) declared
themselves the deliverers of a new era. Many view the movement as a construct, a form of propaganda,
or at the least an example of effective branding, as the national style touted by these composers can also
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be seen as part of a trajectory that began fifty years earlier with the formation of the Society of British
Musicians.33 The term English Musical Renaissance appears to have been used by some to promote
themselves over others and is sometimes conflated with the concept of a broader increase in societal
interaction with art music (through education and/or concerts).34 The message was that British
composers were as good as European composers and that the British people could take pride in these
works. British concert-goers must strive to become educated and develop a taste for the aesthetics of
high art music so that they can effectively enjoy the existence of these works. Ironically, the aesthetics
and standards in question were largely defined by the very European works to which British composers
were trying to measure up.
Left off the list of English Musical Renaissance composers was the man who perhaps enjoyed
the most commercial success during the Victorian Era, Sir Arthur Sullivan (1842–1900). Sullivan had
fine training in composition in London and Leipzig and wrote well-regarded overtures, symphonies,
concertos, and other large-scale works but found his personal success in comic operettas. He turned
away from the collective quest for a British Beethoven and was judged for it by those who remained in
pursuit.35
For all of its complex undertones, the English Musical Renaissance movement certainly
did have a positive effect on the performance and education levels in England and helped to pave
the way for a more optimistic and nationally proud environment for composers such as Delius,
Vaughan Williams, and Elgar.36
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Stanford and Parry trained an entire generation of composers who would become the
most recognized representatives of British classical music going forward, including Ralph
Vaughan Williams, Gustav Holst, Frank Bridge, Arthur Bliss, and choral composers Herbert
Howells and Edgar Bainton. It was this next generation who found a national style all their own
which has been broken down into “barely amicable factions” by music critic Michael White:
English pastoralists (Vaughan Williams, Gustav Holst, Herbert Howells, Gerald Finzi,
George Butterworth); Celtic mystics (Rutland Boughton, E. J. Moeran, Arnold Bax);
modernists (Arthur Bliss, William Walton, Constant Lambert); crypto-modernists (Frank
Bridge); and new boys waiting in the wings (Michael Tippett and Benjamin Britten).37
Frederick Delius, who lived abroad during his musical development (United States, Germany,
and France), and Edward Elgar who was largely self-taught, also earned great recognition despite
having developed on their own apart from the RCM group. They benefited from the growing
momentum and confidence generated by the EMR movement.
Audiences and critics began to gain confidence and shed their sense of inferiority, as
evidenced in this Nottingham Journal editorial piece:
By the bye, what is German music coming to lately? The musicians of the Fatherland
(save Brahms) have given us nothing worth having lately in the way of important music,
but Sir A. Sullivan is arranging for his opera of "Ivanhoe," to be performed in Berlin. Has
Germany at present a quintette to compare with Cowan, McCunn, Mackenzie, Parry, and
Villiers Stanford?38
This was also a turning point for instrumentalists. As Cyril Erhlich reported after carefully
analyzing programs and conservatory records, the Hallé Orchestra in Manchester was comprised of as
many as forty-five percent foreign-born players in the 1880s. Shortly thereafter, graduates of the new
Royal Manchester College of Music (founded in 1893) and other British players rapidly began to flood
the market and fill in the ranks, decreasing the foreign-born percentage to nine by 1914. The general
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musical community in Britain surged in size in the 1880s and 1890s. Paired with the increased mobility
of musicians from city to city, the increase of British instrumentalists in the profession helped to fuel the
growing theater and concert scene in London and other cities.39
Another contributing factor to the increased footing found by British music and music
makers was the bubbling of anti-German sentiment as the First World War approached. Kaiser
Wilhelm II, who was also Queen Victoria’s grandson, made a number of controversial comments
and actions, including the Daily Telegraph Affair in 1908 in which he gave an unhinged
interview and his remarks insulting the British people were published. Once the Great War
began, pains were taken through royal and parliamentary actions to remove British titles from
German nobility and vice versa. Edgar Speyer, one of the financial backers of the Proms
Concerts, was forced to remove himself from the organization. During the war, there was public
pressure to program less German music in England, leading to some cancellations. With the
decrease in mobility due to conflict, more British musicians, and specifically more women,
performed in orchestras than ever before.40 In 1916, Bechstein Hall, which had opened in 1901
as a showroom and concert space for Bechstein Pianos with a concert featuring Ysaÿe, de
Pachmann, and Busoni, had to be sold for a huge loss due to anti-German sentiment and
specifications of the Trade with Enemy Amendment Act of 1916. It was reopened as Wigmore
Hall in 1917 and still serves as a major chamber music venue in London.
The Great War did not extinguish the “Land of No Music” idea. As late as 1926, Sir
Edward Elgar caused a stir with remarks given at a London Press Club event during which he
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stated that England was “not a musical nation and it never will be. When it came to serious
music, London is the most unmusical city in the world. Englishmen have never produced any
music used at funerals, and no one thinks he is properly married unless Mendelssohn’s ‘Wedding
March’ is played.”41 In the 1921 second edition of his book, Henry Davey observed that many of
the “defects” he had listed in 1895 had been greatly improved upon and that Elgar’s presence on
the scene was a signal of England’s rising status. However, he expressed similar sentiments to
Elgar:
When an English couple are married, music of Wagner’s precedes their arrival and music of
Mendelssohn’s accompanies their march out. Spohr’s and Chopin’s music is heard at funerals.
At Florence Nightingale’s burial the music, except Handel’s Largo, was all by Gounod. At
Christmas every street resounds with a tune by Mendelssohn [presumably “Hark the Herald
Angels Sing”]. Even after the World War the Armistice was greeted with “Nun danket alle
Gott.” In some cathedrals our dead warriors were commemorated by Brahms’s Requiem. British
composers seem helpless to amend all this neglect.42
It was not only a scholarly and aesthetic issue but one of pride and sentimentality as well. Davey goes on
to say that France and Belgium, so soundly injured by the German military in World War One, still
prefer all German music and no British. Even British musicians, especially pianists, play all German
music. Elgar would eventually achieve this ceremonial status at American graduation ceremonies with
an excerpt of his Pomp and Circumstance Military Marches, op. 39 (also enormously popular as a
patriotic song in England).
The sense of inferiority and envy still remained as the twentieth century began, but these
efforts of the nineteenth century energized the music scene and discourse, creating more
performance spaces and opportunities which were first led and filled by foreigners, but through
several generations of training became British institutions. It would take another generation
before Britain could boast of conductors like Thomas Beecham (1879–1961), Adrian Boult
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(1889–1983), Malcolm Sargent (1895–1967), and John Barbirolli (1899–1970), who would
champion and record the works of British composers with new organizations like the BBC
Symphony, the London Philharmonic, and the London Symphony Orchestra.

2.3 Alfredo Piatti (1822–1901)
Italian cellist Carlo Alfredo Piatti (1822–1901) was a key participant in the nineteenth
century efforts to elevate the level of instrumental music-making in England. While no
comprehensive scholarly biography has been written in English, Morton Latham’s Alfredo Piatti:
A Sketch, written with Piatti’s collaboration and published in the year of his death, provides a
narrative full of charming anecdotes and details about his performing and touring activities
which can be corroborated by other contemporary sources.43 Latham was an amateur musician,
musicologist, and historian who worked with the Bach Choir in London, among other musical
organizations, and knew Piatti well.44 A more detailed account of Piatti’s biography would be a
valuable project. Recent scholarship by Job ter Haar on Piatti’s playing style includes a
comprehensive literature review of available resources.45
Born the son of a violinist in the Italian city of Bergamo, Piatti began studying the cello from a
young age with his great-uncle Gaetano Zanetti. By age eight, he was playing in the local opera
orchestra for small fees and by ten he had entered the conservatory in Milan to study with Vincenzo
Merighi. During his teenage years, he began to tour as a soloist and in 1844, at age 22, he made his
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debut in London. That summer he made several solo appearances in the city and then toured the
surrounding areas including Dublin with chamber music programs in the fall.
The trip was a great professional success and consequential for a number of reasons beyond
popular reception. Piatti’s first London engagement was a May concert at Her Majesty’s Theater
presented by pianist Lucy Anderson, a frequent concerto soloist of the Philharmonic Society and pianist
to Queen Victoria.46 His performance was reviewed very favorably and the following month he made
his own first solo appearance with the Philharmonic Society, playing the Concertino by German cellistcomposer Friedrich Kummer. The Philharmonic debut was especially notable because the program also
featured Felix Mendelssohn playing Beethoven’s fourth piano concerto. Mendelssohn was beloved by
English audiences, having made many trips to London for the preceding fifteen years. Despite sharing
the concert with such a towering figure, Piatti was very warmly received and instantly felt appreciated
and supported by the British public. In July, Mendelssohn invited Piatti to read through one of his
sonatas together and reportedly began working on a cello concerto, never to be finished.47 Also on this
trip, Piatti saw a thirteen-year-old German boy named Joseph Joachim perform for the first time, also
making his London concert debut. These two men would soon become lifetime collaborators and
mainstays of the London chamber scene. The other cello soloist being advertised in the London papers
in June 1844 and sharing stages with Felix Mendelssohn was Jacques Offenbach.48 The Prussian-French
musician, at that time regarded as a great cello virtuoso, was not yet the great opera impresario he would
become decades later.
While the tour did not make Piatti a rich man, he was admired by critics, colleagues, and
audiences at every performance and established connections and a reputation that he could return to in
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the future. After a year touring Russia, he returned to London in 1846 and again in 1847 to honor
Mendelssohn’s last visit.49 Soon he was spending the majority of his time living there, a “confirmed
Anglophile.”50 While Piatti did perform in Vienna, Germany, Italy and other European venues during
his career, from this point on, the majority of his performances were in London. In 1851, the great
Robert Lindley went into retirement at the age of 75. By 1855 he had died, leaving a giant void in the
London scene. Piatti helped to fill some of the positions Lindley had held, succeeding him at the Royal
Academy of Music and playing some principal cello at the Italian Opera. He also led the cellos in the
New Philharmonic Society under Berlioz during the 1852 season.
Piatti started playing string quartets as a young boy, joining in with his father’s friends in
Bergamo, and he was perhaps most well-known for his chamber music work despite his many
accomplishments as a teacher, composer, principal orchestral player, and soloist. In the 1850s, he
began to take part in many of the recently founded chamber music concert series such as the
Musical Union, Popular Concerts at St. James’s Hall, and the London Beethoven Quartet
Society, performing with renowned musicians (most of whom were also born abroad) such as
pianist Charles Hallé and violinists Wilma Norman-Neruda (later Lady Hallé), Joseph Joachim,
Heinrich Ernst, and Henryk Wieniawski. The Monday Popular Concerts were held nearly every
week during the concert season and Piatti appeared with great consistency, collaborating with
many of the same local colleagues as well as visiting artists like Clara Schumann.51 These
performances secured his reputation as a leader in the field. This part of Piatti’s career was
highlighted in a 1901 obituary published in the Musical Times:
In May 1847, the Beethoven Quartet Society gave a matinee in honor of Mendelssohn’s last visit featuring his
Octet, String Quartet in D major, op. 44, no. 1, and Piano Trio in c minor.
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For nearly forty years—from their commencement in 1859 to 1897—Piatti not only held the post
of violoncello at the Monday and Saturday Popular Concerts with the highest possible
distinction, but he was, so to speak, the most striking personality of the quartet. A ‘Pop’ without
Piatti seemed, somehow or another, not a ‘Pop,’ and not a few of one’s most cherished musical
experiences are associated with this superb playing and his idea interpretations—in a word,
Perfection.52

Figure 1. Group portrait of Joseph Joachim, Louis Ries, Ludwig Straus, and Alfredo Piatti, 1888.53

While he traveled frequently to Italy and kept a home there, Piatti spent most of his time
and professional life in England. In 1856, he married an English woman, Mary Ann Lucy Welsh.
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The couple had one daughter that reached adulthood and later two grandchildren. Piatti’s fatherin-law Thomas Welsh was a well-known bass singer.54
For the rest of the century, until his retirement to Italy in 1897, Piatti held a leadership position
among London musicians representing the state of the art in terms of technique, repertoire, teaching, and
performance. From 1867 until his death, he performed primarily on a Stradivarius cello which now
carries his name. Prior to acquiring this instrument, Piatti played an Amati instrument supposedly given
to him by Franz Liszt when he had fallen on hard times as a young man.55 Always interested in
acquiring and dealing instruments, Piatti also played instruments by Goffriller and others. He
accumulated a collection of instruments, which he bought and sold with good profits. “He once told an
English friend that he had made more money by buying and selling instruments than he had by his
playing.”56 According to Whitehouse, Piatti was quite particular about maximizing the tone from his
own instrument and concerned with adjustments to the bridge, strings, and sound post that could affect
the sound.57
Through his chamber music posts, Piatti was involved in the British premieres of countless
works, from many of Beethoven’s string quartets to Mendelssohn’s op. 109 Song Without Words for
cello and piano. He was also the dedicatee of several major solo works, including concertos by Bernhard
Molique and David Popper and recital pieces such as the Sonata no. 2 by composer Emánuel Moór (a
Hungarian composer primarily known for his work with Casals). Piatti worked closely with several
English composers, giving several important premieres. These included the Sonata Duo, Op. 32 (1852)
by pianist William Sterndale Bennett, with whom Piatti frequently performed recitals. Arthur Sullivan
composed his Cello Concerto in D major (1866) for Piatti, who premiered the work with August Manns
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on the Crystal Palace Series in 1866. This was one of very few English works performed in that venue
and signified a vote of confidence by Manns and others in Sullivan, still in his twenties, as the future of
English high art concert music.58 Piatti had a fruitful friendship with Charles Villiers Stanford who
composed the Sonata no. 2 for him in 1889. This review of the premiere in London describes the close
and intense working relationship between the two which facilitated the creation of the work at Piatti’s
villa on Lake Como in Italy:
The chief item at the Monday Popular Concert last night was a new sonata for pianoforte
and violoncello by Professor Villiers Stanford. This work, which was composed by
Professor Stanford during a visit recently paid by him to Signor Piatti in his Italian home,
is in three movements, the first of which is dated September 15; the second, September
17, and the third, September 19. The allegretto is perhaps the most ornate of the three
parts. It is a little noisy, but full of colour, and is somewhat difficult to follow at a first
hearing. The andante, however, is melodious and coherent, somewhat irregular in form,
and of widely varied expression. It is a beautiful movement, and made a very favourable
impression, preparing the listener for the highly elaborate, bright, and vigorous finale.
The work, viewed as a whole, is never dull, and is full of well-contrasted themes, the
interest being sustained right up to the very effective finish. The audience followed the
composition throughout with marked interest and some enthusiasm, and it received an
almost ideal interpretation at the hands of Signor Piatti and the composer.59
In addition to inspiring and premiering works by his British colleagues, Piatti also composed his
own works, including fantasy pieces based on popular operatic themes by Donizetti, Verdi, and Bellini
which he no doubt encountered through his orchestra work. He wrote two concertos, a concertino, and
six sonatas, as well as many short pieces reflecting different characters and national styles, including
nocturnes, songs, airs, and dances on Swedish, Russian, Italian, Polish, Scottish, and Basque themes. He
also wrote a Bergamesca, named for his native city, as well as a number of songs with English texts.
Piatti did much to expand the recital and solo repertoire through programming and arranging. He
made transcriptions of Baroque Italian string sonatas by Boccherini, Locatelli, Tartini, Valentini,
Veracini, and others with realizations to be played on the newly modernized pianoforte. Though Pablo
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Casals is widely credited for rediscovering the Bach Suites for solo cello, Piatti and many of his
contemporaries frequently performed movements from these works, though sometimes with added piano
accompaniment.60 Along with Piatti, Robert Schumann was among those who created transcriptions
with added piano. One of the few surviving recordings of Julius Klengel is of a cello and piano
arrangement of the Sarabande from the Sixth Suite.61 Piatti also made arrangements of short piano works
by leading German composers of his time including Brahms and Mendelssohn.62 Showing an awareness
of English music history, Piatti also made a cello and piano arrangement of a ground with divisions from
seventeenth-century English composer Christopher Simpson’s The Division Viol. His range as a
performer encompassed the newest music available as well as arrangements of works written well before
the modern piano and even the standard nineteenth century cello were developed.
In addition to his busy concert schedule, Piatti was well-employed as a teacher working privately
with individual students and serving an appointment at the Royal Academy of Music.63 Piatti is known
globally today for his pedagogical compositions, specifically, the Twelve Caprices for solo cello, Op. 25
which are part of the standard curriculum of advanced conservatory training. His comprehensive Method
for Cello book includes a progressive sequence of basic technical lessons with both written descriptions
and musical exercises. Many of the compositions are compiled from other cello method books by
Romberg, Dotzauer, Lee, and Duport and transcribed with a second cello line so that the teacher can
accompany the student. First published in English and French, this volume was edited by and re-released
in 1911 (after Piatti’s death) by his student William Whitehouse and R.V. Tabb in English and German.
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Figure 2. Carlo Alfredo Piatti, photograph by W. & D. Downey, c.1890.64

As a performer, Piatti was known as a model of technical precision, stylistic elegance, and
physical stability.65 While there are no recordings of his playing, critics and students report that he was a
technically organized player who did not indulge in excesses of vibrato or passion. In this sense, he was
said to have an approach to vibrato which was similar to Joseph Joachim, that is, not continuous and
added for special effect.66 Piatti never used an endpin and moved relatively little, keeping his right
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elbow close to his body and generating vibrato and string crossings from the hand and wrist respectively
as opposed to the upper arm.67
Piatti’s influence as a teacher and performer in London over the span of six decades was
immense and reveals some evolution in the cello’s role in English musical life. During his first
performances in London and on tour in Britain, Piatti was positively received by audiences and critics
though there were certainly those who did not believe that the cello was best used as a solo instrument.
He was constantly compared and contrasted to Robert Lindley. Though there were differences of
opinion about whether he shared or lacked Lindley’s best characteristics, the comparisons show that
Piatti was universally regarded as an excellent cellist and potential successor to Lindley, who was then
in his seventies. This 1844 Yorkshire Gazette review directly compared the two cellists:
Signor Piatti, it is true, has not the powerful tone of Lindley, and the instrument he plays upon is
poor and meagre; but he far exceeds him in every other requisite, and he is the most elegant and
finished performer on the violoncello we ever heard. The most difficult chromatic passages of
thirds in rapid succession, and harmonics, are accomplished with the most perfect ease and grace
by his ardent mind and masterly bow. There is also joyous lighting up of the countenance during
his display of skill; and, like the primeval colours, he tinges by varied tints each passage,
whether simple or complex, by his masterly mind.68
The Times in London made a similar comparison earlier that year:
Piatti is a masterly player on the violoncello. In tone, which foreign artists generally want, he is
equal to Lindley in his best days; his execution is rapid, diversified, and certain, and a false note
never by any chance is to be heard.69
Aside from the comment about his “poor and meagre” instrument, all of the reviewers of Piatti’s first
performances in England in 1844 are in agreement that the young man demonstrated exemplary
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technique. Critics had varying attitudes towards Piatti’s playing style and towards the cello in general. A
writer for the Examiner in London, while an admirer of the cello, questioned Piatti’s artistic taste:
Signor Piatti is a very good performer on the most charming of all bowed instruments. His
intonation is true; the sounds he draws forth have all the richness of the English, the Lindley
school; his style is graceful, and he has execution enough for any desirable purpose. He certainly
complies too much with the prevailing practice of sliding on the strings, frequently producing a
whine on the upper and something like a groan on the lower ones, but this may be more the fault
of fashion than of the individual. The artist must now and then sacrifice to the always capricious
and often long-eared tyrant. The opening of his concerto was excellent; the latter part as trivial,
as mean, as anything that the present age of frivolity has brought forth.70
Other critics, such as this writer for the Taunton Courier, while admiring of Piatti’s tone and technique,
had reservations about the cello:
Signor Piatti's exquisite performance on the Violoncello produced the greatest sensation that we
ever have witnessed from this generally ineffective solo instrument; his tone is charmingly pure
and full; his execution neat and elegant; and even in the most rapid and difficult passages,
perfectly easy and faultless; his feeling is that of a thorough musician and genius, not put on by
any unpleasant gesticulations, but perfectly calm and yet most intense; in short, when we say that
Piatti is, without any exception, the finest Violoncello performer we ever heard, it is only
according him meed of praise which is justly his due.71
A reviewer for the Bristol Mercury took a similar stance, heavily praising Piatti while also taking pains
to point out how unpleasant mediocre cello playing could be to experience:
Signor Piatti's achievements on the violoncello we can scarcely speak in terms of over-praise.
The instrument is of a character which does not admit of any “tame, flat, medium” on the part of
those who handle it—the drone of mediocrity on the violoncello being altogether intolerable, and
intimately connected, by the laws of association, with the gruntings of an animal more estimable
in an edible than in a musical point of view. In the hands, however, of such artists as Lindley or
Signor Piatti, it discourses most eloquently, and sends forth tones which, in their exquisite
softness and delicacy, contrast strangely with its burly and corpulent appearance, Signor Piatti
plays with perfect ease and self-command, and as if he loved his instrument and his art. He does
not seek to astound but to delight. His tone is rich, pure, and satisfying, and his execution
distinguished rather by ease and elegance than by velocity of movement and rapidity of transition
from “childish treble” to grumbling base [sic].72
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We can learn about Piatti’s status in London by considering the other artists to whom he was
compared—occasionally Servais, but always Lindley who was by far the most well-known and wellregarded cellist living in London. The comparisons continued for a decade but there did not seem to be
any rivalry between the young Italian and retiring elder. In 1847, a review mentioned that Lindley
attended a Musical Union concert which featured Piatti playing solo and quartet.73 The two men surely
crossed paths with great frequency. When Lindley began to retire in 1851, and even more so when he
died in 1855, Piatti was mentioned as the natural heir to the cello crown and replaced Lindley as
principal cellist in various orchestras. This transition seemed to be relatively smooth with Piatti
receiving the confidence of the general public and regarded not only as the finest cellist in England but
one of the finest in Europe.74 Lindley’s retirement and death left vacancies at the Royal Academy of
Music, Covent Garden, and several other series and orchestra rosters. Some of this work was taken over
by Charles Lucas (1808–69), a student of Lindley’s who a few years later became principal of the Royal
Academy and continued professionally as a cellist, conductor and composer.
Lindley was memorialized as a musician who was an exemplary orchestral principal, recitative
accompanist, chamber musician, soloist, and section player. He was the linchpin of the scene and of the
orchestras, opera companies and other ensembles of which he was a part. This was England’s bestknown cellist to date, who excelled as an orchestral leader and jack-of-all-trades, as mentioned in an
1855 obituary in the Leeds Intelligencer:
Of his own power and sweetness of tone, and brilliancy of execution, who now living in the
musical world, unless of very recent date, can be ignorant? Whether as leading the basses at the
Opera and the oratorios, with his admirable skill in accompanying recitative — whether as a
player in quartets and other concerted music — whether as a solo or concerto player, or in the
body of the orchestra — he was always great and perfect; and, as he excelled in every branch, he
was inimitable. … We may say, notwithstanding the skill displayed by such performers as Piatti,
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that there was something so charming in his tone and quiet taste, that no performance, however
good, by others in the profession, tended at all to lessen the reputation he enjoyed.75
Though Piatti was named Lindley’s successor and did take over some of his orchestral
and opera work, he would go on to build a career with a much different focus, known most of all
for playing chamber music nearly every week at the Monday Popular Concerts for nearly forty
years. As his career progressed, he was described as modest, unostentatious, and a model of
consistency, if also increasingly viewed as a representative of an earlier style. After one Monday
Popular Concert in 1893, Piatti apologized publicly for playing wrong notes in a quartet by
Stanford, writing this letter to the editor of the Times newspaper to clarify the reason:
It is only right that I should add that I am the only person to be blamed for it, and that want of
rehearsing, which would have been an unpardonable negligence, and not in accordance with the
respect we all feel for the composer, was not the cause of those imperfections, as your musical
critic (very likely out of kindness) inclines to think, but the unfortunate accident of having
broken my spectacles a short time before the concert, and the impossibility of finding at the
moment a pair that would suit me.76
The letter goes on to explain that he was distracted by not being able to see the notes well enough. Other
newspapers also covered the story with a tone of earned forgiveness, describing Piatti as a “deservedly
popular and unassuming player” who showed “admirable frankness” in explaining the reason for his
subpar performance.77 That this incident was worthy of public remark indicates what an aberration this
was from his established reputation and how important it was to Piatti that his respect for Stanford and
the work ethic of his colleagues not be called into question. He was approaching retirement by this time
and may have also been exhibiting some signs of decline as a performer. Fellow cellist Carl Fuchs wrote
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in his memoirs of Piatti, “I heard him a few times in chamber music, but his best days were over. He
must have played with fine tone and great execution, but with a certain coldness.”78
In 1894, to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of Piatti and Joachim’s first performances in
London, a jubilee reception was held in their honor at Grafton Galleries in London. The leading
musicians were in attendance, including conductors Charles Hallé and August Manns, composers
C. Hubert H. Parry and Arthur Sullivan, colleagues Ludwig Straus (leader of Hallé orchestra and
Monday Pops), Louis Ries and Fanny Davies, and former students Leo Stern and William
Whitehouse. A number of artists and writers were also in attendance. This was an occasion for
Piatti, Joachim, and the leaders of the so-called English Musical Renaissance to reflect on how
much progress had been made over the course of fifty years in the English music scene. George
Grove gave a speech in tribute to Joachim who in turn responded with expressions of gratitude to
Mendelssohn for introducing him at his childhood debut, and words of encouragement for the
progress in instrumental music that he had observed in England. Alexander Mackenzie, principal
of the Royal Academy of Music, spoke about Piatti, praising his contributions to the
development of chamber music in England:
Your constant co-operation in the quartet at the Popular Concerts, from the first, has been not
only a fundamental source of strength to the Institution itself, but an important factor in that
growing love for chamber music which has been so conspicuous a feature in our recent musical
progress. The example of your faultlessly pure style and your rare artistic discretion has been of
incalculable value, and we have good reason to feel proud that so illustrious a master of his
instrument as yourself should have made London his home during a considerable portion of
every year.79
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It was only a few years later that Piatti retired after the 1897 spring season and returned to Italy, falling
into poor health and ending his performance career. When he died in the summer of 1901, Piatti was
mourned with superlatives as a performer, teacher, and person in newspapers across the country:
For half a century no musician was better known or respected in this country, for he never sought
popularity by ignoble means, and was an unflinching advocate of progress. To lovers of chamber
music, the department in which his rare gifts were displayed to special advantage, his name, like
that of Joseph Joachim, was a household word.80
In his biography of Piatti, published in the same year, Morton Latham summarized the cellist’s
influence:
Finally as a master of his instrument there can be but one opinion, that Piatti was the
greatest. All living violoncellists have sat at his feet, Hausmann, Becker, Whitehouse,
Ludwig, Stern—all. Just as Joachim has, directly or indirectly, taught every violinist of
the present day, so has Piatti, especially in England, taught every violoncellist.81
He had become the new standard bearer with Lindley long in the past, helping to bring the cello out of
the orchestra and into the chamber music and solo arenas. Violinist Alfred Gibson, who taught at the
Royal Academy of Music and played with Piatti at the Monday Popular Concerts, wrote this tribute in
the Musical Times, making it clear that Piatti would be remembered most of all as a chamber musician:
The hold which Signor Piatti had on the musical public of London is without parallel,
save in one instance—his friend Joachim, and take him for all in all we shall hardly look
on his like again. As a quartet player he had qualities beyond compare. A perfect
intonation, wonderful tone, command of every shade and degree of expression, a
masterly feeling for tempo, an intellectual grip of his subject, clearness in all rhythmic
complications and an unfailing memory. Every quality in short that goes to the making of
a great ensemble player, and this in all truth he was. Certain passages he played in a way
that, I think, will never be surpassed, and will live in the memory of those who have
heard them.82
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Piatti, in bringing his teaching, composing, collaborating, and soloing skills to London, opened
the door for his students to continue to develop the repertoire and identity of the cello in British
musical society.

2.4 Other Visiting and Expatriate Cellists During Piatti’s Era
As discussed earlier in this chapter, during the second half of the nineteenth century,
foreign musicians composed a large percentage of the membership of orchestras in London,
Manchester, and elsewhere in England. In addition to Piatti, there were a number of other cellists
who moved to England to take positions in orchestras and opera theaters. These included the
brother of famed Belgian violinist Henri Vieuxtemps, Jules-Joseph-Ernst Vieuxtemps (1832–96),
who served as principal cellist of the Hallé Orchestra from 1858 and served in opera orchestras.
German cellist Hugo Daubert (1833–82) appeared in Hallé’s orchestra and in August Manns’s
Crystal Palace Orchestra in addition to serving as an important teacher. Jules Lasserre (1838–
1906) was a French cellist who studied in Paris and performed widely in France and Spain before
moving to England where he played in the orchestras of Michael Costa and at the Musical
Union. Lasserre was the dedicatee of two major works by Camille Saint-Saëns. Guillaume Paque
(1825–76) trained in Brussels and had great successes in Paris and Madrid before moving to
London in 1851 to play in French conductor Louis-Antoine Jullien’s English Concerts. Paque
remained in England playing in the Royal Italian Opera orchestra and serving as an orchestra
principal, chamber musician, and teacher. Italian cellist Alessandro Pezze (1835–1914), who
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studied in Milan with Piatti’s teacher Merighi and worked at La Scala before coming to England,
played at Her Majesty’s Theatre, Covent Garden, and with other orchestras.83
An important figure from a later generation was German cellist Carl Fuchs (1865–1951), who
studied with Bernhard Cossman in Frankfurt and Karl Davidov in St. Petersburg. In 1887, Clara
Schumann connected him to Charles Hallé and eventually he moved to Manchester to serve as principal
cello in the Hallé Orchestra. Fuchs served as the first cello professor at the Royal Manchester College of
Music beginning in 1893, and later played in the Brodsky String Quartet led by Adolph Brodsky, the
violin professor and principal of RMCM.84
On the very rare occasion that Piatti was not present at the St. James Hall Popular Concerts
between 1859 and his retirement, either because of planned trips to Italy or due to illness, his seat was
filled by another cellist. The short list of cellists who performed as substitutes or second cello to Piatti
provides some information about which cellists established in London or visiting were esteemed enough
to fill in for the highly regarded master. Outside of rare appearances by well-known German cellist
Hugo Becker and Hungarian cellist David Popper when visiting on concert tours, those who filled
Piatti’s place were leading expatriate teachers and orchestral cellists such as Hugo Daubert, Guillaume
Paque, and Alessandro Pezze. Robert Hausmann and William Whitehouse, both students of Piatti who
later became close colleagues of their teacher, were the only cellists to substitute on many different
occasions. Whitehouse, based in London full-time, stepped in more frequently as Piatti approached
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retirement and spent time in Italy. The only English cellists to appear on these programs besides
Whitehouse were Edward Howell and Paul Ludwig, also onetime students of Piatti.85
The other prominent cellists appearing in London and surrounding provinces during Piatti’s
career came as part of either chamber music or solo tours. Towards the end of his life and in the decade
after his retirement, a number of string quartets from Berlin, Prague, Vienna, Brussels, Paris, and
Budapest began to perform more frequently in London. These included the Joachim Quartet with cellist
Robert Hausmann; the Bohemian Quartet which included Dvořák’s son-in-law (the violinist Josef Suk),
cellist Otakar Berger, and later on the dedicatee of the Dvořák Cello Concerto, Hanuš Wihan; the
Brussels String Quartet with cellist Jacques Gaillard; and the Parisian Quartet with cellist Louis
Feuillard.
During Piatti’s era, the vast majority of soloists engaged by major orchestra institutions
were pianists, vocalists and violinists. The cello was very rarely featured as a solo instrument,
falling into company with the organ, the harp, and the clarinet, as instruments featured only
occasionally. A review of the programs available in the Royal College of Music archives for the
Crystal Palace Saturday Concerts between the 1860s and 1900 shows an upward trend in the
number of cellists featured from once every few years to one or two per year. Friedrich
Grützmacher and Piatti were the first cellists to be featured in the 1860s and 1870s. Piatti
appeared many times during this period with performances of concertos by Schumann, Raff,
Sullivan, and himself. As the cello became a more frequent choice in the 1880s and 1890s, other
cellists who made three or more appearances included Robert Hausmann (performing concertos
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by Molique, Piatti, Schumann, and Brahms), Leipzig-based Julius Klengel (including the English
premiere of his own concerto in 1893), Bohemian virtuoso David Popper, Belgian Joseph
Hollman (a student of Servais and Davidov who gave the English premiere of the Saint-Saëns
concerto in 1890), and French cellist Ernest Gillet (a student of Franchomme), all of whom had
growing international careers. German cellist Hugo Becker, former student of Grützmacher and
Piatti who became a renowned pedagogue and associate of Brahms, made at least two
appearances in the 1890s, as did Jean Renard, a Dutch cellist of French descent who later played
with the Queen’s Hall Orchestra. 86
Among the other cellists to make Crystal Palace appearances were French cellist Célestin
Ernest Cros-Saint-Ange (1872), Berlin-based cellist-composer Leo Schrattenholz (1886); cellistcomposer Franz Neruda, brother of Wilma Norman-Neruda (1887), and Belgian cellists Jules de
Swert (1875), Ernest De Munck (1884), and Adolph Fischer (1885), all former students of
Servais. Two later notable appearances by cellists included an 1896 performance of the new
Dvořák Concerto by German-trained British cellist Leopold Stern (an early champion of the
work) and the debut appearance of a young Pablo Casals in 1899. In this archive, Stern was the
only British soloist of note aside from Edward Howell who made an appearance in 1883. The
only female cellist mentioned was Belgian Gabrielle Platteau, who made a successful appearance
in 1873. Outside of the Sullivan Concerto, there were no major English cello works
programmed. The guest players more frequently performed their own works or gave English
premieres of works by French, German, and Italian composers.
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An archive of Royal Philharmonic Society programs belonging to the music critic and
program note writer F. Gilbert Webb (1852–1941) show similar trends in RPS programing.87
Pianists and violinists were the most prominently featured with occasional appearances by
cellists such as Stern (1896), Popper (1897), and Casals (1905, 1912).
Many of these visiting cellists also played chamber music and recitals. This was the case
with Belgian prodigy Jean Gérardy (1877–1929), who made a splash in London in the 1890s,
including an appearance at the Crystal Palace Concerts in 1891 and a performance for Queen
Victoria in 1892. Coverage of performances by Gérardy reveals evolving English attitudes
towards the status of the cello, cellists, and cello repertoire. Widely regarded as an elite player
and a true child prodigy, Gérardy’s evident skill sparked discussions about the cellists to whom
he should be compared and the value of the development of solo cello repertoire.
Gérardy went on to play chamber music with Ysaÿe, Godowsky, Schnabel and Flesch
among others, maturing into a respected artist. At one of his first London performances, just
having reached the age of 13, John Broadhouse wrote about one advantage of playing the cello in
1890:
The succession of young musical “prodigies” does not seem likely to end just yet. One
after another they troop over to unmusical England, where they find more appreciation
and earn more money than among the more richly-endowed and highly cultured musical
intellects of the continent. The prodigy pianist, however, was beginning to pall upon the
jaded appetites of London concert goers, and young Gérardy, the talented ’cellist, who
has set the town talking, comes as “a boon and a blessing” to wonder-lovers who were
getting just a little tired of listening to youthful and immature renderings of Bach’s
“Fantasia Cromatica” and Beethoven’s Opus 57.88
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Another reviewer in Liverpool, while not caring for the repertoire choice, provides a list of the
cellists to whom Gérardy could be compared:
The so-called violoncello concerto of Volkmann is not a thing even of transient beauty.
So far from being in concerto form, it is an elaborate solo with a feeble and unmeaning
orchestral background. Master Jean Gérardy was on this occasion introduced to a
Liverpool audience for the first time, not, be it observed, as a prodigy among infants, but
as a player to be measured by the standard which Piatti, Servais, DeSwert, Hollmann, and
Vieuxtemps have passed.89

Thirteen years later, as Gérardy continued to have success, former Piatti student Harold Gorst
wrote a feature piece on the former prodigy, now in his mid-twenties, praising his maturity,
intellect, musical elocution, and technique in both hands. In pointing out that Gérardy could be
compared to the great cellists such as Davidov, Gorst also discusses larger issues facing cello
soloists as they became more successful at the turn of the century:
It has often been made the subject of remark that, although the violoncello is the most
beautiful and sympathetic of instruments, there are very few players on it who may be
ranked as high as the best masters of the violin or pianoforte. The reason is simple
enough. Whereas every composer of note has enriched the literature of the two latter
instruments, the violoncello, for unexplained causes, has been comparatively neglected.
The natural consequence of this fact has been that most musicians of supreme talent have
preferred to study the instruments which afford them the greatest scope or the exercise of
their genius.
The exceptions to the rule are quite notable. Davidoff, Piatti, Servais, Popper, Klengel,
are household names all over the musical world. The three first-named are dead, and can
scarcely be considered to have belonged to the best period of their art to the present
generation.90
The cellists listed by Gorst were all active composers, creating new repertoire for themselves to
perform, but these works did not rise to the level that works by the major nineteenth century
performer-composers on violin and piano reached. Likewise, solo cello works performed at the
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Crystal Palace that were not written by the soloist included many pieces which would fail to
become part of standard repertoire, such as concertos by Robert Volkmann (1858), Carl
Reinecke (1864) and Joachim Raff (1874). While concertos by Vivaldi, Boccherini, Haydn, and
Schumann (1850) were already being played, the late nineteenth-century Romantic works which
would emerge as widely popular for cello were only beginning to be championed: Saint-Saëns
Cello Concerto no. 1 in A Minor, op. 35 (1872), Lalo Cello Concerto in D Minor (1876),
Tchaikovsky Variations on a Rococo Theme, op. 33 (1877), Brahms Double Concerto in A
minor, op. 102 (1887), Dvořák Cello Concerto in B Minor, op. 104 (1895), and Strauss Don
Quixote, op. 35 (1897). Among the cellists listed for comparison in both Gorst’s piece and in the
Liverpool review from twelve years earlier, it is notable that none are English, and that Piatti and
Vieuxtemps were the only England-based cellists considered to be at the international level by
these two writers.
Pablo Casals (1876–1973), the young cellist from Catalonia, was a year older than
Gérardy and already a professor in Barcelona when he debuted in London in 1899 at the Crystal
Palace. Casals performed frequently in England in the years before World War I, including
performances for Queen Victoria and in many well-received chamber music recitals. He was
certainly a notable visitor to London who provided the same kind of high-level performance, fine
pedigree, and new repertoire to the English scene as some of the other cellists mentioned in this
study. In addition to his cello performances, he made numerous recordings in England, and
appeared regularly as a conductor with the London Symphony Orchestra and the London
Philharmonic Orchestra into the 1960s. However, the longevity and international scope of his
career, which included a long period of political exile from Franco’s Spain and all of the nations
which recognized Franco’s government, bring his story outside of the scope of this study. His
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intersections with Robert Hausmann and Guilhermina Suggia will be mentioned in chapters 3
and 5 respectively, but a more detailed study of Casals and his time in England can be made in
consultation with the many biographical resources available.
The following chapters will focus on three cellists who entered into this environment of
“unmusical England,” became mainstays of the London scene, and in some way helped to further
advance the role of the cello as a solo instrument in the eyes of English audiences and players.
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CHAPTER THREE: ROBERT HAUSMANN (1852–1909)

3.1 Upholding Tradition: A Link to Major Austro-Germanic Composers and Performers
German cellist Robert Hausmann was born in present-day Südharz, Saxony-Anhalt,
Germany, in 1852. Hausmann began to study the cello at age eight with Theodor Müller and in
1869 became one of the first students at Berlin (Königliche) Hochschule für Müsik, then a new
program under the direction of Joseph Joachim.1 Theodor Müller was an important teacher in
Brunswick and a member of the well-regarded Müller Quartet, formed with three of his brothers.
The tradition was carried forth for another generation by four of his nephews, including Wilhelm
Müller, a founding member of the Joachim String Quartet and later Hausmann’s teacher at the
Berlin Hochschule. In 1871, Hausmann furthered his studies with Alfredo Piatti, traveling both
to London and to Piatti’s Italian home in Cadenabbia on Lake Como for lessons. During the
1870s, Hausmann began to teach at the Berlin Hochschule himself and played in the string
quartet of Count Hochberg. Müller’s retirement in 1879 led to Hausmann’s advancement to the
role of primary cello instructor in Berlin, as well as his appointment as the cellist of Joachim’s
Quartet, a post which he held until Joachim’s death in 1907.2 The members of the famed quartet
during Hausmann’s tenure included Joachim as first violin, Emanuel Wirth as viola and three
second violinists: Heinrich de Ahna until 1892, German-Australian violinist Johann Kruse until
1897, and finally Bohemian violinist Karel Halíř. Karl Klingler, a former student of Joachim (as
was Kruse), also filled in on viola briefly during the final year of the quartet’s existence and
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subsequently formed his own quartet. Outside of his quartet work, Hausmann played trios with
pianist Heinrich Barth and his colleagues from the quartet, De Ahna and then Wirth, on violin.
Both ensembles had subscription series in Berlin and performed throughout Germany and on
tour. In addition to these regular engagements, Hausmann made numerous recital and concerto
appearances until his abrupt death. He died in 1909 at age 56 in Vienna in the middle of a busy
concert season, less than two years after his former teacher and mentor Joachim.3 He was
survived by his wife of fifteen years, Helene von Maybach, and their children.
Hausmann is known in the present day primarily for his fruitful collaborations with the
major figures in late-nineteenth-century German chamber music, most notably Johannes Brahms,
and his participation in the premiering and propagating of many works involving the cello which
have entered into the heart of the Western canon. After gaining attention for his interpretation of
the Sonata in E minor, op. 38, Hausmann was invited by Brahms to give the first private
performance of the Sonata in F major, op. 99 with the composer in 1886 (Brahms also tested the
piece with Alwin Schröder and David Popper before publication). Hausmann was the first to
perform the F Major Sonata in London and continued to perform both sonatas with many pianists
throughout his career.4 After requesting a solo work for cello, Hausmann also premiered the
resultant Brahms Double Concerto for violin and cello with Joachim in 1887, a piece which
famously helped to heal a rift in the friendship of Brahms and Joachim. Hausmann also
continued to play this work for several decades, later with violinist Marie Soldat. Hausmann
gave the first performances of the Trio for Clarinet, Violoncello, and Piano, op. 114, in 1891 and
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1892 with the composer and Richard Mühlfeld, the impressive clarinetist of the Meiningen Court
Orchestra whose playing inspired Brahms to come out of retirement and compose a spate of late
works for clarinet. These also included the Quintet for Clarinet, Two Violins, Viola and
Violoncello, op. 115, which was premiered by Mühlfeld and the Joachim Quartet with
Hausmann on cello. In addition to being the dedicatee of the second cello sonata and the Double
Concerto, Hausmann performed with Brahms numerous times in public and in private. It was an
1896 read-through of the newly written cello concerto by Antonin Dvořák by these two
colleagues which supposedly made Brahms regret not having written one himself.5
Hausmann’s musical relationship with Brahms has been well documented through
historical and more recent biographical studies of Brahms, Joachim, and other contemporaries,
the publication of letters exchanged between these and other close colleagues, as well as the
rigorous research related to the preparation of scholarly-critical editions of works associated with
Hausmann.6 These include the recently published Bärenreiter editions of the two Brahms cello
sonatas, paired with a volume about Performance Practices in Brahms’ Chamber Music, prepared
by historical performance scholars Clive Brown, Neal Peres Da Costa, and Kate Wadsworth
Bennett.7 These editions refer to printed copies edited by Hausmann’s contemporaries, Klengel
and Becker, draft parts used by Hausmann, concert reviews, and personal correspondence
between Brahms and other parties to explore evolution of these works. Likewise, Hausmann’s
5
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markings on different iterations of parts used for the Brahms Double Concerto, including
fingerings, bowings, and marginalia, have been closely studied in recently released editions such
as the Henle version edited by Michael Struck.8 Having toured the piece through Germany and
London with Joachim prior to publication, these adjustments had an important role in the
development of the work.
Max Bruch dedicated several works to Hausmann, including his most often performed
piece for cello, Kol Nidrei, op. 47. He was also the dedicatee of works by German colleagues
Leo Schrattenholz, Robert Kahn, and Heinrich von Herzogenberg; French composer Maurice
Emmanuel; and renowned cellists William Fitzenhagen, Karl Davidov, and Piatti. Hausmann
also performed other works by contemporaries such as recital pieces by David Popper and the
1895 cello concerto by Dvořák.
At the same time, Hausmann was a promoter of works from earlier generations. While
occasionally performing Italian sonatas by Locatelli, Marcello, and Boccherini, Austro-Germanic
compositions were the staple of his repertoire. He performed the complete cello works of
Beethoven along with selections by Schumann, Mendelssohn, and Bach throughout his career.
Likewise, the Joachim Quartet performed chiefly the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven,
with some Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn, and Brahms as well. This lined up exactly with
the Germanophilic programming tendencies of the major English institutions (see chapter 2) and
accounts for some of their particular popularity in Germany and England.
As was common to the leading string players of the time such as Joachim, Piatti, and
Klengel, Hausmann contributed to the cello repertoire not only through premieres and
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commissions but also with compositions of his own and with arrangements of past works
including Robert Schumann’s Märchenbilder op. 113, originally for viola and piano (Piatti also
made an arrangement of this work) and J.S. Bach’s Gamba Sonatas. His own compositions were
not significant even in his own programming and are not widely available.
Perhaps his most impactful role with respect to printed music was as an editor preparing
new editions of important works, including Bach’s unaccompanied cello suites and
Mendelssohn’s works for cello and piano. He also edited collections of cello studies by Dotzauer
and Duport for republication by Edition Steingräber in Leipzig. As an editor, Hausmann was
meticulous and attentive to preserving the source materials with accuracy. In general, he made
fewer editorial markings than many of his contemporaries such as Grützmacher and Klengel,
focusing primarily on the Urtext.9 In his Steingräber edition of the Six Suites for Cello Solo by
J.S. Bach, Hausmann consulted the manuscript (now regarded as in the hand of Bach’s wife
Anna Magdalena) in comparison with the Ausgabe der Bach Gesellschaft and other published
editions edited by Dotzauer and others. He takes pains to indicate when the original varies from
his version, particularly in the sixth suite, likely written for five-string cello, where Hausmann
makes recommendations of which notes may be omitted with the least damage to the harmony.
He uses two staves for the scordatura in the fifth suite to indicate fingered and sounding pitches.
In the opening note, he writes that dynamics are generally omitted but metronome markings,
fingerings, and slurs are freely added. Still, fingerings are relatively sparse, likely suggesting that
Hausmann advocated for lower positions and wide use of open strings. His bowings are
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of the Bach Gamba Sonatas, Hausmann is more attentive to historical accuracy and true to the available manuscripts
when compared to Klengel. In Duport’s etudes, Hausmann stayed very close to the original, updating clefs and
adding slurs for convenience but not adding dynamics or other interpretive indications.
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relatively loyal to the original sources making his version much closer to an Urtext edition than
what many of his contemporaries produced when applying a more Romantic philosophy of
dynamic shaping, slurring, and shifting to these pieces. There are metronome markings provided
for every movement except the second minuets, bourées, and gavottes, probably indicating that
Hausmann did not expect much change in tempo between the pairs of dance movements
(excepting in the sixth suite where a new tempo suggestion is marked for Gavotte II). In general,
Hausmann’s direct and restrained approach towards editing shows a reverence towards the
composers whom he admired and a sense of responsibility that he surely wished to pass along to
his own students.
Throughout his career, Hausmann excelled in maintaining strong relationships with his
mentors and held a sense of continuing tradition in his programming, his performing, and his
teaching. His career was defined by the invitation to become the colleague of and succeed his
former teachers Müller, Joachim, and Piatti at the Berlin Hochschule, in the Joachim Quartet,
and in establishing a regular presence a performer in London.

3.2 Hausmann’s Impact on England
While Hausmann was known by many in England as the cellist of the Joachim Quartet,
the quartet itself did not begin performing regularly in London until 1901, when Edward
Speyer’s Joachim Quartet Concert Society presented the first of an annual set of six concerts.
This delay was taken by some as a signal of “reproach of English musical taste”; however,
Joachim himself performed regularly in London to great acclaim beginning in 1844, including
many quartet performances with Piatti and his other London colleagues (see chapter 2).10
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Likewise, Hausmann’s long association with musical life in London began in 1871 when he
traveled to study with Alfredo Piatti. During the 1870s, with the encouragement of both Piatti
and Joachim, he continued to make appearances and connections there, accepting Charles
Villiers Stanford’s invitation to perform sonatas together at the Cambridge University Music
Society. Stanford was Hausmann’s exact contemporary (both born in 1852) and was at the heart
of a new generation of English musicians looking to defy the reputation of “Unmusical England”
and bring about what would later be called the English Musical Renaissance by some (see
chapter 2). In this Germanophilic context, Hausmann was immediately regarded as an admired
figure with regard to the performance of the revered Austro-Germanic repertoire. He made
extended visits to London nearly every season for solo concerto appearances, recitals, and
chamber music performances.
Hausmann’s contributions to the English musical community took on many forms,
making his impact on the development of cello playing in England and Great Britain significant.
He contributed to elevating the technical standard of solo and chamber music playing in London.
As a finely trained player performing at the highest level, he was able to serve as a rare cello
soloist at the Crystal Palace, the Royal Philharmonic Society, and the London Symphony. With
most English cellists of the era focused on serving as orchestral players or teachers, true soloists
were still quite rare throughout the nineteenth century, with the great majority appearing only on
tour from abroad. Hausmann was one of few adequate substitutes for Piatti at the Popular
Concerts at St. James Hall and a preferred collaborator for chamber music projects featuring
musical leaders such as Charles Hallé, Wilma Norman-Neruda (Lady Hallé), and other expatriate
musicians. As discussed in chapter 2, he was not the only visiting cellist with fine training to
perform concertos, but the frequency with which he was able to take engagements in England
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added a familiarity and long arc to these collaborations. His first solo appearance at the Crystal
Palace Concerts took place in 1877 with the Molique concerto. He returned frequently through
the rest of the century including notable performances of concertos by Schumann (1880) and
Piatti (1882).11 He actively sought out opportunities to continue performing in London. In the
middle of 1879, in a letter written from Berlin to the Royal Philharmonic Society in London,
Hausmann wrote in very neat, if imperfect, English print, with courteous salutations and
closings: “Will you be kind enouf to remember my violincello, when you arrange the programs
for the next Philharmonie season? The best time for me, to go over to London next year the
month of March will be I think.”12 Hausmann often traveled to England in March, after the
subscription series with his quartet and trio in Berlin were finished for the season. As one of very
few cellists engaged in solo work with organizations such as the Royal Philharmonic Society, he
was clearly capable of performing the most difficult repertoire available to the instrument.
Hausmann was perhaps most valued by English audiences for his direct delivery of
German repertoire into their concert halls. In addition to giving the world premieres of works by
Brahms and other contemporaries, Hausmann was involved with countless British premieres of
major works by the finest Austro-Germanic composers including Mozart, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, and Schumann. He was an authority particularly on Brahms, with both the
technical training and artistic understanding to relay brand new works, sometimes as yet
unpublished. This often involved touring with other German or Berlin-based musicians including
Brahms himself, his colleagues in the Joachim Quartet, Heinrich Barth, and other prominent
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players such as Marie Soldat (1863–1955), an early champion of the Brahms violin concerto,
with whom he played the Brahms Double Concerto with the London Symphony Orchestra in
December 1908, just weeks before his death.
His frequent visits also provided opportunities for Hausmann to collaborate with British
musicians in this repertoire. Hausmann and his colleagues brought the influence of the German
performance tradition directly into these collaborative spaces. In addition to performing as a
soloist with British orchestras, he gave recitals with a number of English pianists including
Fanny Davies, Margaret Hall, Florence May, Max Mayer, Max Pauer, Charles Villiers Stanford,
and Donald Francis Tovey. These were collaborations between professionals, but Hausmann’s
interpretations surely carried some added legitimacy in the minds of his English collaborators,
particularly in cases where he had previously performed the given repertoire with the composer
himself in the case of Brahms, or close associates in the case of Mendelssohn or Schumann.
Davies (1861–1934) was a student of Clara Schumann in Germany and an accomplished soloist
herself. She once heard Brahms, Joachim, and Hausmann rehearsing the Piano Trio no. 3 in C
Minor, op. 101, as well as the Cello Sonata no. 2 in F Major, op. 99, in Baden-Baden with Clara
Schumann turning pages. Davies took detailed notes, particularly with attention to interpretation
and tempi, which are an important reference for performers today.13 In 1892 she gave the English
premiere of the Brahms Trio for Clarinet, Violoncello, and Piano, op. 114 with Richard Mühlfeld
and Piatti at a Saturday Popular Concert and collaborated several times with Hausmann. At a
concert of all Brahms sonatas given with Hausmann and Joachim, a critic wrote, “The
violoncello Sonatas were played by Professor Robert Hausmann in a most appreciative spirit,
which seemed to find its most congenial field in the two middle movements of the composition
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in F major. Miss Fanny Davies was the pianist of the afternoon, and no one better fitted to fulfill
the office could have been found.”14
At the Popular Concerts and Joachim Quartet Society concerts, works such as the
Mendelssohn Octet, Beethoven Septet, Dvořák Sextet, Brahms Sextets, and Mozart Viola
Quintets were often programmed, requiring the services of extra string and wind players to
supplement the core rosters. Fine British players would be called upon to fill these roles. Like
Fanny Davies, many of the leading English players who rose to this level had studied abroad,
including Percy Such who had studied with Hausmann in Berlin.15 While some of these
collaborating artists such as violist Frank Bridge and pianist Tovey did not study in Germany,
they undoubtedly looked to Joachim as something of a mentor. At one Joachim Quartet concert
featuring added guests for the Brahms Sextet in G major, op. 36, and Piano Trio in C Minor, op.
101, a critic captured the complex dynamic of the collaboration:
It need scarcely be said that these works received admirable interpretation on the part of
Joachim himself, Professor Carl Halir, Mr. Karl Klinger, and Professor Hausmann. Mr.
Donald Francis Tovey took the pianoforte part in the Trio, and Mr. Frank Bridge and Mr.
Percy Such were included as executants in the Sextet. In these days, Brahms’s name, so
far as music among English amateurs goes, has become almost a sacred thing; it is not for
us, therefore, to discuss at any length the significance or the beauty of his work. It
suffices to say, at present, that Joachim played admirably, and that all his assistants
thoroughly understood the spirit of the music. The audience was enthusiastic, giving
thereby another proof that the Brahms cult in England seems to be rapidly increasing.16
At the close of the nineteenth century, British chamber music ensembles had yet to reach
the level of true international prominence or esteem as groups from the continent such as the
Joachim Quartet or the Bohemian Quartet had already reached, especially to English audiences,
but these non-standard and mixed ensemble performances were opportunities for English
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musicians to take part in the most elite levels of chamber music available in London. When
important works were premiered in Berlin by Joachim or Hausmann, it was often Charles Hallé
and Alfredo Piatti who gave the first British performance at the Monday Popular Concerts. This
was true when the De Ahna-Barth-Hausmann trio gave the premiere of the Brahms Piano Trio
No. 2 in C Major, op. 87, in Berlin in 1882, and Lady Hallé, Charles Hallé, and Piatti gave the
British premiere the same year.17 While Brahms and Hausmann gave the first British
performance of the Cello Sonata no. 2 in F Major, op. 99, Hallé and Piatti were the next to play
it. This would start to change in the 1890s and early 1900s when William Whitehouse began to
have some success touring with the London Trio, and ensemble formed with Italian violinist
Achille Simonetti and British pianist Amina Goodwin, a student of Clara Schumann and Franz
Liszt. By the start of the twentieth century, ensembles such as the London String Quartet
(founded in 1908) began to take root, filling in the void left as Hallé, Piatti, Joachim, Hausmann,
and Lady Hallé’s careers ended. In the season after Hausmann’s death, the Classical Concerts
Society, formerly the Joachim series, announced a new line up featuring Lady Hallé, Marie
Soldat, Bridge, Casals, Davies, Tovey, and other wind players and vocalists. The repertoire
remained primarily Germanic with appearances by Chopin and others, but a new more diverse
group of musicians was now ready to lead the effort.18
Hausmann made important contributions to the development of British cello and chamber
music repertoire, inspiring and collaborating with English composers in the same manner that he
worked with Brahms, Bruch, and others. For composers such as Stanford, an Irishman trained at
Cambridge University and Leipzig Conservatory, who dreamed of creating works which would
enter the Western canon next to those of Beethoven, Schuman, and Brahms, there could be no
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more ideal collaborator than Brahms and Joachim’s preferred cellist. Both Piatti and Hausmann
worked closely with Stanford who dedicated a sonata to each of them. Hausmann and Stanford,
born in the same year, performed German repertoire together at the Wednesday Popular Concerts
at the Cambridge University Musical Society in the 1870s. Stanford, a well-trained pianist and
organist, had recently taken over the series, advocating for more contemporary repertoire. In
March 1879 they premiered Stanford’s first Cello Sonata, op. 9, at a chamber music concert at
the Royal Academy. The sonata was dedicated to Hausmann and regarded as the first important
English cello sonata. Hausmann performed the work several times with Stanford in England and
also brought the work to Germany.19 Through public and private performances of this work (and
post-concert social gatherings), Stanford and Hausmann were able to introduce each other to
important colleagues and patrons in both countries. Stanford and Hausmann also worked
together on a concerto which was never published and performed during Stanford’s lifetime
other than an excerpt shared in Cambridge with piano reduction in 1884. This concerto was later
edited and published by George Burrows, premiered by Burrows as conductor with his brother,
cellist William Burrows in Newcastle in 2002, and recorded in 2011 by cellist Gemma Rosefield
with Andrew Manze and the BBC Scottish Symphony.20 Stanford also dedicated a piano trio to
the Barth-Wirth-Hausmann trio. This work was premiered by Whitehouse’s London Trio in
1899.21 Stanford’s String Quartet no. 3 is also dedicated to the Joachim Quartet.
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Figure 3. Cover page of Stanford’s Piano Trio no. 2, dedicated to Barth, Wirth, and Hausmann, 1899.22

Hausmann’s participation in the performance of contemporary music was not limited to
works which were dedicated to or premiered by him. Many of his performances included works
by colleagues who were either English or based in England. Piatti dedicated the Fantasia
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Romantica, op. 27 to Hausmann in 1882, the same year the Hausmann performed one of Piatti’s
concertos with August Manns at the Crystal Palace Concerts.23 Hausmann also performed and
edited a new edition of the Bernhard Molique cello concerto (this was on the program at
Hausmann’s 1877 Crystal Palace debut), a work originally dedicated to and performed by Piatti.
Molique was a German violinist who lived in London and taught at the Royal Academy of Music
during the 1860s.
Donald Francis Tovey (1875–1940) was an important pianist and composer with whom
Hausmann had a fruitful professional relationship. More than twenty years younger than
Hausmann, Tovey was a comprehensive musician eventually known for his writings in music
analysis and aesthetics perhaps more than for his compositional output and performative
contributions as a pianist and conductor. Hausmann and Tovey performed in chamber music
ensembles on many occasions and Hausmann also appeared on Tovey’s curated concert series
including a set of recitals featuring the complete cello and piano works of Beethoven.24
In an announcement of the 1909 series, recitals planned for February 13 and 17 were each
to feature a work by Bach, a work by Tovey, and one of the sonatas of Brahms. These programs
encapsulate what Hausmann provided to the London scene as a performer. He was a reverent
scholar and arranger of historic works, an ally to English composers, and a central player in the
rich Germanic tradition of Brahms. Sadly, these concerts never took place due to Hausmann’s
sudden death in January 1909. Instead, on the February 17 date, Tovey premiered a new work,
the Elegiac Variations, op. 25, dedicated to his late friend.25
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Figure 4. Concert announcement from the Times (London), November 11, 1908.26

3.3 Reception and Legacy
Though well-regarded in musical circles, Hausmann did not achieve the level of
mainstream celebrity in England that his contemporary August van Biene did in the music halls.
He did not have the mystique of Paganini, the effervescence of Mendelssohn, or the flair of
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Liszt. His association with Joachim and Brahms drew deserved attention to his work but also
became the dominating element of his legacy. He did not appear to cultivate a public persona
beyond his performing activities and did not use the media to promote himself the way that Van
Biene (and later Suggia, to an extent) did by granting interviews or writing essays for print.
Photographs show that he had an air of poise and sophistication, always captured in a full suit
and tie with shined shoes. He kept either a full beard or long mustache throughout his career
which matched most of his German chamber music colleagues and helped to downplay the
twenty-year age difference between him and Joachim, Brahms, and De Ahna. His visual
appearance matched his reputation as a professor, scholar, and performer of high art music.
His technique also showed deference to the tradition. The few photos and engravings of
Hausmann in playing position show that he held the cello with no endpin with the pegbox low to
the side of his neck. He appeared to be a tall enough man to reach the strings easily with both
hands even in this low position. For most of his career he played a 1724 Stradivarius cello also
played by his uncle Georg and now known as the “Hausmann.” As one of Stradivarius’s later
instruments, the dimensions of this instrument were on the smaller end of the maker’s range, a
few centimeters shorter and narrower than the “Cristiani” Stradivarius from 1700 which Hugo
Becker owned in the 1880s and 1890s, or the 1673 instrument that Jacqueline du Pré would later
play.27 Both Hausmann’s mentor Piatti and his student Percy Such also played without endpin
for their entire careers, but this practice would fall out of fashion entirely during the early
twentieth century as technical and acoustic approaches to the instrument shifted permanently. As
late as 1897, Carl Schroeder’s work laid out an inconclusive debate about whether cellists should
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use the endpin or not. There were concerns that the sound of the cello might be stifled by the legs
and that the player might be more prone to stiffen or tire without one. Piatti was cited as example
of one whose sound and posture were not negatively affected. Among the potential advantages of
using an endpin listed in one column was that it would make it easier for a cellist to stand for
“God Save the Queen.”28
Though no recordings of Hausmann exist, we can assume, based on reports from students
and colleagues as well as markings in published editions and used parts, that he used noncontinuous vibrato and portamento in a manner similar Joachim and Julius Klengel.29 Concert
reviews report that he had a powerful sound and solid technique but do not mention facial
expressions or dramatic movements, suggesting an air of seriousness and perhaps less visible
emotion than players like Van Biene and Suggia. This does not mean that his playing was
unexpressive. As one reviewer wrote of Hausmann after an 1881 performance of the Beethoven
Sonata no. 3 in A major, op. 69, “His playing is full and expressive, and in slow movements he
handles his instrument most artistically and with evident feeling for his work.30
Just as Piatti’s arrival called for comparisons to Lindley, to English audiences and
London audiences in particular, the natural comparison for Hausmann was with Piatti, the
leading cellist of London. In general, these comparisons point to positive similarities between the
two players. Like Piatti, Hausmann never used an endpin and was complimented in reviews such
as this one for his style and refinement:
At the Crystal Palace Concert of Saturday last the instrumental solos were performed by
Herr Robert Hausmann, professor at the Royal High School of Music in Berlin, and one
of the most eminent of living violoncellists. He played Schumann's concerto, a work less
pleasing at a first hearing than many he might have chosen, but highly characteristic of
“Strings in General: Use of the ’Cello Peg,” The Strad 8, no. 85 (May 1897): 14.
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Schumann and well adapted for the display of Herr Hausmann's admirable qualities of
tone, mechanism, and musical intelligence. The slow movement is very beautiful. It is
replete with melody and written most effectively for the instrument. A more perfect
performance could scarcely be imagined. Herr Hausmann's style resembles that of Signor
Piatti. It is marked by all the purity of tone and delicacy of phrasing which characterize
that of the Italian master, with even additional warmth. Two short solos further impressed
the audience in Herr Hausmann’s favour—an andante by Locatelli and a mazurka by
Popper. The latter, with its graceful embellishments after the manner of Chopin, was
played with a delicacy which could not have been surpassed on the violin.31
In Manchester, the cellist of reference at the turn of the century was Carl Fuchs, which a local
critic noted in 1903:
Beethoven’s sonata in A, for piano and ’cello, is one of the finest works extant for that
particular combination, and both Mr. Mayer and Mr. Robert Hausmann, who is a
professor of the ’cello at Berlin, gave to the performance a character which only mutual
sympathy and understanding can supply. In tone and style, Mr. Hausmann’s playing
resembles Mr. Fuchs’s, and he may well be content with the comparison. … The two
performers again distinguished themselves [in Schumann’s Five Pieces in Folk Style], the
balance of tone being correctly maintained, while the precision with which the rapid
passages were rendered stood out conspicuously. … In Brahms’s sonata in F, op. 99, the
two executants had no easy task, but to players of their calibre this was not a matter of
concern.32
Recurring themes in Hausmann’s British recital reviews are refinement, intelligence, technical
facility, quality of tone, and expertise of the repertoire. Hausmann performed the same core
repertoire throughout his career, leaning heavily on the two Brahms sonatas, Beethoven’s Sonata
no. 3 in A major, and other works by Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and Bach. There
seemed to be no wane in the popularity of these repertoire choices, and Hausmann’s authority in
delivering these works was a draw year after year, as noted in this London review:
St. James’s Hall was not full at the concert given by Miss Margaret Wild, pianist, and
Professor Robert Hausmann, violoncellist, yesterday afternoon, but there was a greater
attendance than is customarily expected at performances of this nature. It commenced
with Brahms’s Sonata in F, for pianoforte and violoncello, Op.97 [sic], a work first
introduced in London by Herr Housmann [sic], about ten years ago. The next
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instrumental items were Beethoven’s Duet Sonata in C, Op. 102, No. 1—quite worthy of
the Bonn master, though rarely heard—and the effective variations in E flat on a theme
from Mozart’s Zauberflöte. Both artists played with much refinement, if without great
power.”33
Many of the current staples of cello recital repertoire from France, Russia, England, and America
had yet to be written. Hausmann’s convincing and popular performances of nineteenth-century
Germanic works helped to secure the viability of the cello recital as a forum for the development
of new repertoire.
The Joachim Quartet held a place of honor in London for many of the same reasons.
They represented the continuation of an adored tradition, they delivered new German works to
English stages, presented elevated opportunities for expatriate and English musicians to
collaborate, and they individually and collectively influenced the following generation of
students. London audiences heard fine quartet performances for many years with Joachim and
his London ensemble of Piatti, Louis Ries, and Ludwig Straus. These included many
performances at the Monday Popular Concerts sometimes with the Hallés, Clara Schumann, or
other collaborators. When Piatti retired, Hausmann performed in his place more often and the
whole Joachim Quartet came from Berlin to perform in London as well. By the time the quartet
began playing an annual series in London (1901–6), they were already well known, with Joachim
and Hausmann in particular having been seen annually in chamber music and solo performances
for decades.
While the Joachim Quartet was trailblazing in performances of the quartet repertoire for
many decades, by the time they appeared in London, several other groups were touring regularly
with this repertoire, including the Brussels Quartet, the Bohemian Quartet and other German and
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French ensembles. The Bohemian Quartet in particular, performing overlapping repertoire by
Brahms and Beethoven, also delivered new works by Smetana, Dvořák, and Suk (Dvořák’s sonin-law and second violinist in the quartet) to great acclaim. In 1897, the same year that Piatti
retired, they scheduled two performances and expanded their stay to six or more concerts due to
popular demand.34
Detailed reviews of Joachim Quartet concerts reveal that technical imperfections were
readily apparent in their performances, particularly in later years. However, the players were still
revered and forgiven by British writers due to their earned reputations and clear command of the
repertoire. A review from a Manchester performance of a typical program of Mozart, Schubert,
and Beethoven during Joachim’s final spring season in England captures some of these nuances:
Undoubtedly the best way of arriving at a proper estimate of the artistic virtues and
distinctive musical qualities of the Joachim Quartet is by comparing it with other similar
bodies, and such a method is peculiarly serviceable in Manchester, where so many of the
leading string quartets have been heard during recent years. Proceeding then on these
lines, one may first say that the work of the Joachim Quartet, as a whole, is not
characterized by the same superlatively fine “ensemble” that marks the playing of the
Bohemian Quartet, and in the matter of unfailing perfection of tonal balance and absolute
unanimity of expression between the four players, the Bohemian fiddlers have again the
advantage in the comparison. There were several places in the playing of the Mozart
Quartet, and again in the Schubert Quartet—notably in the opening bars of the “Andante
con Moto,” where the “ensemble” was something less than perfect. One missed, too, in
the playing last night that richness and robustness of intonation in “forte” passages that
was so admirable a characteristic of the playing of the Brussels Quartet which was heard
here some months ago at one of the Schiller-Anstalt concerts, while in the softer
utterances the intonation last night was on occasions apt to become husky and a trifle too
thin. On the other hand, however, there is a rare artistic dignity and intrinsic worth, a fine
sense of culture, and freedom from all sensationalism and meretricious tricks about the
performances of the Joachim Quartet that gives it a place of honour all its own.
About the individual players, the reviewer was more specific:
Joachim’s playing would have been a brilliant effort for any of the foremost of the young
fiddlers of today, but for a man of Dr. Joachim’s age it was little less than marvelous, so
nimble was the execution, so zestful the spirit, and so wonderfully varied and buoyant the
34
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tone. … Professor Hausmann's rich and expressive tone a constant source of joy to one
many times during the evening, but he evinced a tendency or twice during the course of
the two Quartets to ‘step outside the picture,’ and momentarily postpone his entries, to
the detriment of the ‘ensemble.’35
Some regarded this adulation of anything Joachim took part in as a British media
“fetish,” particularly when it came to impressive younger performers such as Eugène Ysaÿe not
receiving the same level of admiration.36 Others saw it as well-earned respect and appreciation,
as described in this reflection published after Joachim’s death in the Illustrated London News:
The fact that thirty years passed between the establishment of the Quartet and its first
appearance in London was always regarded as a reproach to English musical taste. But it
may be remembered that Joachim never failed to gain a hearty welcome in this country.
London always recognized his genius, and it may be said without any disrespect that his
reputation outlived his gifts, and that in the days when his tone was weak and he could
not always play in tune he could still rely on an enthusiastic reception from a London
audience.37
In the great majority of Joachim Quartet reviews from British outlets, the commentary is
exclusively laudatory.
As a professor, Hausmann attracted talented students to Berlin, including Hungarian
cellist Arnold Foldesy (also a student of Popper and Becker), American Lucy Campbell (who
played in Marie Soldat’s quartet), and two important British cellists, Percy Such and Arthur
Williams. As previously mentioned, Such returned to England to play with the London Pops and
followed in Hausmann’s footsteps by participating in Monday Popular Concerts and
collaborating on new repertoire with Donald Francis Tovey before moving to America.
Williams, originally from Wales and a one-time student at the Royal College of Music in
London, became a member of the Klingler Quartet which was led by Karl Klinger, the last
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person to join the Joachim Quartet (on viola) and a former student of Joachim. This quartet
sought to continue the tradition that their teachers had established. Talented young British cellists
during Hausmann’s career also chose to train abroad with Becker, Klengel, or Davidov (see
chapter 6), but Hausmann’s frequent visits to London helped to establish an active connection
between London and Berlin which remained open until the disruption of World War I.
After Hausmann’s unexpected death, a new foreign visitor began to appear in London
chamber music concerts, Pablo Casals. This significant transition was noted in several reviews:
Bechstein Hall was also well filled for the Classical Concert Society's third concert, the
programme of this being entirely devoted to works by Beethoven, interpreted by Mme.
Marie Soldat (violin), Miss Fanny Davies (piano), Mr. F. Bridge (viola), and Señor Pablo
Casals (violoncello.) The last-named artist now fills the place left vacant since last season
by the premature death of Professor Robert Hausmann. In the sonata in A, Op. 69, for
piano and ’cello, he showed himself to be a player of ability and experience, possessing a
tone rich and powerful, if possibly a little lacking in sonority as compared with that of his
lamented predecessor.38
It is notable that the concert’s roster now included just one German musician, two English
players, and a Catalan. Now entering the twentieth century and a new era of cello playing, major
cello soloists from abroad such as Casals, Suggia, Cassadó, Feuermann, and Piatigorsky would
soon appear more frequently alongside a budding generation of British cellists (see chapter 6).
Casals was later widely credited for bringing the solo cello into the arena of serious recitals,
establishing the practice of performing past works by Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms instead of
trivial showpieces by Popper and others, but this followed the tradition of Hausmann directly.39
Hausmann did not represent a new paradigm to English musicians, but a higher level of
execution and vision and a more accomplished circle of collaborators. To the English, he was a
model of someone who built a career around solo work, chamber music, and teaching, taking the
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direction that Piatti took even one step further by eschewing the orchestral role that Piatti,
Lindley, and all of the other major expatriate cellists discussed in chapter 2 had filled until that
point. His work in actively bring more recital and concerto repertoire into the canon only made
this progression more possible.
He left no recordings and no technical innovations. His legacy was treasured repertoire,
attentive scholarship, refined playing, and steadfast cooperation with colleagues and
collaborators. Hausmann modeled a standard of playing and a sense of balance that inspired
cellists and audiences as summarized in this obituary from the Times:
His power of concerted playing was extraordinary; for his broad, massive tone gave the
most solid support to the upper parts, yet never was made too prominent. … His playing
is memorable for its splendid vigour and maturity of style. If power rather than sweetness
was the chief characteristic of his tone, no one at least could more beautifully reflect the
dignity of the classics; and in works like the two sonatas written by Brahms for piano and
violoncello, or even more in the same master’s double concerto, op. 102 (which he
introduced with Joachim soon after it was first published), his sense of the proportion to
be kept with the other instrument or with the orchestra never failed him. In England we
knew him best as a member of the Joachim Quartet rather than as a soloist; but there is no
doubt that he was among the greatest violoncellists of the world; and the genial frankness
of his manner endeared him to a large circle of friends in England as well as in
Germany.40
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Figure 5. The Joachim Quartet performing in the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin, 1903.41
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CHAPTER FOUR: AUGUSTE VAN BIENE (1849–1913)

The legacy of Auguste Van Biene is a story of great fame leading to obscurity. Hailed
during his lifetime as a master of the instrument throughout the United Kingdom and abroad in
New Zealand, Australia, South Africa, and the United States, Van Biene was the star of an
enormously popular musical play entitled The Broken Melody, written especially as a vehicle for
him as a cellist and actor, that ran for over 6,000 performances worldwide. He helped to promote
a style of playing with the endpin that was endorsed by his one-time mentor, the great Belgian
cellist Adrien-François Servais (1807–66). Through the sheer number of performances that he
gave while his musical plays The Broken Melody and later The Master Musician ran in theaters
from 1892 until his death in 1913, Van Biene was a major contributor to the image of a celebrity
cellist in the minds of not only the classical music concertgoers but also of the general public in
the United Kingdom and the English-speaking world.
Van Biene used his own public image to promote his theatrical productions and amplify
his reputation. Unlike other cellists who pursued more traditional performance careers, a large
number of newspaper articles, magazine pieces, interviews, and other periodicals documenting
his life are available. Some of the more descriptive, if less musically expert, commentary comes
from provincial papers, reporting on his regional tours and performances. Retrospectively
viewed more as a popular entertainer than as a torchbearer of the high art of cello playing, Van
Biene does not figure into traditional narratives about the history and evolution of cello
technique and style. He was not a pedagogue of note, having never served on a conservatory
faculty or maintained any regular private studio, and his published music is limited to popular
tunes and arrangements aimed for sales to the general public rather than proposals for entry into
76

the classical canon. While he did give many interviews detailing various aspects of the music and
entertainment industry, he did not pen any method books or scholarly articles that give insight
into his opinions about cello technique. As a result, he is largely unknown to cellists today. No
full-length biography has been produced to date, though detailed research has been published by
Brenda Neece and George Kennaway.1

4.1 Biographical Summary
The major events of Van Biene’s life were well documented during his lifetime, often by
his own telling. Partially because of the myth-like status he gained and the amount of less-thanrigorous coverage he received as a musical celebrity, some of the factual details of Van Biene’s
life are not entirely in focus due to conflicting reports and lack of corroborating documentation.
Even Van Biene’s own comments about dates and places contradict each other at times. He was
very image-conscious in how he decided to depict events from his life both in what he decided to
mention, and in what he chose to omit.
Many contemporaneous sources state that Van Biene was born in 1850 in Rotterdam.2
His son wrote to the Daily Herald to correct an obituary that stated this, reporting that in fact,
Van Biene was born in 1849.3 He is generally referred to as being from Rotterdam, but on at
least one occasion he stated that he was born in Namur, Belgium, about 200 kilometers to the
south. He was born into a large family as one of at least ten children and given the name Ezechiel
which he later changed to Auguste.4 His parents were in the dramatic profession and one of his
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sisters, Sophie Pauwels-van Biene, went on to earn great acclaim as an actress, deemed the
“Sarah Bernhardt of Holland” and recognized by the Dutch queen.5 According to Van Biene’s
own biographical account, his father died when he was nine years old, and his brothers, who
already played musical instruments, encouraged him to play the cello a year later. He was
inspired to take their advice after hearing the great nineteenth-century master Servais perform
and eventually worked with Servais himself in Brussels as a private student, living with him for
three years.6
By the mid-1860s, Van Biene had returned to Holland and found himself work as an
orchestral musician, including at the Rotterdam Opera House.7 As he said in an 1894 interview,
he felt that “a prophet is not very much honoured in his own country,” and decided to try his luck
in England.8 He was still a teenager, about sixteen years old, but well-trained at the cello and
independent in spirit. Upon arriving in London, he made a few introductions and played for some
of the city’s leading musicians but could not find employment. Eventually he took to busking on
the street to pass the time and generate some income. According to his own possibly embellished
account, he was discovered one evening by the eminent conductor Sir Michael Costa in Hanover
Square.9 Apparently, he spoke little English at the time and communicated with Costa in French,
explaining when asked that he was playing on the street because he was hungry. By the end of
1867, he was asked to join the cello section of Costa’s Covent Garden Opera Orchestra.10 The
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more romantic aspects of this serendipitous discovery would be retold by Van Biene and the
press at every opportunity for decades to come with some variety in the details. Reflecting back
in an interview forty years later, Van Biene simply stated, “The process of disillusionment you
can well imagine, and when my money had gone and I had tried in vain to get any kind of
engagement, I was too proud to confess to them at home that I had failed, so I played in the
streets.”11
This breakthrough led Van Biene directly into the London performance scene. He spent a
decade playing in various London orchestras, including as principal for Costa and as a founding
member of flutist Edward de Jong’s touring orchestra.12 There is also mention of him being the
one-time leader of the Hallé cello section in Manchester.”13 Van Biene played in other opera
orchestras, including in Liverpool, earning notice from the press whenever he played a featured
solo. During this time period, he began to take part in chamber music performances with highlevel performers, occasionally playing a featured solo set. He quickly became an audience
favorite, frequently called back for encores.
During the late 1870s, Van Biene began to work as a conductor for opera companies and
theater productions. In 1878, he served as musical director for Richard D'Oyly Carte's Comedy
Opera Company in touring productions of Gilbert and Sullivan’s The Sorcerer and H.M.S.
Pinafore, and in 1879, he led a London production of Pinafore.14 Pinafore was so popular at this
time that rival productions were being mounted simultaneously. He went on to create his own
company together with Horace Lingard, saving up performance income to buy the rights of
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various librettos and scripts for stage adaptations. In this arrangement, Van Biene typically
managed the musicians and conducted the orchestra, while Lingard led the acting troupe from
the stage. Van Biene became adept at selecting theater pieces that he felt would be successful
with the public and buying the rights to create new productions. He aimed to capitalize on what
was popular and ran productions for as long as they were successful. The typical fare was light
and comedic like Faust-Up-To-Date, a burlesque parody of Gounod’s Faust written by Henry
Petitt and George R. Sims, with music by theater composer Meyer Lutz.15 He also chose several
adaptations of French stage works such as composer Francis Chassaigne’s Le Droit d’Ainesse.
Van Biene’s production was re-named Falka with an English libretto by H. B. Farnie and
celebrated 1,000 performances in 1886.16 Another popular example was Pepita, originally titled
La Princesse des Canaries, with music by Charles Lecocq, a contemporary rival of Bizet and
successor of Offenbach in the operetta tradition.
Through the 1880s, Van Biene spent the majority of his time conducting opéra comique
and operetta productions. He did occasionally perform as an actor as well. For instance, he once
substituted for a sick Lingard on short notice under the stage name Henri Tempo (the name of
another traveling musician) in their production of The Old Guard, a three-act opéra comique
adapted from a French play by writer H.B. Farnie and composer Robert Planquette.17 A few
years later, it was a piece by the same creative team, the 1882 hit Rip Van Winkle, that gave Van
Biene his first significant attention and moderate success as a billed stage actor. In an 1892
production, he played the title role and earned many compliments from audiences and local
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papers, though critics and colleagues noted some frustration that this was a waste of Van Biene’s
outstanding cello playing.18
Inspired by this feedback, Van Biene set out to create a customized vehicle that would
feature both his acting and musicianship. This led to the most important turning point in Van
Biene’s career: the July 1892 opening of a new play, The Broken Melody, at the Prince of
Wales’s Theatre. This play listed Herbert Keen and James T. Tanner as the playwrights with the
title musical theme written by Auguste Van Biene himself. The lead character, Paul Borinski, is a
concert cellist and composer trying to get his opera produced. The plot (to be described in more
detail in a later section) affords various opportunities for Borinski to play the cello, both in solo
scenes and as part of an onstage soiree. Here, Van Biene would insert several of his favorite
works by other composers and give a short concert within the play. The title song was played by
Van Biene at an important moment during the end of Act One. His character begins playing
joyfully in response to good news but then stops dramatically in anguish as he discovers a note
from his wife that appears to say she has left him. This turns out to be a misunderstanding
orchestrated by the meddling Duchess that is eventually resolved after a variety of other
obstacles, including a duel, are overcome, and celebrated in the finale with a fully restored
rendition of the melody.
London critics were lukewarm to The Broken Melody, acknowledging the novelty of its
structure and the strength of the musical performances within the play while also harshly
criticizing its weak plot. Even so, Van Biene was confident that he had a hit show that could tour
successfully in the provinces of the United Kingdom and around the world. He was right. Van
Biene made The Broken Melody his workhorse, centering his personal brand around the play and
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investing incredible amounts of time and energy into promoting the production. He was
rewarded with over 6,000 performances, including many tours of England and the United
Kingdom, along with visits to South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States. The
show ran on and off for decades and made him a celebrity in every town and city he visited.
During this period from 1892 until his death in 1913, Van Biene created a few other
projects to break up the monotony of performing the same play night after night. It was during a
performance of a one-act vaudeville sketch, The Master Musician, that he slumped over his cello
and died suddenly in 1913 on the stage of the Brighton Hippodrome. His gravestone pays tribute
to his biggest success with the following epitaph, “The melody is broken. I shall never write
again. (The Broken Melody, Act 3).”19

4.2 Moving Through Musical Society
The Concert Hall
Van Biene’s career traced a remarkable path through the widely varying corners and
strata of the music world. During the first decade of his professional career, he was able to
advance quickly into well-respected circles of classical musicians, many from abroad, who were
performing in the major cities of England. He began by playing in various symphonic and opera
orchestras, earning praise for fine principal cello solos. He also began appearing at other
subscription chamber music performances and as a soloist for charity events. He was noted both
for successful solo performances of virtuoso pieces like David Popper’s Gavotte, and for
ensemble performances of chamber music repertoire by Haydn, Beethoven, Mendelssohn,
Schumann, and Brahms.20 As he began to make more solo appearances in the early 1870s,
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advertisements billed him as the “Solo Violoncellist to His Majesty the King of Holland,” touting
his fine reputation and playing up past associations with elite audiences.21
Van Biene was apparently well-trained by Servais in the high-art classical tradition and
was able to make an impression on educated audiences while sharing the stage with most
esteemed artists of the time. During the early years, he frequently toured with other artists and
began to play important international venues. He appeared on concerts with singers Adelina Patti
and Christine Nilsson among others.22 His reputation as a chamber musician was strong enough
to earn him an opportunity to play with violinist Joseph Joachim and pianist Marie Krebs in an
1878 London concert featuring the Brahms Piano Quintet, op. 34 and the Mozart Piano Quartet
in E-flat Major, K. 493.23 This well-attended concert also featured solo performances by Krebs
and Joachim. Krebs also performed with another cellist in the late 1870s, the great Piatti.24 With
Piatti widely regarded as the top cellist residing in London at that time, it appears that Van Biene
had reached an elevated level of respect among the cultural elite of England.
To many critics he seemed like a natural successor to Piatti, whose reputation was that of
a distinguished gentleman, professor, and composer of etudes and virtuoso music. Piatti played
the finest instruments and was considered one of the great torchbearers of his generation. During
this period from the late 1860s until the mid-1870s, Van Biene’s earliest reviews commend him
for his technical skills and tasteful style, placing him in the same line of tradition. After a
performance of Mendelssohn’s Variations Concertantes, op. 17 and the Adagio from a Romberg
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concerto, one London reviewer wrote, “The concert introduced a very young, but very good,
violoncellist, Herr Auguste Van Biene. He plays very smoothly, and with thoroughly unaffected
expression.”25 At an 1872 chamber music concert in West Yorkshire, Van Biene dazzled with a
solo turn:
In this solo, the player roused the audience to a pitch of excitement seldom witnessed,
and it was surprising to see how eagerly every note was caught up. Herr Van Biene has a
perfect mastery over the mechanical difficulties of his instrument, coupled with
considerable taste.26
Several reviewers explicitly drew the comparison with Piatti. While on tour with De
Jong’s orchestra in 1872, Van Biene had a solo and earned this comment: “Mons. Van Biene, in
particular, distinguished himself in this selection by his fine ’cello playing. This gentleman will
at any time form an excellent substitute for Piatti, the prince of violoncellists.”27 After a chamber
music performance in Birmingham in 1873, another critic remarked:
M. Van Biene, whose violoncello playing seems to combine with the tenderness and
refinement of Daubert, much of the breadth and power of Piatti, played the Bach
Sarabande with harmonium accompaniment, in the German fashion, by Dr. Heap, with
such telling effect as to elicit a recall.28
This particular concert also featured such traditional works as Haydn’s String Quartet in C
Major, op. 76, no. 3, “Emperor,” and Beethoven’s Trio, op. 11.
Those drawing the comparison to Piatti focused mostly on technical adeptness and
sophistication of sound. They did not seem to be bothered by the differences in technique
between Van Biene, a mobile player who used an endpin, and Piatti, a much more compact and
stable player who used none. Clearly these two musicians were exemplary and more refined in
their presentation than the general level of cello playing in England during this period.
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In addition to having the praise of critics and the respect of the presenters and peers who
were hiring him, Van Biene was well regarded enough by established institutions that even after
beginning to work as an operetta conductor, he was invited to be an examiner of cellists at the
Royal Academy of Music (where Piatti was a professor) alongside English cellist William
Whitehouse in 1884.29 He played on several fine cellos during his career including an old Italian
cello that he allegedly bought from Piatti and used until 1905.30 This was often referred to as a
Joseph Guarnerius, but was discovered later to be a Grancino.31 He was also rumored to play an
Amati at one time.32 In 1900, a coalition of theater owners purportedly aimed to gift him a
Stradivarius belonging to Piatti in celebration of his 2000th performance of The Broken Melody.
However, Piatti resisted giving up the instrument.33
As Van Biene’s career developed, he started to distinguish himself from Piatti and
develop his own more theatrical persona. Reviews began to mention his appearance more as the
1870s progressed, suggesting a shift in his level of showmanship or physical expressivity. Van
Biene’s stature is mentioned in one 1872 De Jong tour review: “One of the most genuine treats
of the evening was a performance of Mons. Van Biene on the violoncello. We do not know
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whether to admire most his tone, his fine ear, or his grand ‘form.’”34 Whether this refers to his
physical stature or his mode of delivery is unclear, but other reviews also begin to mention his
motion while playing:
Another grand feature in the entertainment, and one which could not fail to take the
audience by surprise, was a beautiful solo on the violincello, rendered by Mons. Van
Biene. There was not only something astonishing in the perfection of the execution, but
also amusing in the manner in which it was given. The artiste seemed so familiar and so
taken up with his instrument, that he appeared to throw body, arms, legs, head, and
everything into it, and produced such wonderful strains that he may well be ranked one of
the finest players of the day.35
In an 1875 advertisement for Mr. Walter Shaw’s Classical Chamber Concert, Van Biene, again
listed as the “Solo Violoncellist to His Majesty the King of Holland,” is announced as a star
attraction with the following press quote:
M. Van Biene’s playing is expressive, romantic, exciting, and soul-stirring. … All the
expressions, whether the wail, the dirge, or the raptures of home, are extremely intense.36
The use of this press quote shows that either the presenter or Van Biene himself wished to
promote this image. He was beginning to develop a reputation as an audience favorite and a very
dramatic stage presence. His opportunities to appear as a soloist increased and he was very often
called back for encores.
At the same time, some lines of criticism were beginning to form as trends in Van
Biene’s repertoire choices began to appear. Van Biene began to move away from standard
repertoire towards lighter fare and would often play the same show pieces and arrangements over
and over again. He rarely played sonatas and concertos, instead focusing on popular tunes or folk
songs. He used solo opportunities to play songs like “Home, Sweet Home,” “The Last Rose of
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Summer,” “Fantasie on Irish Airs,” and other sentimental melodies. While these pieces were
quite popular with the public, critics quickly began to wonder why a cellist of Van Biene’s
abilities, who was certainly capable of playing more complex works, would choose to perform
show pieces and popular songs instead. In the early years, his technical prowess seemed to earn
him the benefit of the doubt with some struggling critics and audience members. For example, in
1871, a series of performances in London yielded these generally positive comments from four
different papers, but more than one critic showed impatience with the repertoire:
The violoncellist was M. Auguste van Biene, who, in a fantasia by the late Servais, upon
themes from La Figlia del Reggimento, displayed more than ordinary skill.37
M. van Biene showed himself a most highly accomplished artist upon his instrument. His
production of tone is full, free, and flowing, his expression just, and his taste in execution
completely artistic.38
The gentleman of the trio boasts the distinction of ‘solo violoncellist to the King of
Holland,’ and is certainly a player of very considerable ability. At the end of the first part
he gave a fantasia, by Servaio [sic], on airs from La Fille du Regiment. M. Van Biene’s
tone is good, and from this specimen of his powers it is certain that he would excel in a
better class of music.39
After this wonderfully successful performance, which we hope soon to see repeated, a
couple of musical selections were given, the first being Servais’ fantasia for the
violoncello upon La Fille du Regiment, admirably played by M. Auguste Van Biene,
who, however, did himself some injustice by not choosing better music.40
As years passed, the impatience grew. The esteemed cellists of the time, Hausmann and Piatti
among others, were devoted to Beethoven quartets and other complex works admired by
intellectuals and connoisseurs. Van Biene was not applying himself in this way and instead
choosing crowd-pleasing pieces. Critics like the two quoted here lamented the results:
Van Biene was received in the most flattering manner when he played a solo upon the
violoncello, a larghetto by Brahms, and a mazurka by Popper. As for the latter composer,
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he will certainly never set the Thames on fire. His mazurka was simply rubbish, and we
wonder how good artistes can waste their time in playing such stuff.”41
He is an artist in the highest sense of the word, and it seems a pity he does not devote
himself to the interpretation of chamber music.42
The degree to which Van Biene repeated this repertoire is notable. Pieces that he played
in his early twenties such as Servais’s Fantasia on Themes from La Fille du Regiment,
Mendelssohn’s Romanza, Dunkler’s Drinking Song, Mascagni’s Intermezzo from Cavalleria
Rusticana, and the popular song “Home, Sweet Home” (music by Sir Henry Bishop) continued
to be staples through his entire performing career, both in concerts and later as part of his recitals
within The Broken Melody.43 While at first this meant playing the same pieces every few weeks
or months when concert opportunities came, it soon turned into playing the same selection of
pieces every week or every day for a period of decades as he toured The Broken Melody
continually from 1892 until his death in 1913.

Entering the Music Hall
During the late Victorian Era, there was a complex web of overlap between musicians
performing on the streets, in bands, in music halls, and in concert halls. Each of these musical
arenas had different characteristics and connotations with respect to the class divisions of
English society and the blurry lines dividing amateurs and professionals. Top orchestral
musicians of this era often picked up side work playing popular music or comic operas in music
hall or dance orchestras. To field his Manchester-based orchestra, Charles Hallé looked to the
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thriving music halls and the local bands, particularly when recruiting brass players.44 Sometimes
the venues themselves would serve overlapping purposes. For example, St. James’s Hall, which
hosted decades of Popular Concerts with the highest caliber musicians in the city, also hosted
long-running blackface minstrel shows in a smaller basement space during the same time period.
Musicians would also supplement their income by teaching private lessons on their instrument or
by working as an instructor for smaller amateur bands. The part-time nature of many of these
activities allowed many orchestral players to hold several sustained positions with various
organizations simultaneously. Their decisions about which jobs to take were made through a
careful calculation of the relative gain or loss of prestige versus remuneration for each project.
For example, in 1871 Edward de Jong, previously principal flute of the Hallé Orchestra in
Manchester, started his own forty-eight-member orchestra as an alternative to Hallé. De Jong’s
group set forth to take on repertoire more skewed toward popular music in twenty-five concerts a
year. Many of the players he was able to recruit were also from Hallé’s group along with others
from the band and music hall scenes. De Jong’s series survived for twenty years, but he struggled
with musicians coming over only temporarily from Hallé and going to back to their main job
when critical reception for De Jong was not strong. The musicians wanted the extra work and
money but did not want to lower their reputations.45
In London, both cost of living and pay rates were slightly higher, but the same strategies
were in play among the orchestral musicians. Within the professional realm, the distinction
between soloists and “rank-and-file orchestral musicians” created a certain tension and
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stratification.46 Soloists were expected to avoid appearing in orchestras at all so as not to lower
their status by potentially associating with amateurs.
At the opposite end of the spectrum were street performers. Street performing was
common in London and other large cities in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
With no mass media in place yet, street performers helped to propagate the latest trends in music
by delivering hit songs from the music halls to the general public and those too poor to pay
admission. While they might share original material, street performers would more often look for
hit songs to capitalize on. Street markets would sell sheet music to these hits, much to the
frustration of publishing companies. The popularity of this practice eventually led to the
tightening of copyright laws just after the turn of the century.47
Popular street performers would sometimes successfully elevate themselves into the
music halls. In order to earn a place in a music hall variety show or vaudeville-style act, a
performer could become enormously successful with a single song or routine that could be
repeated night after night. Each act was only responsible for material covering a small portion of
the evening’s program. Audiences enjoyed hearing their favorite musical numbers over and over
again, and the success of music hall shows was partially dependent on audience members being
willing to return to hear the same acts more than once. Until sound recording and later film
technologies developed, there was no way to reproduce the show at home so the public would
have to go back to hear it again in person.
The producers and performers in music hall shows had an acute awareness of trending
popular tastes and faced an urgency to find hits and capitalize on their window of popularity. In
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both variety-type shows and comedic opera productions, co-opting the success of other
productions by spoofing popular plays and operas, or quickly adapting plays that were successful
in France or elsewhere, was an important part of the business. These companies were aiming for
a certain type of success and happy to repeat the same act or show in the same theater or on tour
for as long as tickets could be sold.

Van Biene’s Trajectory
Van Biene’s position in this stratified and complex amateur-to-professional spectrum was
one of opportunist flexibility. He had the technical capability to function as a classical soloist,
chamber musician, and professional orchestra principal, but as his career unfolded, he began to
take advantage of opportunities to play in charity concerts, music halls, and various other
musical endeavors that a more rigid musician might have considered reputation-lowering.
During this period, charity concerts, while outwardly benevolent, carried complex social
and artistic connotations. Because of their altruistic purpose, charity concerts were not easily
criticized by the media and often served as a safe platform for wealthy amateurs to present
themselves, often in spite of their low skill level. In short, charity concerts routinely featured
subpar performances by people who commanded respect because of their social status and
financial clout. Professional musicians often resented that wealthy music lovers would rent out
expensive and important venues to present themselves or their family members instead of using
those resources to fund professional performances.48
Van Biene framed his participation in charity concerts as a demonstration of gratitude,
marking the November 18th anniversary of his being plucked off of the streets by Sir Michael
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Costa as a teenager.49 Coming from a theatrical family and having started his British career with
an earnest, if temporary, need to make a living through street performing, Van Biene fully
embraced the glamor and appeal of a rags-to-riches story. In outwardly claiming this humble
past, he chose to brand himself as one who was elevated from the street, though this was a
transient episode and not fully representative of his fine training. He chose to depict his life as an
upward trajectory, letting the public marvel that someone who started from such humble origins
could rise so high, rather than wonder how someone who was touted as the “King’s
Violoncellist” and played in the Covent Garden Opera could descend so low.
His participation would have also given him the advantage of connecting him to the class
of amateur musicians and connoisseurs who were also arts patrons, music magazine subscribers,
sheet music purchasers, music teacher employers, and audience members.50 Amateurs were often
upper class people who were skilled in other areas and helpful to know.51 Being flexible widened
his network. While on tour later in his career, charity concerts were also a way of connecting
with local causes and endearing himself to the communities that he was visiting.
Van Biene did not strive to ensconce himself in the exclusive sphere of elite venues and
high-brow musical collaborators. Instead of big recitals, major concerti, and important chamber
music, Van Biene started to focus on another route, the popular stage. As early as 1871, Van
Biene also began playing less formal concerts with more popular music-leaning ensembles. He
was a founding member of De Jong’s orchestra where he would have rubbed elbows with other
players who took side work in military bands and dance orchestras.52 Through the next twenty
years, as he developed a career as a music director in the comic opera theater, he also moved
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decisively towards performing as a cellist more in the music hall and theater realms than on
formal concert stages. For other classical soloists, an appearance in British music halls or
American vaudeville shows was perceived as a sign of declining popularity or financial woes, as
was the case with French-American violinist Camilla Urso (1842–1902) at the end of her career.
On one trip to New York, he was referred to in the press as one of the “latest desertions from the
legitimate stage to the vaudeville ranks.”53 Van Biene had other motivations for this career move.
First, he had an affinity for the popular music featured in theaters and music halls. It
appealed to him artistically and played to his strengths as a performer. With a family background
in theater, his experience busking on the streets as a very young man, and his work with different
types of musical ensembles, Van Biene had an awareness and fluency in other genres besides
high art music and an affinity for the popular music mindset. If he experienced any internal
struggle as an artist in turning away from concert repertoire by Beethoven and Mozart in favor of
lighter fare, there is no such evidence. His choice of crowd-pleasing repertoire, desire to play for
the general public, willingness to reuse successful material, and interest in popularity made
music halls a much more natural fit than the formal concert halls. Critics took note of the
transition, though some believed that he was astutely adjusting to the setting rather than the
reverse:
When it was first announced that Mr. Van Biene had decided to give music-hall
audiences a taste of his quality, I felt rather doubtful concerning the fate of his venture,
for I imagined that this gifted gentleman would attempt such flights as would be scarcely
understood at his new “pitch.” I find, however, that Mr. Van Biene has accommodated
himself to altered conditions, and does not coquet with the classics, but makes such
melodies as “Knocked ’em in the Old Kent Road” and “Mrs. ’Awkins” tell a flattering
tale. This may be one way of shooting folly as it flies; at the same time, it is capital
diplomacy at the music-halls, where Beethoven, Mozart, and Mendelssohn are not in the
hunt with Chevalier.54
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Second, Van Biene had an interest in and a knack for the business of music. He was
savvy and saw opportunities to capitalize on popular plays and songs to expand business. By
1892, the year that The Broken Melody opened, Van Biene was said to be overseeing six touring
theater companies with plans for more, and declared to an interviewer that he spent “a third of
his life in the train.”55 He was a skilled promoter of his projects and through his work with
Gilbert and Sullivan productions and his own companies, he kept company with writers,
comedians, singers and actors, not just other musicians. He became well-versed in what theater
audiences enjoyed and which shows were hits. He was interested in parlaying this popularity into
more productions, larger audiences, and sale of sheet music and other units. He took every
opportunity to grant interviews and place ads to drum up publicity.
Third, he viewed music hall shows and theatrical productions as more financially
beneficial and preferred to be involved with these productions rather than working to supplement
inadequate orchestral income with private teaching. He wanted to focus his energy on displaying
his own unique skill set and be able to make a living from that. In an 1892 interview given just
after the premiere of The Broken Melody, Van Biene looked back on his trajectory without much
pride for his early cellistic accomplishments:
In time I began to get engagements in the orchestra and at length to be well known. But
then, what is the pay of an orchestral performer, even if he be excellent? … Even when
one gets a name as a solo instrumentalist it is nothing—nothing, at any rate, to what your
singer can command. My first piece of good luck I reckon to have been when I was
appointed conductor at the Comedy Theatre. Ah, what an orchestra I made there. They
could play, I tell you.56
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In a later interview after fifteen years of touring The Broken Melody, he appeared to have no
regrets in turning away from a career of freelance concertizing:
I had plenty of concert engagements, but that life did not suit me. It was too
intermittent—one might have plenty of engagements one week and none the next. … I do
a certain amount of solo work, for which, by the way, I get far higher fees than when I
devoted myself to concert work only.57
Van Biene’s penchant for the theater and his desire to make a name for himself drove him
to seek new projects beyond playing in orchestra and conducting orchestras. He explained in an
1896 interview, “After a while they [Covent Garden Orchestra] made me chief ’cellist, but the
opera season did not last forever, and then I accepted concert engagements when I could get
them. All the time, though, I knew I had it in me to do something really noteworthy.”58 He did
not want to be a cog in the London or Manchester orchestra machines. He wanted to create
something unique that was his and capitalized on his unique combination of artistic and business
talents as a cellist, actor, music director, showrunner, promoter, and producer. He sought to be
famous, not elite, and saw theater work as the best way to achieve that goal.
Van Biene enjoyed being at the helm, the center of attention, an authority among
colleagues, and a source of delight and wonder to audiences. Some of this strong ego and
personality comes through in his remarks about conducting:
A conductor should be first of all a tyrant; that is, he should make everybody in the
orchestra watch him and obey him. But he should be worth watching. … Then for my
own part I like a conductor who is also a great player, who can step into the orchestra and
take each instrument, saying, ‘I want it like this’ or ‘I want it like that.’ That breeds a
spirit of personal loyalty and admiration in an orchestra, and produces a quality of
‘singing’ in its performance that nothing else does. I believe, if you will forgive the
egotism, that I made the orchestra at the Comedy play so well in the old days because
they knew me to play so well myself.59
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Van Biene did voice great respect for Hans Richter, Michael Costa, and other conductors who
were not renowned instrumentalists, but he certainly fancied himself as a performing authority.
As a performer, he believed he was making an innovation by joining two worlds that he
knew and accessing an untapped market for cello playing by bringing it into the music hall. He
was aware of the stigma as evidenced by remarks quoted in a Scottish obituary:
“Oh, is it not fine?” he exclaimed. “I think that the much-maligned music hall audiences
really appreciate music.” His further comments were prophetic. “I believe that in the next
few years we shall see the best of the performers ranked in their turn on the variety stage.
I see no reason why an artiste, however great, should shun the music hall completely for
no better reason than that it is music hall.”60
No matter how lofty Van Biene’s aspirations of fame were and how noble his devotion to
bringing cello music into the theater was, it is clear that he was also willing to participate in a
mainstream vaudeville show if he needed the work. Even after his breakthrough with The Broken
Melody, Van Biene took engagements in true variety shows. He appears to have fully embraced
the vaudeville format, particularly for the opportunity to pick up additional work while on tour in
the United States.
In 1897 in New York, after doing a run of The Broken Melody at the American Theatre,
Van Biene switched over to vaudeville for a run, billed alongside baboons, a comedian, acrobats,
a blind pianist, and even the belly dance phenomenon Little Egypt.61 He played a run of shows at
eleven in the evening at the Olympia Music Hall Winter Garden.62 These American shows were
built around the same music and comedy acts as British music halls but with more entries from
the circus, sideshow, and museum of oddities realms. A sense of spectacle was part of the
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experience. Playing at Madison Square Garden in the same season was Buffalo Bill’s Wild West
show, a large-scale operation featuring dozens of actors and animals. During a 1906 tour through
Boston, Van Biene was one of two featured European attractions in the Keith’s Theatre
vaudeville line up. The other was Mlle. Therese Renz, “famous European horsewoman, former
instructress to the Bavarian court” showing three beautiful white horses in a limited engagement.
The following week’s headliner was “the handcuff king,” Harry Houdini.63

Figure 6. “The Playbills for This Week,” New York Journal, February 21, 1897.64

Near the end of his career, Van Biene worked with Thomas Broadhurst to create The
Master Musician, a sketch about a German cellist looking for success in the United States, to
serve as another vehicle for himself as an actor-cellist.65 It was designed as a one-act play which
could fit into a larger variety show which allowed for far more flexibility than a full-length play.
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He was also able to tour that show in the United States in 1909. This was another professional
move which Van Biene made in order to get more work in the theater scene.

4.3 The Broken Melody
With the theater serving as the family business throughout his childhood, Van Biene
acted and even did some managing in his youth by his own claim.66 In press interviews he told
the tale of his path from child actor to music director to company manager to emergency
substitute and eventually onstage star in an 1892 production of Farnie and Planquette’s Rip Van
Winkle as a natural progression of circumstances:
I have told you that I was an actor first of all, when but a little boy. Well, one day when
we had The Old Guard on tour, my then partner, Mr. Lingard, the actor, was playing
Arthur Roberts’s part, and fell ill. The understudy was not available, and we were in a
dreadful fix. I was then conducting, but instantly made up my mind what to do. I shaved
off my beard and moustache, and played the part myself. A long time passed before I
made a second appearance on that side of the footlights. I was rehearsing my own
company in Rip Van Winkle and could not get a Rip to my complete liking. At the
rehearsal I was showing this person how to do that, and that person how to do the other
thing, till at last somebody said, ‘Look here, governor, why don’t you play Rip yourself?”
That settled it. I did play Rip myself. What is more, I played it for two hundred nights,
and with the greatest success.67
Van Biene’s modest success as the lead in this touring production did catch some critics’
attention and encouraged a larger leap into acting. Perhaps expectations were lowered slightly by
the prior knowledge of Van Biene’s great expertise as a cellist and manager, but generally critics
found Van Biene’s acting to be passable. It was frequently noted that it was a shame to miss the
chance to hear him play the cello. Reviews from Van Biene’s turn as Van Winkle also reveal that
his continental upbringing was apparent onstage, in this case to his advantage:
Last night Mr. Van Biene appeared as Rip Van Winkle at the Portsmouth Theatre Royal,
and showed that, in addition to being an unrivalled ’cellist and singularly adroit and
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successful manager, he has also no mean powers as an actor. … The fact of his being a
Dutchman considerably aids him in attempting the part of Rip, although one discovers
him to be a foreigner more by his mannerisms than his accent.68
Armed with this momentum and feedback, Van Biene was poised to make a career move, and a
few months later he mounted a major production with himself as the star. The Broken Melody
brought all of the elements of Van Biene’s prior success together. This musical play featured
Van Biene’s performances of crowd-pleasing repertoire in the soiree scene, his original
compositions (the title song and interstitial music), and his acting, all channeled into the role of
an ambitious musician, Paul Borinski. It was a star vehicle for an unusual leading man and it was
designed to show off his many talents, achieve popular success, tour great distances for long
runs, and give Van Biene a steady source of income. By these criteria, the play was an enormous
success, catching the popular imagination enough to justify an all-in commitment by Van Biene
and sustain over 6,000 performances across a period of twenty years.
How exactly the script of the play came into the form that Van Biene used was and
continues to be a matter of some debate. The script submitted to Lord Chamberlain’s office for
review in advance of Van Biene’s 1892 premiere production at the Prince of Wales Theatre lists
the authors as Herbert Keith and James Leader.69 Most other sources list the authors as Herbert
Keen and James Tanner. Some contemporaries suspected that Van Biene wrote the play himself
or at least carefully oversaw the writing of the play by Tanner, his associate, who had served as a
handy man, set painter, actor in The Old Guard, company manager with Lingard and Van Biene,
and who later became a successful director and writer. The theory is that the authorship was
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being passed off under other names or even that Tanner posed as another writer.70 Though he did
claim to have commissioned the play especially for himself, there is a record of another play of
the same title from the 1880s from which the musical could have been adapted.71 Another
interpretation is that two sets of men were involved, which is how the Sporting Times of London
reported the upcoming opening:
Mr. Van Biene's new play, A Broken Melody, shortly to be produced at the Prince of
Wales' Theatre, is not, as has been erroneously stated, the work of himself and his
associate, Mr. Tanner, but is by Messrs. James Leader and Herbert Keen, although both
Mr. Van Biene and Mr. Tanner have assisted the authors with suggestions.72
Other publications reported that both Keen and Tanner were tasked with filling in the gaps of a
plot that Van Biene had devised.73
Whatever the case may be, the play served Van Biene’s purposes, depicting the tale of a
struggling Polish refugee cellist trying to find success with an opera he had composed in order to
find personal fulfillment and professional success. In the larger sense, this narrative was
somewhat autobiographical or at least parallel enough to Van Biene’s life that he could meld his
personal experience with that of his character for promotional purposes. He claimed he had told
the authors of the play about the difficulties in his life and that he had lived through most of the
scenes in the play, including an episode featuring a duel, though no evidence of this alleged
altercation is readily available.74
The Broken Melody is a tale of false danger and a poorly timed miscommunication
between Borinski and his devoted wife, all masterminded by a meddling jealous duchess.
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Matters are cleared up after an avoidable duel by a simple explanation and exposing of the villain
in the end. Perhaps most importantly, each act features an opportune moment for Van Biene to
take up the cello. At the end of the first act, the protagonist Paul Borinksi plays the cello in a
moment of solitary celebration after hearing that his opera will be produced in Paris. He stops
abruptly when seeing part of a letter which has been intentionally altered by the duchess to make
it seem that Borinski’s wife has left him and run off with a painter (in fact she has been misled to
believe that they both need to flee separately from an agent of the Russian secret police). This
dramatic moment gives the play its title. In Act Two, Paul Borinski is feted at a soiree hosted by
the duchess and is asked to perform for the guests. In this moment, Van Biene would insert
several pieces, making a recital within the play for both the party guests onstage and the
audience in the theater. Finally, in the closing scene when Borinski, recovering from the duel,
realizes his wife had not betrayed him but was also the victim of the duchess’s plot, he takes up
the cello and “The Broken Melody” becomes the soundtrack to their reunion as he plays it in its
entirety.

Initial Reception
When it opened at the Prince of Wales’s Theatre in London on July 28, 1892, The Broken
Melody was generally regarded by critics as a weak play. Reviews complained that the characters
were not particularly clever, the dialogue was unremarkable, and the plot was lacking in
innovation. As a piece of drama it was considered old-fashioned and trite, full of stock
melodrama and weak attempts at humor, in other words, “an amateurish piece of business,” and,
“an old tune in a different key.”75 As one critic declared during opening week, “The Broken
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Melody is distinctly not a good play—in fact, it is a very indifferent play.”76 Other complaints
included that the play’s construction left the supporting actors with very little material to work
with and no chance to meaningfully contribute or excel. The production’s only strength was the
novelty of featuring a great cellist performing onstage, which was enough to keep it afloat. In
summary, according to most critics, “The piece itself is most disappointing and save for the
violoncello solos would hardly have been endured with patience by a friendly audience.”77
Individually, Van Biene was given the benefit of the doubt by critics. Many early reviews
mention that his sister was a successful actress and though he had little experience, he seemed to
be a natural as well delivering his part with “dramatic fire,” “steadfast earnestness,” “vigorous
intensity,” and both depth of feeling and “admirable self-control” if lacking in “subtlety of
touch.”78 As with Rip Van Winkle, the prevailing sentiment was that he was surprisingly
competent as an actor while exceptional as a cellist. It was widely acknowledged that there was
no other known actor-cellist who could have delivered such a performance.79 The essential
question to answer was whether the beautiful cello playing was enough to tip the balance in favor
of a successful show. Predictions based on the first run varied from regretful dismissal to
optimistic reframing as represented in the following opinions by three different critics:
Mr. Van Biene’s ambition to shine as a dramatic hero comes about twenty years too late,
and his “Broken Melody” cannot be mended to the tune of financial success. It is a poor
old story, none too well told; and the play has nothing distinguished except Mr. Van
Biene’s solos on the ’cello, which tell the tale as clearly as the acting does, but are not
strong enough in themselves to carry the play that has been so obviously written round
them. It is interesting experiment, not likely to endure, or to be imitated.80
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The authors of the piece have contrived good situations of a familiar type at the fall of
each curtain, but generally the piece is of the penny novelette order, and choking with
anticlimax. M. Van Biene, of course, plays Count and the ’cello also, the latter better than
the former. His assumption is melodramatic enough, but it lacks subtlety of touch, and
occasionally borders on the comical.81
It may at least be said that the acting is not unworthy of the play, the weaknesses of
which, however, may be forgiven by the public in consideration of the ’cello-playing for
which it is the vehicle. People may go to hear the ’cello, and accept the three acts of the
play as something extra for the money.82
Most critics agreed that the production was caught in awkward territory between a concert and a
play and could benefit from revision in one direction or the other.83
Van Biene knew that the vehicle was not very sophisticated but his aim was to have a
production he could sell, a popular success for the masses, not for the critics and scholars. After
the initial run in London he all but declared victory, predicting that The Broken Melody would be
the success of his life.84 He was undeterred by the critics and confident that this production was
his ticket to notoriety. As he explained in an interview in September 1892, five weeks after the
show opened:
Some critics said it was the most perfectly pathetic performance since [renowned actor
Joe] Jefferson, and some said I ought to keep to my ’cello. My answer to both is—Paul
Borinski. The Broken Melody, I tell you frankly, is written neither to please those critics
who think that the stage should be a dissecting room, nor those who think that the drama
has been divorced from the high literature and should be remarried. It was written to my
orders, and to fit me. I am quite contented with it. I said to my author, I want homely
pathos, and I want to play the ’cello—and for the rest you please yourself. That is what I
have got. I have told you that we made a popular success in London. You will see that we
shall make a popular success on tour. The big provincial managers have been to see it,
and they are delighted. So are the big American managers. You will see me go round the
world with my Broken Melody, and then we will have it translated into Italian and French
and German, all of which I can act in, and to all of which languages the piece is quite
suited. I tell you it will be a second Rip Van Winkle, and when it shall have exhausted its
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popularity, why then I hope that Auguste Van Biene will not be in the need of any more
money.85
In many ways this was the final piece of the glamorous life story he had created for himself,
from a boy playing on the streets to a theater star famous across the world. He was confident that
if he continued to produce the play, it would become well-received even by critics and beloved
by audiences across the United Kingdom and throughout the British Commonwealth.
Appearing onstage opened Van Biene up for a harsh variety of criticism than he had not
previously received in purely musical circles, that is, judgements of his physical appearance. The
consensus was that he enunciated lines clearly but did not look the part of the leading man
because he was not young or dashing enough. As one critic put it, “It cannot be said in honest
truth that he makes a particularly picturesque hero.”86 These at times unkind reviews do reveal
both specific and vague information about Van Biene’s physique. He is described as “a
Dutchman, rather under the average height, with his short hair brushed back beyond very high
forehead, and with an intellectual expression on his homely countenance.”87 Another critic
wrote, “M. Van Biene has an oddish figure, and his gait is peculiar, while his notions of dressing
the part are somewhat eccentric.”88 It is clear that he did not match the societal ideal of a leading
man. In more underhanded commentary, he is complimented for a dramatic representation of
Borinski which “went far to atone for certain physical and sartorial shortcomings to which it
would be cruel to do more than merely allude” and is described as trying too hard to compensate
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for certain “defects of appearance” or having “many physical disadvantages to contend against in
undertaking the role of a romantic hero.”89
Aside from simply deeming Van Biene as unattractive and too old, it is likely that some
of these critics were commenting on his perceived foreignness in the form of his Jewish heritage.
Van Biene identified as Jewish and publicly demonstrated this on many occasions. He was
buried in a Jewish cemetery and arranged his own transcription of the well-known Yom Kippur
prayer, Kol Nidrei, which he would sometimes play during performances of The Broken Melody.
An obituary published by the Jewish Herald of Victoria, Australia showed the degree to which
some Jewish communities claimed Van Biene as one of their own. An entire paragraph is
devoted to the details of his celebrating Jewish holidays, favoring the music of other Jewish
composers, attempting to read Hebrew, etc.90
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Figure 7. Cover page from Auguste Van Biene’s arrangement and transcription of Kol Nidrei, 1902.91

The representation of Judaism in mainstream theater was a complex issue, particularly in
the 1890s in London. A few years after the premiere of The Broken Melody, a stage adaptation of
the George du Maurier novel Trilby written by Paul M. Potter was imported from the United
States in a new production starring Sir Herbert Beerbohm Tree. The play, which later inspired
the tale of The Phantom of the Opera, features a character called Svengali who uses hypnotism
and other powers to transform a tone-deaf Irish model into a musical star. Many critics including
George Orwell have noted that the play has strong anti-Semitic tones.92 Svengali’s powers as
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well as his less savory personal qualities are attributed to his Jewishness. In particular, Du
Maurier fixates on descriptions of unattractive physical appearance, from yellow teeth to black
eyes and dirty hair. Orwell also notes that Du Maurier’s illustrations of the character, which
appeared along with the serialized novel in 1894 issues of Harper’s Monthly also clearly
caricaturize Svengali as the extreme visual stereotype of a villainous Jew with dark features, an
unkempt beard, and in one image the body of a spider spinning its web (see Figure 8). Van Biene
himself spoke about being connected to this character, claiming that he was to be credited for
advising the actor to show the character’s Judaism by speaking in Hebrew and covering his head
with his hands during a prayer scene. He also claims he passed up the opportunity to star in a
touring production of the show in favor of The Broken Melody, predicting that the latter would
have more long-term success.93 Whether he was oblivious to the prejudicial depiction or simply
more interested in associating himself with the play’s success is unclear. Trilby and Mr.
Beerbohm Tree were in direct competition with The Broken Melody and Van Biene during this
time, being pitched to the same overseas producers. While both were on tour in the United States
in December 1896, Van Biene and Beerbohm Tree even appeared at same benefit concert in New
York City at the Broadway Theater in aid of actress Rose Coghlan.94 While on this same tour,
Van Biene was also compared by American critics to a Du Maurier caricature (although not
Svengali) and referred to as hook-nosed, an obvious anti-Semitic insult associated with negative
personality stereotypes of Jews.95
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Figure 8. George du Maurier, “An Incubus,” wood engraving, 1894.96

Another potential link between Van Biene and the Jewish community was a possible
stylistic connection to Yiddish Theater. One public domain recording exists of Van Biene
performing an excerpt of the end of Act I which includes his delivery of a few lines from the
script along with his cello performance of the title song with orchestra. In this recording, he
delivers his lines in a slow, stylized fashion which Kennaway suggests may have been influenced
by the traditions of the Yiddish Theater.97 Theater productions in Yiddish began popping up in
London’s East End in the 1880s as more and more Jewish immigrants arrived in London
escaping the pogroms of the Russian Empire. This became a very popular artistic movement and
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industry of its own, generating wildly popular actors, many of whom came to London from
various parts of Russia and, after gaining some experience and fame, moved on to the thriving
Lower East Side scene in New York.98 The story of The Broken Melody fits into this narrative
very directly, with the lead character of Paul Borinski, a Polish refugee afraid of being tracked
down by Russian agents, during a time when thousands of Polish Jews were streaming into
London, bringing the Yiddish theater traditions of Warsaw and other Polish cities with them.
How exactly Van Biene’s performance relates to the acting style of the Yiddish Theater would
be an interesting line of further inquiry. He certainly would have been aware of these productions
and their success. There is no indication that he spoke Yiddish, but at the very least, the business
of creating works of popular musical theater as vehicles for star power with a specific target
audience and touring potential certainly would have appealed to him.

The Glamorous Life
Van Biene’s complete commitment to The Broken Melody resulted in an impressive
streak of performances stretching across several continents and two decades with tour stops
throughout the United Kingdom, South Africa, New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and the United
States. Despite his idea to translate the play into several other languages which he spoke, it
seems that he remained mostly in areas of British influence.
After the first few years of touring, Van Biene declared that he would continue for as
long as possible, saying, “I will play The Broken Melody, as the English say, ‘for all it is worth,’
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until there is literally not a rag left in it.”99 By July 1895, he had performed the show for the
1,000th time in just three years. To commemorate the occasion, he gave everyone at the Grand
Theatre in Islington a copy of the sheet music.100 Van Biene took particular pride in hitting this
milestone, the first of many, as validation for his defiance of doubting critics:
Of course, London was too superior to look at it. The critics said I ought to keep to the
concert platform. They cut the piece up frightfully. But like Disraeli, I said, 'No matter—
the time will come when you shall hear me,' and when we celebrated the thousandth
performance in London they did hear me, and nothing could be said that was too fine or
enthusiastic.101
He took particular delight in calling out certain publications that first ran negative reviews and
then reversed course years later.102 Despite these clear markers of success, the decades ahead
were not an easy time of fame and fortune. Touring life was grueling and the hustle of lining up
new venues demanded enormous energy of Van Biene which he was fully committed to
providing.
To the public he was a star and he worked hard to maintain that image despite the many
challenges and less glamourous parts of theater life. For example, in late 1896, Van Biene made
his first trip to the United States. On the heels of a much-noted 800th performance at Adelina
Patti’s castle in Wales and the 1000th performance in Islington, Van Biene’s publicity machine
was well oiled. With the assistance of manager T. Henry French, he booked an eight-week run of
The Broken Melody with his British company at the American Theatre in New York City. His
arrival on the transatlantic passenger liner St. Louis was noted in newspapers across the country
along with other travelers of note such as pugilist Johnny Murphy and painter W. H. Singer.103
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He stayed at the luxurious Waldorf Hotel while his company stayed at the Metropole.104 The run
opened on November 9th, 1896 and enthusiastic crowds filled the theater. News of Van Biene’s
popular success in New York was printed in arts coverage and syndicated columns in major
papers across the country including Boston, Philadelphia, Washington D.C., Chicago, New
Orleans, San Francisco, and Salt Lake City, as well as small-town papers from Charles Town,
West Virginia to North Platte, Nebraska.
This was a huge publicity victory for his state of celebrity, but the trip was not all high
life. After arriving in New York, it was revealed through advertising that the theater had doublebooked the last part of Van Biene’s run. He claimed he was supposed to close December 30th
after eight weeks, but actress Fanny Davenport was scheduled to begin performing on December
7th.105 Van Biene tried to hold his ground, telling The New York Times that he would “not
entertain any suggestions for a tour outside of New-York,” but apparently lost the battle and
went on to fill in the time with two shows at the Lyceum Theatre in Rochester, New York, a
week-long run the Academy of Music in Montreal, and a year-end stint at the Opera House in
Philadelphia. The show was well received in all three cities, but the Montreal shows were
extremely poorly attended, a disappointment noted by both Van Biene and the press.106
Taking the show on tour also meant encountering new critics in every city and receiving
renewed attacks on his appearance and the weaknesses of the play. Overseas critics rarely
mentioned his rags to riches (or street to stage) story so pervasively shared in England, and they
seem generally less familiar with Van Biene’s history. They often reported his story incorrectly,
calling him Polish, a misunderstanding perhaps stemming from the fact that his character
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Borinski was Polish.107 One New York Times advanced listing erroneously called him a FrenchEnglish violinist and said the play was based on a French work called Monsieur Jacques, which
it is not (other articles in the same publication were far more accurate).108 Some American critics
exhibited skepticism about productions transplanted from abroad, going as far as saying that
foreign endorsements are worth nothing.109
American composer and critic Harry B. Smith wrote a review of the 1896 New York
performance for Harper’s Weekly, repeating familiar criticism that the play was “put together in
a fashion so slipshod that at several critical points ordinary common sense and a few words
spoken would demolish the web and send the villain and the adventuress to the right about.”
Smith also mentions another issue:
Mr. Van Biene is said to have played his part in The Broken Melody over a thousand
times. Perhaps this is one cause of the slow tempo at which all the dialogue is taken. At
least half an hour could be saved if the dialogue were spoken naturally and the scenes
conducted with spirit.110
The slow pace of dialogue (which can be heard in the scene recording) was apparently quite
notable, as was Van Biene’s willingness to add extra cello pieces in the mid-play recital if the
audience was enthusiastic. Even in the original 1892 run, it was noted that the show ran until
nearly midnight.”111 Special late trains needed to be arranged to get the audiences home.112 This
was a full night’s work for the cast and for the audience as well.
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Van Biene did admit to the strain of repetition. At one point he asked Tanner to put
together another comedic play, Home, Sweet Home, explaining his reasoning to an interviewer in
1902:
Because I must relieve the monotony, break the chain of sameness. The eminent German
authority on mental matters, Professor Holtzappfel, told me some time ago that constant
concentration on one thing would ultimately be detrimental to my brain, and so I set
about getting another play to vary the strain of thought.113
He did also occasionally appear in other shows such as an American tour of Clay Greene’s The
Wandering Minstrel at Park Theatre in Boston, among other places and Frank Harvey’s A
Musician’s Romance.114

4.4 Celebrity Onstage and Off, Controlling the Narrative
Perhaps the biggest strain of touring was managing his business affairs while struggling
with the press to retain control over his public image. Van Biene was a master of self-promotion,
generating postcards and photographs to send out, celebrating every July 28th anniversary of
opening night, and using the ever-increasing tally of performances to make the next pitch,
promote the next run, or sell sheet music.115 Even those who were unimpressed by his actual
performances acknowledged his promotional prowess.116 Van Biene was continuously hard at
work hustling for new engagements, writing to producers, inviting guests to his performances,
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and meeting various potential business associates for tea. Even his personal stationary boasted of
his record-setting number of performances.

Figure 9. Letter from Auguste Van Biene to Augustin Daly, 1896.117

He excelled at depicting everything as a success and parlaying one success into another.
New tours were booked year after year in the United Kingdom and tickets continued to sell well
both at home and abroad. His London publisher E. Ascherberg & Co. sold sheet music of Van
Biene’s famous title song as well as his arrangements of Kol Nidrei and other pieces in his
repertoire.
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Van Biene interacted with the press constantly, using the platform to reply to his harshest
critics and mitigate public relations disasters, but more importantly to advertise his performances
while advancing his own inflated celebrity narrative. He created a comprehensive celebrity
persona for himself, blending together elements of The Broken Melody with his own life into one
elegant story.
It began with his romanticized past and expertly playing up his own humble beginnings.
Over time, the familiar story of his coming to London from Holland as a penniless youngster, his
genius discovered by Michael Costa as he desperately played on the street was retold again and
again by Van Biene and by many others.118 The details of the story—how young he was, how
hungry he was, how many shillings he had in his pocket, how little English he spoke—seemed to
shift with each retelling. Liberties were certainly taken and the mythological aspect of his life
story was set into motion. Van Biene commemorated his own street playing on each anniversary
of his discovery, November 18th, by raising money for performers’ charities.119 His name
continued to appear on charity fundraiser programs throughout his career, including events held
to raise funds for a major Canadian fire and the Paris Floods.120 While on tour, he remained
aware of local tragedies and would often add events to help raise money for worthy causes such
as the victims of the Micklefield Colliery Disaster, a mining accident that killed over sixty
people.121 This charity work became an important part of his legacy and certainly benefitted
everyone involved, including himself.122
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Van Biene told every part of his story with a sense of fate and mythology. He claimed he
thought of the theme for The Broken Melody in a flash of inspiration while playing cards on a
train from Brighton to London.123 He made a practice of holding court in his hotel room or even
in his dressing room mid-show, telling local reporters humorous and sensational stories while
displaying for them the various souvenirs of his exploits. After complimenting the local
audience, he might pull out the silver cigarette case given to him by publisher Ascherberg on the
occasion of his 2000th performance, or point out the silver plate on his cello case acquired on an
American tour, being sure to mention the glamorous details of each item.124 He was always
affable and good natured, telling these exciting tales with his theatrical voice and recognizable
Dutch accent.
Van Biene was an adept name-dropper, claiming the major musical and theatrical
celebrities of his time as his peers and friends. He showed more than one reporter a telegram he
received from Adelina Patti which kept conveniently turning up in his pocket. He would read her
message of thanks for the birthday wishes he had sent her and then would use the opportunity to
relay the story of her being moved to tears during his performance. His company performed the
800th performance of The Broken Melody at Patti’s Welsh castle on December 5, 1895. This
piece of trivia, which Van Biene broadcasted, picked up the press’s interest and was spread to
papers from London to Montreal to Nebraska.125
He also quoted a compliment once paid to him by Sir Henry Irving (the first stage actor
to be granted knighthood): “The stage loses an artist when you play, but music loses an artist
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when you act.”126 It is difficult to independently verify that these connections were as deep as
Van Biene described, but he certainly did know these people and was the recipient of many
public messages of encouragement from major figures in the music theater over the course of his
career. On the occasion of the 2000th performance, flowers and telegrams were sent to him by
celebrities like Irving, Beerbohm Tree, and Mrs. Patrick Campbell (later to become the original
Eliza Doolittle in George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion, opposite Beerbohm Tree).127

Figure 10. “Amusements,” Sun (New York), November 5, 1896.128
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Van Biene enjoyed telling carefully crafted humorous stories which reveal a certain level
of self-regard. There was the tale of when he met the King of Denmark without knowing it; the
time the King of Holland told him that of all the famous cellists the king had seen, Van Biene
certainly perspired the most; a story about a judge that saw him perform and then later ruled in
his favor; and miraculous tales of his success as a self-styled music therapist-healer.129
He also used these on-the-record opportunities to make quick and subtle rebuttals to the
press. He made sure to mention after getting a bad review how full the theaters were and how
many upcoming tours he had already booked. He attempted to keep things in good humor.
During his 1896 trip to New York, he endured a particularly brutal bout of physical criticism.
The New York Sun called him “stout,” “hook-nosed,” and “stoop-shouldered,” while the New
York Times printed that “a comedian made up to look like Mr. van Biene would be hailed as a
delightfully funny fellow,” and, in another column, that “his features are very large. In fact, Mr.
Van Biene is not a handsome gentleman. His countenance and demeanor excite some kind of
awe, though; they do not cause mirth.”130 Van Biene sought to address the situation with some
charm. At an end-of-run speech, he thanked the audiences and then responded to the press:
I have only one fault to find in my reception here, and that is with the newspaper critics,
who have taken exception to my personal appearance. I came to America as an actor and
a musician, not as a professional beauty. Had I posed as the latter, I do not believe that
your government would have permitted me to land.131
Though Van Biene clearly sought out press attention and used it to spread his own
narrative of fame and success, by the late 1890s he had legitimately reached a level of
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recognition that earned the unsolicited interest of the general public. This was a man who had
reportedly performed for Queen Victoria and President McKinley.132 Stories were run in papers
throughout the English-speaking world about his comings and goings as well as humorous or
scandalous incidents that took place. At an 1894 performance in Halifax, so many fans gathered
at the stage door before the performance that he had to climb a ladder to enter the back of the
theater through a window.133 The fickler side of his personality was revealed more than once.
During one performance, Van Biene halted the action to chastise music-hall patrons who were
smoking. The smoking itself was allowed, but the patrons were striking their matches too loudly
and distracting the star.134 In another incident, the company was performing the show in Merthyr
Tydfil, Wales for an audience of primarily miners’ wives and their children. The small children
were too noisy for Van Biene, who refused to proceed until his wife (co-star Lena Burnleigh)
had the bright idea to run into the town and purchase lollipops for each of the children to quiet
them down.135
Media coverage of Van Biene extended well beyond musical matters. When he and Lena
Burnleigh were caught up in a horse betting scam, it appeared in the newspaper. Another
publicly reported episode involved a series of disasters on an Australian tour when several actors
from his company, including Horace Lingard, brought accusations against him regarding due
payments. This led to his arrest and delayed departure.136 Van Biene was even impersonated by
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someone in Liverpool who capitalized on an uncanny resemblance to the cellist to run a moneymaking scheme.137
Van Biene continued to tour relentlessly until the very day of his death, which occurred
in a manner that could not have been scripted more dramatically by Van Biene himself. On
January 23, 1913, Van Biene was performing in The Master Musician at the Brighton
Hippodrome with his son conducting the orchestra.138 During the second performance of the
night, at the end of one of his cello solos, he slumped back in his chair and could not be roused.
The audience did not realize what had happened, but his colleagues brought the curtain down and
carried his lifeless body from the stage before continuing with the show. His eldest son Joseph,
who only heard the news the following morning, commented to The Daily Herald that “it is a
coincidence of fact and desire that [Auguste Van Biene] died, just as he would, doubtless, have
chosen to die, ‘in harness’ and at work!”139 Van Biene was buried in the Jewish Cemetery at
Golder’s Green in London, in the presence of family members including four of his sons,
representatives from Actors’ and Tour Managers’ Associations, and cellist W.H. Squire.140 A
rabbi presided over the ceremony and he was laid to rest in an inscriptionless black casket
according to the Orthodox Jewish custom.141
While Van Biene’s public activities were well documented in the newspapers and
journals of his time, his personal life remained relatively private. He appears to have had two
long-term partners. First was his wife Rachel de Solla, who is sometimes referred to as an
actress, though her son Joseph made sure to correct this notion, clarifying that she was never
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involved in the dramatic arts.142 Van Biene and De Solla were married in 1871 and had several
children including Joseph, Eva, Edward, and Benoir.143 There may have been at least one other
child who did not live to adulthood. By the mid-1890s, Van Biene was linked to Lena Burnleigh
(née Clara Lena Burnie, 1873–1955), who was a leading lady in his productions from 1893 on.
Burnleigh was deeply involved in every branch of the touring production business, onstage and
off. Her name appears in local coverage of Van Biene’s more difficult moments as someone who
was on hand to fix things. They also had two children, a daughter Eileen who appeared onstage
as an actress and singer alongside her mother and father, and a son Derrick. It is unclear whether
Van Biene was ever officially divorced from de Solla and legally married to Burnleigh.
Burnleigh was often referred to as his wife or Mrs. Van Biene by the press, but upon Van
Biene’s death, only de Solla was mentioned as his widow. Some obituaries specifically listed
only his widow Rachel, and the four children they had together as his survivors, while others
mention that he had four sons and a married daughter.144 In his will, Van Biene left seventy
percent of his estate to Burnleigh and ten percent each to his wife Rachel, his son Edward, and
his daughter Eva.145 Burnleigh continued to appear as an actress following Van Biene’s death but
was most widely known for her association with him.
Newspapers across the globe from Australia to New York reported Van Biene’s death in
1913. Each notice stated confidently that he would be remembered for his performances in The
Broken Melody and for his rendition of the title song, which he had composed. As a popular tune,
“The Broken Melody” had a long life outside of the play, appearing in sheet music arrangements
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for many different instruments long after Van Biene’s death. For example, it was included in a
New York City School Orchestra beginner repertoire book advertised in 1927.146 Composers and
publishers regularly invoked Van Biene’s name in advertisements in order to sell copies of both
his and their own pieces.

Figure 11. Ted Snyder Music Publishing Company advertisement in Strad magazine, 1910.147

Newspapers and magazines also continued to publish anecdotes about Van Biene for
many years after his death, paying tribute to his larger than life personality. For example, in
1931, a Burnley paper published the tale of Van Biene accidently flinging coins all over the stage
just as he dramatically gesticulated to emphasize the line, “I am penniless!” much to the
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audience’s amusement.148 Van Biene’s daughter Eileen, who got her start on the stage as a young
girl alongside her father and mother (Lena Burnleigh), continued as an actress through the 1910s
and 1920s, always associated with her famous father, as was his son Edward who ran a comedy
company at one point. Joseph’s death and Benoir’s divorce also made the papers simply because
they were the sons of the famous cellist. As a young man, Van Biene’s grandson Carl, who later
became a successful crime fiction writer known as Nigel Morland, moved from England to work
as a journalist in China specifically to escape the pervasive cultural fame of his grandfather.149
Morland was only seven years old when the older Van Biene died.
Many of the stories and anecdotes included in this section may read as minutiae, but they
bring into focus the immense scale of Van Biene’s celebrity in the English-speaking world,
contrasting starkly with his modern-day obscurity. An Australian obituary for the great cellist
spoke of his widespread fame:
There are few parts of the civilised world where the name of Auguste Van Biene and
“The broken melody” are unknown, for the actor-violoncellist was a great traveler, and
wherever he went, that play went with him.150

4.5 Legacy as a Performer
Van Biene’s public life was closely documented, his movements recorded, and critical
opinions printed for an entire career’s worth of performances around the world, but how do we
measure his impact as a cellist on the British cello tradition or the development of the role of the
cello soloist in general? What was it like to experience one of his performances? What technical
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and artistic legacy did he leave behind? How did he influence other cellists of his own and
subsequent generations?
The materials left to review pose a number of challenges. Aside from The Broken Melody
production and song, he left traces of a few other theater works, a handful of recordings
(including several versions of “The Broken Melody”), and some published arrangements that do
not contain much in the way of technical information. For example, his edition of Kol Nidrei has
no fingerings or bowings marked at all.151 Van Biene left behind no teaching manuals, no
students, no longform autobiography, and of course no visual recordings other than photographs
and drawings. Unlike Hausmann, Van Biene was not involved in the premiering of high art
concert music for cello. Unlike Piatti, who is well known to advanced cello students because of
his Twelve Caprices and other pedagogical works, Van Biene neither worked with students nor
wrote for them. One of the principal reasons he gave for leaving orchestral life was that “to make
a living one has to teach, and I hate teaching. If a pupil will let me play to him for an hour, and
learn what he can, good. But to say ‘do this, and do this, and do this,’ while the stupid fellow all
the time does something else, I will not.”152 His violent disdain for teaching has perhaps had an
even greater effect on his legacy and connection to future generations than his choice of
performance repertoire.
Yet, Van Biene likely performed for more people than any other cellist of his era. His
larger than life personality and celebrity presence had an undeniable impact on the public’s
image of the cello as a solo instrument and must have influenced other cellists in how they
connected with audiences as well. Performing at a time when cello was still considered rare in
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the English-speaking world, particularly in the regions where he was active (the United
Kingdom, United States, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, etc.), he may have done more to
solidify the image of a solo cellist in the minds of the public than any other cellist of his time.

The Concert Experience
What was it like to experience a performance by Van Biene in person? The clearest place
to start is with what we can hear in the recordings. Van Biene played with a lyrical tone, some
vibrato and most notably, extremely slow portamenti between pitches. Prominent slides or vocal
connections were certainly part of the aesthetic of his time more than that of the present day, but
he seems to have been an extreme practitioner, even to the ears of his contemporaries. Theater
critics claiming no musical training took note:
As I listen to Mr. Van Biene, I am always struck with his great natural ability. I am not a
musician, and if I say that Mr. Van Biene does not negotiate his intervals with sufficient
directness, I dare say I shall be reminded that I am not competent to give an opinion on
such a subject.153
For some listeners, this preference for slow sliding triggered negative associations with
vacant virtuosity and showmanship. In a Huddersfield subscription concert with pianist Emil
Bach and others, one critic wrote:
[Bach] also took part in two movements from a sonata for pianoforte and violoncello, a
musicianly and interesting piece from his pen, the violoncello part in which was taken by
Mr. Van Biene, brilliant executant, whose playing of some showy solo music showed him
to be possessed of both the virtues and the vices commonly associated with virtuosity.
Among the former may be classed his remarkably neat and facile execution, among the
latter his demonstrative attack and tendency to exaggerate, shown particularly in his
abuse of the portamento, which made a simple air seem under his manipulation bereft of
all its simplicity, and endowed instead with sickly sentimentality.154
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While the term virtuosity presently has primarily positive connotations of extreme technical
ability and ease of delivery, at the end of the century of Paganini and Liszt it was often used to
refer to the inhuman (sometimes diabolical) and disingenuous dramatization of the music. To
many, a virtuoso was the opposite of a sincere and intellectually engaged artist, and designating a
musician as one was an insult. In this case, clearly the degree of portamento made the critic
doubt the genuineness of Van Biene’s musical expression.
To twenty-first century ears, Van Biene’s slides immediately draw attention for both their
slow speed of execution and their frequency. Teasing apart what is now an extinct style of
playing from the excesses that Van Biene’s contemporaries accused him of is a substantial
challenge. In his introduction to a collection of essays on Classical and Romantic performance
practice, David Milsom invokes Van Biene as an example of a player whose recordings are
likely to make present-day listeners laugh with incredulousness. Mentioning a radio program
during which George Kennaway read excerpts of The Broken Melody script with all of its
inadequacies, Milsom states, “The very idea that this would be such a long-running play is
unthinkable a century later. That van Biene’s playing could ever be considered anything other
than comic (with its use of extraordinarily frequent, slow and pronounced portamenti) is hard to
envisage.”155
Recorded performances from the past meet modern ears and clash so much with our
current sensibilities that what were considered the finest performances border on parody to the
contemporary ear. John Potter, writing about expression in vocal performance, says, “Early
music stops around 1900, when [we] can hear actual historical performances; it is at this point
that the ‘deaf’ musicology of the pre-gramophone era collides with our own contemporary aural
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taste.”156 Van Biene may well have been the earliest-born cellist to leave a recording.157 His
playing is certainly one such point of collision.158
Another factor that must be considered when listening to recordings is how true to life the
sounds are captured. The documentation of timing should be fairly accurate if the playback speed
is right, but low-frequency instruments sometimes suffered a loss of clarity in early preelectronic recordings, particularly when playing with other instruments. Results were not
consistent from recording to recording.159
One motivation for the slow portamenti could have been to make the gesture visually
compelling.160 Van Biene was on the theatrical stage in full costume for most of his
performances and attempting to convey his emotions physically as well as sonically. Some of the
slides cover a distance of over a foot on the cello fingerboard which is easily visible from the
audience. While Van Biene may have factored this visual reach into the composition of the work
and his delivery as a way of increasing the impact of his emotional communication, the
theatricalization of physical gestures related to technical performance was also likely to offend
listeners who viewed this type of intentional demonstration as excessive and meaningless, a
viewpoint dating back to the time of Boccherini.161
For reporting on Van Biene’s visual delivery, we must look at performance reviews.
These are problematic because critics often write anonymously, have different levels of musical
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training, and have different aesthetic preferences. When looking at a large body of reviews,
however, we can draw out information about Van Biene and his impact as a performer.
At the height of his popularity during the last twenty years of his life, he was rarely
compared to other cellists. Though Casals was beginning to perform in London at the start of the
new century, cello soloists were still rather rare in England and in the United States. One New
York Times review of Van Biene digressed to contemplate the novel qualities of the cello:
There is always something likeable about a man who takes to the ’cello. It is not a
common instrument, it is not an easy one to master, and it does not lend itself readily to
cheap sentimentality or vulgar musical trickery. The instrument possesses dignity of its
own, which it imparts to its player. A violin player may be only a fiddler. But one who
plays the ’cello is always a ’cellist.162
Other than early reviews comparing his chamber music playing as a young man to Piatti, critics
in both the United Kingdom and the United States tended to compare him with pianists, singers,
and violinists such as Paderewski, Patti, and the Hungarian violinist Eduard Reményi (who
coincidentally also died in a dramatic collapse on stage).163 In some cases this was to criticize:
He has a few of the tricks for which Remenyi was so frequently criticized—an occasional
contortion over the instrument, the well-simulated dozing while playing his best and the
sudden “awakening” to a knowledge of his duty—with the resultant brilliant play upon
the strings.164
In others it was to compliment:
Van Biene throws his whole soul into his ’cello, and makes it speak with the sweetness,
plaintiveness, passion, and excess of sensitive humanity. … The effect was incomparably
exquisite as Madame Patti's singing of the same touching sentiment in Hull some time
since.165
In either case, he appears to have been operating generally within the same degree of expression
and sentimentality in his visual and sonic presentations as his more dramatic contemporaries.
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There was some consistency of opinion that Van Biene was heightening the drama of his
performances because he was acting and on the theatrical stage. When critics compared him to
Piatti in the later part of his career, it was to point out this difference:
Piatti, who does not use a ’cello peg, holds his instrument in a correct manner, not
shuffling about or varying his position. Now if the reader ever has a chance of hearing
Van Biene, let him observe the manner in which that artist holds his cello. We have here
the two extremes; as Piatti is of the strictly correct order, Van Biene is of the exaggerated
artistic order, all the time he is playing constantly striking some fresh new attitude. If Van
Biene had again to take to concert work, I have no doubt that he would calm down a little
in this respect … His exaggerated style while being every effective on the stage, would
not be tolerated on the concert platform.166
Others felt that this degree of physicality was not suitable for theatrical performance and in fact
undermined the drama. In response to a lecture/discussion given by Van Biene at the Playgoer’s
Club at St. James’s Hall 1895, one patron voiced an opinion that any musician moving too much
on stage brought about the wrong affect:
Mr. Edward Rose sought to enliven the debate by protesting against the actor-musician in
the abstract, not because he could not act, but because he was a musician, and had
therefore no place on the stage. Where would be the effect of Mr Tree's Svengali if he
could really play music? Mr Van Biene gave them real ’cello playing but it was not a bit
convincing from the front; they all thought it was a “fake” done by someone in the wings.
Besides they wanted a romantic attitude instead of vigorous bowing, which might be
magnificent in broadsword practice, but not in stage music.167
According to this patron, Van Biene was so demonstrative it looked artificial, perhaps due to the
audience’s expectation of Piatti-like refinement. This criticism is one of taste as well as a
question about how instrumental playing should be presented in general.
Even when reviewers sought to mock Van Biene or criticize his excesses, their
descriptions provide certain useful specifics about his technical approach. On his 1896 American
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tour, the New York Sun devoted quite a bit of space to physical description in two different
articles:
He does not look at the instrument, save covertly, but averts his face, closes his eyes, and
becomes distraughtly rhapsodic. His body sways slightly. His head dangles and wags. He
seems to be intoxicated with his own music, even maudlin, and when it is done he stands
as though dazed at the situation he finds himself in before an applauding audience. Only
slowly does his vacuous visage take on any expression. It is like a man coming out of a
hypnotic trance, or a driveling idiot suddenly aroused to reason.168
Herr Van Biene’s performance on the ’cello is not so engrossing for what he does with
his hands as for what he does with his head. While he plays his eyes are closed. He
appears to be carried away in an ecstasy of feeling, his head back to one side. The
concern as to whether he will ever come to himself again is more insistent than the merit
of his musical performance. As the piece ends—“Kathleen Mavourneen” and “Home,
Sweet Home” are two of his favorites now—there is some sign of resuscitation. He
evidently is lost permanently. But the applause awakes him. His eyes open slowly with a
Heavens!-where-am-I expression. Slowly he becomes conscious of the presence of the
extra ladies who make the brilliant throng at the Duchesse de Vervier’s musicale. The
audience takes courage. There may still be hope. Herr Van Biene’s weary glance takes in
the actors, the orchestra, and finally the audience. Then he smiles—a faint, wan,
exhausted smile. “I am really so carried away,” it plainly says, “that I see you but can’t
bow, my dear friends,” It is encouraging, though, to find Herr Van Biene even alive. The
accompanist starts again, and the ’cellist finger is placid again on the string of the
instrument. That seems to be the mysterious influence. The musician is again in a trance,
and he goes through the same process of recovery, and repeats the whole business so long
as the applause keeps him at the ’cello. … It is curious enough that his music should have
this strong effect on him. Nobody in the audience seemed nearly so much wrought up
over it. The spectators were all able to applaud liberally, and to come from under the spell
of the music was not nearly so difficult for them as for Herr Van Biene himself.169
In addition to a sense of dramatic impact and theatrical exaggeration, we can take away
from these descriptions that Van Biene played from memory with eyes closed, moving the torso
and especially the head. He did not look down at his hands. He became completely engrossed in
the piece and took control of the room with his expressive intentions. This physical approach
clearly contrasts him with more traditional cellists like Piatti or Casals, but they could easily be
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applied to any number of present-day cellists such as Yo-Yo Ma or Alisa Weilerstein, who fully
show their emotions on their faces, communicate physically with the audience and draw their
heads away from the cello. Certainly, cellists who have crossed over in to the pop music arena
such as Luka Šulić and Stjepan Hauser of 2Cellos employ all of these physical characteristics.
Janos Starker and Pierre Fournier, who had more physically grounded and visually disengaged
approaches, are prominent counterexamples from the twentieth century. Though we have no
photographic or video representations of Van Biene in the throes of performance, Phil May’s
1902 cartoon gives a sense of the dramatic movements that Van Biene made while playing.170

Figure 12. Van Biene as sketched by Phil May for Black & White magazine, 1902.
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Technology
Van Biene’s recordings included several versions of “The Broken Melody” including one
with orchestra and spoken dialogue, as well as his arrangement of Kol Nidrei and a recording of
Albert Ketèlbey’s The Phantom Melody (this was the winner of a 1912 contest searching for new
repertoire sponsored by Van Biene). These recordings were sold widely and also featured in
gramophone recitals alongside other leading artists such as Melba and Caruso as far away as
Australia.171 Van Biene certainly would have enjoyed the reach of mass media had he lived even
one decade longer into the early days of electronic recording and radio. He showed an interest in
experimenting with technological innovations. Near the end of his life, he gave several
performances using an Auxetophone, a mechanical system which used compressed air controlled
by a valve to amplify sound through a horn. This device which was invented by famed Irish
inventor Charles Parsons and later sold by Victor as a method of boosting record playback.172 In
this case, the device was connected by metal rod to the bridge of the cello and boosted the
decibel level of the performance in real time. He used a modified cello to perform with orchestra
in Queen’s Hall, London in 1909.173 Electronic amplification methods were still in development
at this time but clearly would have been of interest to Van Biene.

Critical Reception Versus Audience Reception
It is clear that the exaggerated effect of Van Biene’s playing moved and excited the
general public. No matter how much the aesthetic offended critics, he was still able to win over
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theater-goers night after night. This triggered some introspection on the part of critics and arts
writers about what the overarching goal of a performance should be and whether Biene was
accomplishing this. American critics were quick to point out that the show did not have to be a
theatrical stand out in order to be popular, even if they did insult the audiences in doing so. The
critic for the New York Sun wrote:
The play, which serves Mr. Van Biene’s purpose excellently, is one of those sheer
theatric structures which tumble into ruins at the slightest touch of common sense, and
yet are effective with uncritical audiences.174
The New York Times agreed that Van Biene would have broad if not critical appeal:
One can feel that Mr. van Biene, at the American Theatre, plays his bass violin very well,
without sufficient technical knowledge to analyze his playing. It is clear enough that he
will not appeal to the “musical public”—by which I mean the people who support the
Philharmonic and Symphony concerts—and that those who go to see him will not often
be able to tell others why his playing is good. They will all like it. He is a tasteful and
sympathetic musician, if not a great one.175
The question was and is, is there anything wrong with being uncritical? Is there honor and value
in designing something for the “masses” to enjoy, both in the content of the entertainment and in
the method of delivery?
Journalist Joe Howard, Jr. confronted this philosophical question in his column
“Howard’s Letter.” In this particular entry, he compares the opening night of The Broken Melody
at the American Theater in New York City to an opening night performance of Faust at the
Metropolitan Opera staring Nellie Melba in a room full of Vanderbilts and Astors worth what he
estimates to be about $900 million. When describing the Faust performance, Howard includes
amusing descriptions of the old and new rich mingling together and performing the rigid rituals
of the opera house. He notices that those with the worst seats were the most enthusiastic and
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those in the most expensive box seats sat completely “dumb.” The Broken Melody is presented as
an opposite, wholly aimed for the general public with everyone in the packed theater enjoying
the experience equally. He points out that some feel music criticism is not direct enough and is
tamed by the pressure of the newspaper needing to secure advertisements. While other writers
use terms like “the uncritical audience” to subtly insult the less educated, Howard makes the
point that perhaps criticism should serve the masses:
If, and who can deny it, if it be the fact that the vast majority of us are plain,
comparatively uneducated, uncritical, is it not also a fact that that same majority have
eyes and ears, and hearts and feelings which must be cared for? Which is it our obviously
selfish purpose to follow, to write for the half dozen people in the boxes and the 20 young
gentlemen dubbed critics, or for that great mass, thousands in number? Shall we write or
speak or work or serve the few or the many? Shall the dramatist’s aim be to please the
often time hypersensitiveness of the professional critic, or to warm the hearts of the men
and women who sit in the theater. …
Which is better, to sit in an opera box, stolid as a wooden Indian, enjoying nothing,
feasting your eyes upon vacancy, your ears, so to speak, stuffed with the wool of
indifference, and your heart so shriveled by doubt, dissimulation, car, deceit, and avarice,
as to defy all attempt at pulsation, or to be one of the many furious in the gallery, your
eye dilated as it gazes upon the beautiful pictures upon the stage, your ear alert for the
heavenly melody, the majestic harmony, and your better nature kindled with a flame of
good cheer and honest happiness? Which would you rather be, the man whose eyes rests
with cold, critical examination upon the long, unkempt hair, the heavy face, the rounded
shoulders and the awkward gait of the artist, or one of the shouting multitude whose eye
weeps as his ear drinks in the sweet strain drawn by the expert hand from a tuneful
instrument, and whose innermost soul is uplifted to the very skies by genuine sympathy,
by unfeigned hope, that in the end all will be well with a couple portraying human nature
on the boards?
Don’t be too critical.
Really, it doesn’t pay.176
Few other writers embraced what Van Biene was doing as whole-heartedly as Howard
did, but many did acknowledge that there was a certain honor in pursuing and advocating for art
that serves an individual artist’s personal expression and ideals, despite what critics may deem
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valuable. His strongest reviews gave him credit for succeeding in this arena, such as this British
review marking his return from the 1896 American tour: “Van Biene preaches sermons by his
’cello. He points to and creates loftier conception of life. His audience is impressed with the
beautiful ideal of an artiste.”177 Van Biene at least claimed to value artistic sincerity, stating that
he aspired to play without egotism, following the example of his mentor Servais.178
The foreign press appreciated that the one redeeming element of The Broken Melody was
that it advocated for its lead character, Paul Borinski, to follow his artistic dreams in writing an
opera despite the pressures of patronage, politics, and popularity. In a primarily negative New
York Times review, this point was made, although not without acknowledging the irony of this
message appearing in such an undistinguished and pandering play:
Perhaps it is worth while to repeat that “The Broken Melody” is noteworthy for its
strenuous advocacy of art for art’s sake, and its contemptuous treatment of folks who do
things just to please other folks, and thus earn a living. This point of view is quite unusual
on the contemporary stage. Sensible playwrights wisely avoid it. The two hard-working
gentlemen who put together this combination of clap-trap, sentimentality, and out-worn
situations were forced to hold to it—and the result is incongruous.179
A second review printed in the New York Times highlighted the same sentiment:
The play is remarkable in only one particular. Its theme is the ambition of a cultivated
musician who cannot make tunes to satisfy vulgar taste. He is held up to be extolled for
loving art for art’s sake. Yet the text is full of cheap catch-phrases designed to tickle the
ears of the multitude, and its plot and workmanship are of the commonest kind.180
In one sense, Van Biene reversed this irony by following his own dreams and vision of creating a
career based on broad popular success instead of following the early momentum of his career
towards the elite institutions of the London high art world. At the close of a print interview in
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1907, the sympathetic interviewer, B. Henderson, concluded that Van Biene had made a
reasonable choice:
In his role as actor-musician one is apt to lose sight of van Biene’s qualities as a
violoncellist, but he received his training at one of the foremost schools in Europe, and
would undoubtedly, if he had chosen to remain in the concert room, have made an
equally great reputation. He has found that success in other lines, and has given pleasure
to thousands in a healthy and simple minded way. May success be with him to the end.181

4.6 Conclusions
Considering Auguste Van Biene’s legacy brings into focus several questions. What is a
performer’s primary artistic contribution? Was it the quantity of performances he gave and the
number of people he performed for? Was it his geographical reach? Should he be judged by the
narrow content scope of his mature career or praised for his popular success? The Broken Melody
was not designed to be a great work that would enter the canon. It was customized completely
for Van Biene. Perhaps the work could not exist without Van Biene as the central component.
How do we define the essence of the work? In this case the play was inextricably tied to Van
Biene’s celebrity persona, sense of self, and his relationship to the cello in terms of technique
and delivery. Likewise, the play was inextricably linked to Van Biene’s performance of it. In this
case the essence of the work was more his presentation of it than the written document of the
script, a definition that goes against our traditions of musicology and theater history, but is useful
and more apt.182 In this sense Van Biene’s performance of The Broken Melody was his major
statement and creative legacy.
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The individual title song which he composed did remain popular in the traditional sense
and was featured in repertoire collections and recordings by other artists such as cellist John
Barbirolli and violinist Efrem Zimbalist for many years after Van Biene’s death. In 1916, a silent
film was made of The Broken Melody, however, in this case, the central character was a violinist.
Through a unique career that cut through the genres and stratification of the music world,
Van Biene created his own niche. By sheer volume of performances, visible presence in society,
onstage showmanship, commercial self-promotion, and sheet music iconography, Van Biene
established a widespread image of himself and of the cello as an emotionally powerful and
expressive vehicle. This undoubtedly affected the British idea of the cellist as an expressive
artist, not only a continuo player, a chamber musician, an orchestra member, etc. His high level
of playing triggered a meaningful cultural discussion about striving for popularity versus the
acclaim of critics and institutional traditionalists. His level of celebrity just at the cusp of the age
of mass media indicated the possibility of widespread fame that cellists such as Jacqueline du Pré
would later realize.
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Figure 13. Auguste Van Biene, Dutch cellist. photograph, English, late 19th century.183
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August Van Biene (1849-1913). Dutch cellist. Photograph, English, late 19th century. Available courtesy of
Granger Academic, accessed February 3, 2019: https://www.grangeracademic.com/results.asp?image=0097507.
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CHAPTER FIVE: GUILHERMINA SUGGIA (1885–1950)

5.1 Biographical Sketch
Though not British herself, Guilhermina Suggia (1885–1950) was the first internationally
acclaimed female cello soloist that the city of London and the United Kingdom could lay claim
to in any way.1 London critics and audiences loved her from her 1905 debut in Bechstein Hall
until her last major appearance in the city, a performance of the Elgar Concerto for a packed
audience at Royal Albert Hall in 1948.2 After training in Porto, Leipzig, and Paris, the
Portuguese prodigy found a second home in London. She was based there from 1914 to 1925 and
continued to return regularly for performances before and after World War II. In total, she gave
at least sixty formal concerts and many undocumented appearances in London, as well as dozens
more performances in other cities in England, Ireland, and Scotland.3 Though she never played
in America, her touring took her to Scandinavia, Russia, Germany, France, the Netherlands,
Spain, and other locales across Europe where she was regarded as a major talent of her
generation. Suggia’s particular success on the London stage was the result of many convoluted
factors that are difficult to tease apart. She was a perfect storm for the British public: a talented
and technically exact instrumentalist with a communicative personality who projected an alluring
exoticism and beautiful feminine appearance.
While very well-known during her lifetime, most cellists today are not familiar with
Suggia’s playing or remastered recordings. Instead, she is most commonly recognized due to her
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widely circulated portrait by Welsh painter Augustus John (1878–1961), which is held at the
Tate Gallery in London and appears on the cover of the widely used Dover full score edition of
Great Romantic Cello Concertos (Schumann, Saint-Saëns, and Dvořák).4 She is also recognized
because of her well-documented if ill-defined personal and musical relationship with Pablo
Casals in her early twenties. Having first met when Casals visited Portugal in 1898, Suggia and
Casals eventually lived together in Paris for several years. While she was often referred to as his
wife, they were never officially married and the tempestuous relationship did not last beyond
1913.5 Suggia left few personal items behind to detail her life and career, having destroyed most
of her papers. Compared to Casals and other leading contemporaries, she recorded only
occasionally.6
Suggia’s story has recently taken a larger place in the literature due to efforts by current
scholars. Fátima Pombo has written two books in Portuguese that share information from the
Matosinhos municipal collection of materials related to Suggia. Anita Mercier of The Juilliard
School published several articles and the first comprehensive biography of Suggia in English,
including appendices listing known concerts and recordings as well as republications of Suggia’s
own writings. British cellist George Kennaway investigates issues relating to gender and
performers, including Suggia, in his book, Playing the Cello 1780–1930. Other researchers
working in less formal types of media have also made important contributions, such as Virgílio
Marques, who manages the Guilhermina Suggia Appreciation Group on Facebook from Lisbon,
regularly sharing photographs and other bits of visual and aural memorabilia.7
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Figure 14. Guilhermina Suggia (1885–1950), photograph, origin unknown.8

Born and raised in Porto, Portugal, Suggia learned to play the cello from her father
Augusto, who was also a cellist. As a teenager, she quickly rose to the heights of Porto’s music
scene, performing regularly at the Orpheon Portuense, a concert society and venue created in
1882 and run by Bernardo Valentim Moreira de Sá. Not unlike England’s Crystal Palace series,
the Orpheon Portuense was dedicated to bringing the latest and finest compositions and
performances by international musicians to Portugal. Suggia performed there with her sister
Virginia, a pianist, and also as a member of Moreira de Sá’s own quartet. With support from
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Portugal’s Queen Amelia, she traveled to Leipzig to study privately with famed cellist and
pedagogue Julius Klengel in 1901–2. After a successful period of concertizing and traveling,
including her London and Leipzig debuts, Suggia was based in Paris from approximately 1906
until the eve of World War I. Having met Pablo Casals in Portugal as a girl, Suggia reconnected
with him through Klengel and they spent this period living together and occasionally
concertizing together as a cello duo. At the start of World War I, Suggia was trapped in France,
her relationship with Casals having disintegrated, and she eventually made her way to London,
taking up residence in Chelsea, a neighborhood she had come to know on previous visits with
Casals. After a few years, she developed a relationship with Edward Hudson, founder of the
lifestyle magazine Country Life. She spent some time at his estate Lindisfarne Castle on Holy
Island, but engagement plans never led to a marriage although the two remained friends. Suggia
lived in England until 1925, when she returned to Portugal to reconnect with her home country,
take care of her elderly parents, and eventually marry radiologist and family friend Dr. José
Carteado Mena in 1927. She continued to return to England nearly every season (excepting the
years during World War II) until her death in 1950, performing with great success and extending
her influence as a teacher.9
In many ways, Suggia was perceived of by the English public as an exotic virtuoso
because of factors relating to her appearance, gender, and heritage. Her supposedly flirtatious
personality (evidenced by several dramatic episodes involving the men in her life) also
contributed to her reputation but contrasted with her robust sense of privacy and her relatively
conservative musical interpretations. The full picture of her British success included many other
factors worth exploring in more detail including musical affiliations with much-respected
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German training and the already popular Casals, her technical prowess and perfectionism, her
conscious and subconscious breaks from gender norms, and her active participation in musical
society with other performers and collaborators. Suggia influenced some British cellists directly
through private teaching, but how did her performance career impact the general public’s
reception of the cello, expand the role of the cello soloist in British institutions, and influence the
emerging school of British cello playing in the early twentieth century?

5.2 The Gendered Cello and Cellist
As Suggia began her career at the turn of the twentieth century, female musicians were
confronted with antagonistic questions of whether women were intellectually, emotionally, and
physically capable of playing their instruments and participating in professional music-making
while also maintaining societal norms of decency, elegance, and family responsibility.
Furthermore, specific questions loomed about whether established gender associations with
cellists and even the cello itself were prohibitive for female players. In some sense, Suggia
appeared to transcend these issues by not entertaining them, thanks to the influence of those who
encouraged her to play and perform professionally from a young age, including her father and
her mentors Moreira de Sá, Klengel, and Casals. On the other hand, Suggia’s attitude toward
appearance and decorum was not altogether incongruous with London high society views. She
was a woman of her time and enjoyed being known and admired. How Suggia and her audiences
approached and negotiated these issues had a great impact on her own professional and personal
trajectory as well as the subsequent generations influenced by her.
As Queen Victoria’s reign ended in 1901, Suggia was a sixteen-year-old already studying
in Leipzig with Julius Klengel who was by now well-established as one of the world’s foremost
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cello pedagogues. When she debuted in London in 1905 and a decade later moved into full-time
residence, English society was still grappling with conflicts inherited from the debates raised
during the Victorian era (1837–1901) about whether it was appropriate for women to be
professional musicians, and specifically, to play the cello in any setting. The tides of public
opinion were beginning to shift at the turn of the century, depending on the instrument and
performer in question. The most contentious concerns about the appropriateness of female
musicians (including singers, instrumentalists, and composers) can be sorted into four major
categories.
The first category pertained to questions of biological ability: Is a female capable of the
tasks of creating or performing music in terms of intellectual brain power, physical stamina, and
emotional suitability? This conversation involved arguments that often mixed scientific
information with previously held biases about the intrinsic nature of men and women. For
example, during the late Victorian era, the commonly known fact that a typical woman’s brain
weighed less than a man’s was used as proof that women were intellectually inferior. The
publication of Darwin’s The Descent of Man (1871) and other similar theories only encouraged
the continuation of a twisted form of pseudo-psychological and pseudo-scientific Darwinism in
which newly discovered information was manipulated to justify these types of previously-held
beliefs.10 The claim that men are more fit to be providers and women more fit to be reproducers
at a biological level was extended into the realm of creative and intellectual thought and used to
assert that women were incapable of any number of activities, including composing and
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performing fine works of music. Advocates of these biased theories only became more vocal as
organized movements in support of women’s suffrage and post-secondary education gained
strength at the turn of the twentieth century.11
Because the philosophy behind these objections was based on fundamental prejudices,
the act of a woman creating music professionally in English society was necessarily linked to
these other women’s rights issues such as women’s suffrage (not gained fully until 1928). Many
of the leading female musicians during Suggia’s era, such as composer Dame Ethel Smyth
(1858–1944) and cellist May Muklé (1880–1963) were also on the front lines of a larger
movement to advance the social and political rights of women.12 Women began to organize their
own orchestras, chamber music ensembles, and concert societies. These performers were
sometimes praised with surprised bemusement, but were also critiqued for their lack of
professional experience or high-level education, a deficiency which was, of course, brought
about by the same discriminatory policies which motivated the creation of these ensembles in the
first place. Even the more positive and encouraging reviews supporting the presence of women
in the field tended to undermine their efforts either by naming them the best example of the
weaker female pool. While women were often not permitted by their families to attend
conservatory or perform in public, those who had the means to study and develop their skills
privately were often treated as amateurs because of their upper-class status or because of the selfproduced nature of their ensembles and performances. Rosalind Ellicott’s struggle to be taken
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seriously as a professional composer during the 1880s and 1890s in this context is a
representative example.13
Remarkably, even some of the arguments in support of gender integration by female
professionals were based on acknowledging claims of innate differences between men and
women. An editorial article discussing the novel presence of women in a particular British
orchestra describes Dame Ethyl Smyth’s stance as follows, “Miss Smyth believes in women
fiddlers in the orchestra, because ‘in spiritual regions, as she is just beginning to suspect, woman,
perhaps, digs deeper than man.’ ‘This new glow, this finish and smoothness, this blend of
sensuous charm and rhythmic energy … what is it but the “feeling” of woman blending as it
should with that of man?’”14 Smyth and other politically active female artists often made the
point that precisely because women and men differ on a biological basis, women’s voices should
be included.
In terms of the professional music industry, while prejudice against women musicians in the
orchestral world was pervasive, soloists did not meet as much resistance. One of the most common
arguments against including women in professional orchestras was that orchestral playing was too
physically taxing for women.15 That Suggia’s concerto performances, lengthy recital programs, and
rigorous practice schedule would be any less taxing than playing tutti cello in the Philharmonic Society
is dubious. There were concerns about women enduring long hours of rehearsal and traveling through
the city late at night after performances, but clearly some women had the ability to upend this assertion,
as demonstrated by the handful of female violinists hired by Henry Wood and the Queen’s Hall
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Orchestra by 1913.16 It is far more likely that the gentlemen of the orchestral apparatus, both onstage
and in management, did not wish to disturb the all-male fellowship with a distracting female presence
and did wish to maintain control over these positions which provided steady streams of income and
private students.17 Women who reached the skill level required to perform solo repertoire did not face as
many questions about general ability and also stepped outside of these gendered institutions. Whereas
the cello did have a long history in England of being played primarily by men in an all-male ensemble
setting, there was no long-established history of the cello as a solo instrument (regardless of gender of
the player). This may have led to more immediate acceptance of female soloists.18
The second major category of objections to women in music during this period had to do
with the physical body on display. Critics questioned whether the required positioning of the
female body was elegant and appropriate, especially when presented publicly and revealed to the
male gaze. This idea was actively debated in society and has been discussed extensively in the
literature about this period. Women were discouraged from taking up any instrument which
required the use of the mouth, distortion of the face, or exertion of visible effort, including all
woodwind and brass instruments. The piano was considered acceptable, particularly in the
domestic setting, because it allowed women display their talents while sitting elegantly and
controlling their facial expressions.19 Violin was next to follow voice and piano into the territory
of tenuous acceptance, despite protests about the unflattering positioning of the chin and
inelegant motion of the arms. The cello had a far worse image problem to confront, described
with incisive frankness by author and librarian Beth Macleod: “The obvious impediment to [the
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cello’s] acceptance for women was physical: anything held between the legs—whether horse,
bicycle, or cello—engendered discussion as to its suitability for women.”20 Particularly without
any other supports, the standard Baroque and Classical era technique of letting the cello rest on
the insides of the calves and with the knees gripping the instrument body into place was
unavoidably suggestive in an era of carefully sculpted skirts and curated silhouettes.
A key development during this period was an increase in the use of the endpin. Endpins
or tailpins, serving as a support between the bottom of the cello and floor, were used in the
Baroque era for larger bass instruments and afterwards at various points by other individual
players and amateurs.21 In the late nineteenth century, the endpin was brought into popular use
among high-level players at least partially due to the influence of Adrien-François Servais, the
renowned Belgian cellist who himself played with one due to his use of a larger model
Stradivarius, but also taught his male and female students to follow suit. In the early 1900s, due
to its prior history, the endpin was still primarily associated by many with beginners,
accompanists playing simple bass lines, women, and those who were over-expressive in their
movements.22 However, the well-timed uptick in popularity of using an endpin allowed women
to develop more demure ways of sitting with the cello from a quasi-sidesaddle approach (with
both knees to one side and/or one knee hidden behind the cello)23 to a more traditional split-leg
position strategically hidden by a broad skirt. Sidesaddle positions seen in photographs of British
cellist Beatrice Harrison, for example, may have been staged for a more elegant still pose. By
1915, the traditional positioning with one leg firmly on either side appears to have been generally
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advised.24 The first major female cello soloist, Lisa Cristiani (1827–53), a French prodigy whose
short life led her to international touring and compositional dedications from the likes of Felix
Mendelssohn, is often credited with prompting the increase popularity of the endpin, though it is
not certain whether she used one.25
Aside from the perceived indecency of separated knees, the other frequent complaint
about the position of the female body while playing the cello was the bent-over torso. The endpin
was credited with relieving the player from being forced to “hunch awkwardly over the
instrument,” instead taking on a “more relaxed, upright posture” with easier access for the bow
to the outer strings.26 In the century since, players have certainly continued to find ways to hunch
awkwardly over the instrument, even with an endpin. In fact, older cellists such as Piatti and
Hausmann, who never used an endpin, were often considered more elegant and proper than
players using endpins because they held their cellos more upright and did not move around as
much as they played.27 It does seem clear that using the endpin allowed women to sit in a more
upright fashion and keep their appearance more refined. The ultimate goal of this aim for
modesty was to please but not provoke the male eye, with the rubric being set by the men in
charge of the music profession but also the men in charge of private households (even if enforced
by other women aiming to appease these men). In Smyth’s words, “once men’s vicarious sense
of modesty gets to work you never know where it will break out next.”28 In discussions less
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charged with patriarchal sensibilities, some argued that because of its size and placement, the
cello simply fit the male body better in an anatomical sense.29
As more and more well-bred women developed musical skills in their youth (at first with
voice and piano, and later with violin, cello and other instruments), a third round of objections
arose having to do with the purpose of the training. Accounts of women drawing the disapproval
of husbands or parents due to their pursuit of artistic ambitions incompatible with presumed
family responsibilities are well documented in literature of the time. Questions about whether
performing music expressively might conflict directly with the societal values of self-restraint
and self-effacement expected of a dutiful wife and mother were openly debated.30 The plots of
many novels of this era featured women grappling with the desire to continue playing the violin
in the face of enormous social pressure to prioritize marriage and assume the traditional place of
the female at home. Though these stories are fictional, they offer some insight as to the types of
conversations that were being held, whether the resulting choices made by the characters were
wholly representative or not.31
This was not only an issue of time management or focus, but also that the activity itself
conflicted with the qualities that a young woman would be expected to have in her home life. To
many British families, the act of performing onstage ventured dangerously close to prostitution,
with observers paying for the opportunity to gaze upon, idolize and potentially lust after the
performer.32 Once a woman was engaged or married, a musical talent that may have been a
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potent asset in the process of wooing a suitor could quickly become a liability if it continued to
attract too much attention from other men. This was not the case for male performers. Even
sexualized soloists such as Paganini or Liszt who were observed and admired by many were not
viewed as debasing themselves, perhaps because there was no expectation from society that a
young man would be chaste. In a more subtle objection, the act of performing could be
considered too narcissistic and not generous enough for a model female personality. Centuriesold ideals of sweet mildness and a giving nature were expected for each female action, large or
small.33 Participating in musical performances might also bring women into proximity with
people or places which were not deemed compatible with their social class, or make it appear
that they are lacking in means.
The fourth and perhaps most complex group of objections to female musicians, string
players in particular, was that these instruments were ill-suited for women to play because of the
instruments’ perceived gender characteristics. With the cello, there were concerns about the
masculine nature of the instrument itself with respect to register and sonic personality, but also
with the effeminate physical object and the gendered relationship between the player and the
instrument. Already established with a male player in mind, the challenge of reorganizing these
relationships to accommodate a female player was too difficult for some contemporary observers
to overcome.
Discussions about the gendered cello are closely intertwined with discussions about the
gendered violin which have been written about in detail recently by Kawabata, Gillett, and many
others.34 To many, the cello, in contrast to the violin, was considered masculine because of its
lower register (with more overlap to the human male’s vocal range than the violin), its less
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fanciful and capricious musical character, its more resistant string tension, and its large and less
portable size.35
At the same time that the male qualities of the cello seemed intuitive, it was also regarded
as a feminine instrument along with the violin, this perception being focused on the instrument’s
shape, which roughly outlines the stylized curves of the female human form (with corresponding
anatomically named parts), and its apparent need to be coaxed, enabled, liberated or controlled
by a male master’s hands. In the same way that music was sometimes thought of as a feminine
art that a male performer or composer needed to capture and impose his will upon, the
instruments themselves also were spoken about in this way with implied and sometimes explicit
sexual overtones. The trope of men using idealized conceptions of women to create great works
of art was ingrained into the psyche of many observers. When female performers and composers
appeared on the scene, the cognitive dissonance was apparent.36 Of course, this concept could be
easily countered by women who held idealizations of their own and certainly had the potential to
turn to other sources of inspiration. Concerns about the auto-eroticism of a female violinist trying
to coax the female voice from the instrument as a sort of self-absorbed wooing of herself were
voiced. Curiously, there appears to have been little or no concern about this act being homoerotic
in any way. The issue of auto-eroticism was less pronounced with the cello, but it was also never
brought up as an issue with respect to men playing “manly” instruments.37
Female players disturbed the established idea that the performer’s task was to force the
instrument to submit or coax beautiful sounds out of “her” as one would seduce a lover. This
idea was reinforced in the early to mid-nineteenth century by a link between Paganini’s renown
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as a virtuoso and his reputation as a dangerous seducer of innocent girls.38 These attitudes
persisted well into the twentieth century. For instance, writer and musician Joseph Wechsberg
made the following remarks as late as 1972:
I have often wondered whether psychologically there is a basic difference between the woman’s
relationship to the violin and the man’s. … Does the woman violinist consider the violin more as
her own voice than the voice of one she loves? Is there an element of narcissism in the woman’s
relation to the violin, and is she, in fact, in a curious way, better matched for the cello? The
handling and playing of a violin is a process of caress and evocation, of drawing out a sound
which awaits the hands of the master.39
Thus, in one sense, this objection arising for female violinists could be resolved through the playing of
the cello. However, if the instrument is instead thought of as the voice of the player (as a female violinist
might be able to express herself through the soprano of her instrument), then the cello is still
problematic. Female cellists were often critiqued as displaying too much manliness when sending their
artistic voice through the “masculine” cello, an issue that is never mentioned with respect to a man
evoking sound from the “feminine” violin. The asymmetry of this critique is blatant.
There is more to be explored about the perception of complex gender expression embodied by an
elegantly dressed woman expressing herself through a low-pitched, male-characterized instrument. Like
castrato roles for men singing in the soprano register, or pants roles for women singing male characters
with mezzo-soprano vocal ranges, the combination of conventionally masculine and feminine elements
of gender expression seemed to strike some listeners as unnatural, upsetting and confusing them. It
would be an interesting line of inquiry to further examine how the low-pitched, “masculine”
characteristics of the cello sound influenced historical audiences’ perception of performers of different
genders through a more rigorous social and gender studies lens. Furthermore, if the sound produced is
considered to be the composer’s voice instead of the performer’s voice, what does it mean to have a
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female medium for the male composers of the past? For example, some at the time may have felt that
Hausmann served as a better medium for Brahms than Suggia.40 Alternatively, perhaps the cello has no
innately gendered qualities and is a merely a prop in different types of performances of gender
expression by performers, critics, and listeners.41
As Suggia entered the public performing life in London, this tangle of attitudes created a
treacherous environment for female players, full of biases based on incomplete logic. A woman could
not get the best quality of instruction because she was thought of as less capable, but if she somehow
made her own way, she was labeled as an amateur. If she delivered the music with too much strength, it
was disturbingly masculine; if too effeminate, it was too weak for a man’s job. If the cello was thought
of as male, then a woman’s leg position was even more indecent and her expressive voice was pitched
wrong. If the cello was female, then how could she tame or idealize another female entity without being
auto-erotic? Onstage, she must look as elegant and perfect as possible, but with people paying to look at
her, if she was too glamorous it was a display hardly more decent than prostitution. It is understandable
that so many women were mired and unable to rise to a place of true artistic prominence as Suggia did,
but she did not emerge untouched by these issues.
Timing was a key factor in Suggia’s ability to serve as a trendsetter in London. As the
sun set on the Victorian era, taboos and rigid social barriers were beginning to thaw. Musical
women in Germany and France had made great strides, and female violinists were becoming
more well established in England. It became inevitable that London would catch up with the rest
of Europe, full-time performers would catch up to the hero-worshipped composers and
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composer-performers of the past, and female cellists would catch up to female pianists and
violinists. While many stars of the time were still making their reputation by performing their
own compositions (as Paganini and Liszt had), others began to develop their fame based
primarily on the performance of other people’s music (such as pianist Clara Schumann,
violinist/conductor Joseph Joachim, and the Rosé and Léner String Quartets). Female musicians
were increasingly appearing outside of the home on concert stages, violinists had begun the slow
trickle of orchestral gender integration, and the demonic, sinful, or low-brow folk associations
with the violin or fiddle started to dissipate without transferring over to the cello. In 1872, the
Royal Academy of Music in London accepted its first female violin student, over twenty years
behind the Paris Conservatoire, and by 1890 there was a veritable explosion of violin playing
among the young ladies of England.
Gillett makes note of three factors that helped to ease the social ban on female violinists
in England during the 1880s and 1890s. First, the women’s movement made significant progress
towards improved educational access and equal rights for women, starting a wave of momentum
towards social change. Secondly, the increasing popularity of instrumental chamber music
repertoire led to more chamber music in the home, causing families to encourage their children
to play a variety of instruments. This also enabled the ready formation of all-female chamber
ensembles. Third, the piano had become universally accessible to the masses and was no longer a
potent way for a young lady to distinguish herself as an elite.42
Though European conservatories were well-stocked with female students by the 1890s, the
professional world was not. In general, the women formally studying music were not becoming
professional composers, professors, conductors, or soloists. They were still taking their skills with them
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into marriage or spinsterhood, teaching children, or giving up playing entirely.43 Only slowly, as the
twentieth century unfolded, did women begin to increase their collective footprint in the professional
sphere, founding their own concert and performance organizations such as the Oxford Ladies Music
Society (1897–98), Society of Women Musicians in Britain (1911), and eventually the British Women’s
Symphony Orchestra (1922).44
By Suggia’s London debut in 1905 and certainly by the time she began performing
regularly in London in the 1910s and 1920s, the violin was by many estimations becoming too
popular, and the cello, being available to serve as a welcome novelty, increased in visibility.45 To
this day the cello has not achieved the popularity of the violin, perhaps in part due to the greater
numbers of violins required to build an orchestral apparatus or because of the violin’s attractive
leadership roles in various ensembles. Currently violin and piano (along with recorder, guitar and
drums) remain the most popular instruments learned by British young people, with cello not
appearing in the top ten.46 Cello soloists are also less prevalent in comparison to violinists and
pianists, as any current classical music management or symphony orchestra soloist roster will
reveal. As previously mentioned, the absence of a large number of male cello soloists defining
the role left the door open for Suggia to define it as she liked. Pablo Casals, whom Suggia lived
and performed with in Paris and on tour during the aughts, was actively pioneering a convincing
and successful case for the cello soloist during those early years but there were few others
pursuing a solo career as a priority over teaching, chamber music, or orchestral work.
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It was in this transitional period, when women were driving changes in the arenas of
fashion, sports, education, and music, that Suggia appeared on the scene and London was
interested. In 1907, an unsigned article entitled “Lady Violoncellists and One in Particular” ran
in The Musical Times featuring a retrospective look at Lisa Cristiani, the first major female cello
soloist from France. The article reprinted an engraved portrait and details about some of
Cristiani’s achievements, including this summary of an 1845 review:
The Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung, in a highly favourable notice of the young lady’s
performances, referred to the novelty of a lady violoncellist, which had an interest beyond mere
novelty, and that “the expectation of witnessing an ungainly performance was quite
disappointed.” The fluency with which she overcame the greatest difficulties, the beautiful,
noble, and singing tone which she drew from the instrument, no less than the strength and
endurance of her playing, entitled her to be ranked among the best of violoncello virtuosi. Her
beautiful features also were eulogized, and in all respects her success was complete.47
The article goes on to note other women who were able to replicate some of these accomplishments in
Leipzig and Paris before specifically turning to the British music world, decrying the dearth of female
cellist representation in major venues such as the Philharmonic Society concerts. Then the article
suggests that there might be a star on the horizon in fourteen-year-old British cellist Beatrice Harrison.
“Those who are interested in the development of the British art will be glad to learn some particulars of
a highly-gifted girl violoncellist who is to make her first public appearance at Queen’s Hall on May 29,
assisted by the Queen’s Hall Orchestra, conducted by Mr. Henry J. Wood.” After providing some
biographical information and a list of successes already enjoyed by this teenager born sixty-five years
after Cristiani, the article concludes optimistically, “The career of this gifted girl violoncellist will be
watched with interest. May all success attend her.”48 At least according to one critic, England was
overdue for a female cello soloist of its own even during a time when female participation in orchestras
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and other major institutions in England was restricted. Harrison did indeed become a star, famous for her
performances of Elgar and Delius, but what the article did not foresee was that the slightly older Suggia
would also swoop in as an adopted Londoner with an even larger and more international reputation to
help fill this void.
Suggia was well equipped to contend with the four categories of objections to female
cello performers summarized earlier in this chapter. First of all, there was no doubt about her
intellectual and physical capacity to play the cello. She kept company with the best players in the
world, including her one-time companion Pablo Casals and her mentor Julius Klengel, receiving
their instruction and encouragement. From a young age, she frequently found herself in a maledominated professional world and was able to gain the trust of those around her based on her
skill. This began with Moreira de Sá, who invited her to play in his professional quartet as a mere
teenager. She was disciplined with her practicing and pushed herself to reach towards her own
high ideals. While she was not at the theater every night like an opera or orchestral musician, she
traveled, rehearsed, and practiced with great devotion.
Klengel’s assessment of Suggia was superlative: “She is a cellist with the highest artistic merit,
who has no reason to fear comparison with cellists of the masculine sex.”49 A Belfast newspaper also
quoted Klengel as saying:
I am a most ardent admirer of her wonderful talent, and I am firmly persuaded that before long
she will be the favourite artist of the musical world, for such masterly execution, united to such
an essentially musical soul, exists only in the most richly endowed artists, and they are rare.50
Critics in London widely shared this impression, writing reviews such as this one of a 1916 performance
with the Queen’s Hall Symphony: “The programme of the concert included a charming interpretation of
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Lalo's Violoncello Concerto by the princess of violoncellists, Madame Guilhermina Suggia. It is not that
Madame Suggia's tone is great, but that her playing is so smooth, chaste, and exquisitely perfect.”51
There appears to be no question of ability or intellect in this description. Suggia was certainly treated
equally or more favorably than other women being reviewed for their solo violin, piano, or vocal
appearances in the same periodicals. Here Suggia is praised for a solo turn with the newly formed
British Women’s Symphony Orchestra, led by conductor Gwynne Kimpton:
With all respect to Miss Gwynne Kimpton and her ladies, it cannot be denied that the
interest of this concert was concentrated upon Madame Guilhermina Suggia, who was in
such splendid form that even the banalities of the Saint-Saëns' Cello Concerto became
temporarily endowed with meaning, and the Bach C major Suite was an apotheosis. …
The orchestra is improving, not perhaps vertiginously, but still improving, and Miss
Kimpton appears to be acquiring some of what may be termed the amenities of her art,
but between them they did not shed radiance upon Beethoven's seventh Symphony,
which was the main feature of the programme.52
She was raised far above the average female player, as were other fine soloists such as Joachim’s granniece Jelly d’Aranyi, the Hungarian violinist mentioned in the description below. This review of the
same orchestra in another performance from the same year gives a much clearer depiction of the ground
that women were left to make up once they were finally able to play all of the instruments of the
orchestra in an arena of their own making:
Some of the orchestras will not, it seems, admit women, no matter how well they can
play. Well, the women have retaliated. They have made up an orchestra which shall be
independent of men. But there is no ill-feeling–no 'sex warfare’–about it, and the proof
was that at the first of the new symphony concerts of the band (Queen's Hall, December
3) it admitted a male soloist, M. Alfred Cortot, much as the exclusively male Halle
Orchestra may engage a Suggia or a d'Aranyi as soloist. The women also admitted men's
music. There were Overtures of Beethoven and Weber, and the D major Symphony of
Brahms, all given under the stick of Miss Gwynne Kimpton. The upper strings were
numerous and capable. Double-basses were few and rather weak. As for the wind,
women have apparently not yet taken to those coy and elusive instruments long enough to
have won their obedience. They were often shy and restless in the hands of their new
feminine captors. Some would not speak up at the appropriate moment, others seemed
bent on bolting back to their native woodlands (the horns particularly). If we have heard
51
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better performances of the Symphony from mere amateurs, that is not to say we are
anything but hopeful over the future of the orchestra when it has had the thoroughly
grueling drilling which is clearly the first need of its slipshod youth. There is no reason
why women, who master the violin and the pianoforte, should not do as well with any
other instruments, and considering the enormously greater number of women than men
who now take to the practice of music, all-women orchestras may well be a
commonplace of the future. Meanwhile, Miss Kimpton and her friends have a lot to
learn.53
The disparity of technical level between the different members of the orchestra made for an
uneven product and the level represented by Suggia and other female soloists was considered
another echelon entirely. This review also promotes the idea that these women needed to tame or
conquer their instruments.
With respect to physical position, Suggia used an endpin and played with the cello
unapologetically placed between the knees. For her part, it was likely the only technical approach
with which she had any experience. This is the way her father Augusto played and the way all of
her male mentors and teachers played. There was no reason for Suggia to introduce a modified
position, play sidesaddle, or give up the cello on account of the physical posture displayed. She
strived to play as her mentors did and had the full support of her family and her professional
colleagues. Her successes in Porto, Leipzig, Paris, and London would have given her no reason
to doubt her approach. There does not appear to be any documentation of angst about this issue
for Suggia. Harrison, on the other hand, sometimes posed for photographs with her cello in
positions which either hid her legs or placed them side saddle, in contrast to the more standard
position clearly shown in more candid photos of her playing.54 Suggia was focused on balanced
positioning to serve a clean and strong technical approach. She was considered an exemplary
executor of this approach, inspiring both men and women. Her obituary in The Strad magazine
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read: “The way in which she sat at the cello was so simple and natural, that all schools of playing
came to aspire to ‘sitting-up’ instead of crouching forward. She proved, by what she could do
herself, that the ’cello could look elegant for women as well as for men and sound as strong and
virile.”55
She did certainly care about elegance and decorum, however, and used her attire to both enhance
her onstage presentation and gracefully downplay the less genteel aspects of cello posture. She took
great pride in her performance gowns and noted the dazzling impression that they made in her
correspondence with friends and collaborators.56 She was also quoted with this rather blunt statement on
the matter in a trivialities section of the Musical Times:
A woman should look a figure of grace and beauty when handling the ’cello. She should
wear a dress with a wide skirt, which will fall in elegant folds. I have seen women trying
to play the ’cello while wearing a short, tight skirt. They looked like monkeys. So ugly.57
Based on her comments, there is little doubt that she thought of herself as an attractive
and fashionable woman and appreciated admiration of her appearance. Perhaps the greatest
evidence of this was the now well-known portrait by Welsh painter Augustus John, for which she
held a great sense of enthusiasm and pride. Commissioned initially by Suggia’s one-time fiancé,
Edward Hudson, this canvas immortalizes Suggia in a vibrant red dress, head back, arms wide,
with a commanding presence and a confident disposition. John was a free-spirited man
embracing a Bohemian lifestyle with many lovers (and resulting children) who made portraits of
several representatives of Britain’s cultural elite. He also held an interest in the lives of those in
the United Kingdom living outside the aristocracy, particularly the Roma people. For at least the
period during which the portrait was underway, Suggia and John struck up quite a rapport,
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spending hours together day after day as John tried out different angles and colors. The portrait
was unveiled in 1923 after three years of work, and after being sold to an American and returned
to England again during the 1920s, it now resides at the Tate Museum in London.58 The painting
received much attention during Suggia’s lifetime, helping to enhance her fame and promote her
dramatic image. The dynamism of the portrait combined with detailed descriptions printed in
reviews cemented Suggia’s reputation even to those who never saw her perform live. The
painting was exhibited in several cities in America, for example, a country that Suggia never
visited, effectively serving as an early form of mass media promotion.59 Language in reviews
seemed to match the grand energy captured on canvas, such as this review from Scotland at the
very end of her career, “At this concert, Suggia, blazing magnificent in sequins, evoked immense
acclamation after she had played d'Albert's cello concerto. … Seeming rapt to heaven in this
sturdy Teutonic vehicle, she carried all before her, and the most hardened old shellback with
her.”60
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Figure 15. Augustus John OM (1878–1961), Madame Suggia (1920–3), oil on canvas.61

This portrait continues to serve as a central element of Suggia’s legacy, perhaps even the
most important in terms of documenting the way that her persona was characterized by her
contemporaries, both for the visual characteristics that the portrait accurately captures and for the
sense of dramatic energy that it projects. Unlike contemporary audiences, twenty-first century
connoisseurs can easily access many of Suggia’s recordings. Her versions of the Haydn D Major
Concerto, Bruch Kol Nidrei, several Popper short pieces, and various other restored items are
available online. Compared to other artists who were active through the 1940s, Suggia made
relatively few recordings, most of which were made in the 1920s, with only a few from after
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World War II. There are long periods of the beginning and middle of her career, as well as many
staples of her repertoire, which are not represented in her discography. The recordings that are
available clearly demonstrate her technical and artistic command of the instrument.62 However,
these sound records still tell us very little about what it was like to be in Suggia’s presence
during live performances and what her effect on the general public was, factoring in all of the
social and musical contexts being discussed here.
For those who could not picture a woman playing the cello and retaining her femininity,
this painting provided a lasting visual image of Suggia as the prototypical female cello soloist.
Whether Suggia’s legs or arms were placed decently in any given moment of a performance was
no longer such a major concern because this was Suggia of the portrait, which was commonly
referred to as “Madame Suggia,” or “La Suggia.” Suggia was actually playing Bach during her
portrait sittings, “chiefly because, being classic music, it suited the attitude required by the
artist.”63 This highly intellectual, Germanic music may not be the first sounds that come to a
modern viewer’s mind when confronted with the bright red dress and assertive pose. It would
have represented something intensely personal as Suggia was among the first (following Casals)
to advocate for the solo Bach cello suites as recital repertoire.
Concerns that professional music-making took women away from the home, from
subservient roles supporting their men, and from the focus on reproducing and giving to their
children, were all valid in Suggia’s case. One of the reasons Suggia was able to make the strides
she did was the absence of an obstructive keeper during the height of her career. Her parents
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certainly approved of her performing and for many years were supported by her professional
activities. Living with Casals while her career was just starting proved formative in Suggia’s
musical development. As her personal and musical companion, he certainly was not interested in
preventing her from performing in public. In fact, they performed together many times. Suggia’s
engagement to Hudson did not result in a marriage, leaving her single again as she concertized in
the early 1920s. Whereas many musically talented young women during this period were forced
by their jealous husbands to give up traveling and performing publicly, Suggia never appeared to
encounter this problem or this pressure.
In some ways, she did play into gender roles of the time, serving as a sexualized ideal
without apparent resistance, trading the opportunity for motherhood for personal ambition, and
then reversing course to give up much of her touring schedule for married home life. Suggia had
no children and waited to be married until her early forties. In later years, she made long trips to
England to perform each year before returning to Portugal to spend time with her husband at
home. Though there were some prominent female musicians predating Suggia who were able to
perform at the highest level while still raising a family, such as pianist Clara Schumann (1819–
96) and violinist Wilma Norman-Neruda (1838–1911), many women saw these two lifestyles as
incompatible. French-American violinist Camilla Urso (1842–1902), a wife and a mother herself,
allegedly discouraged aspiring soloists such as her student Maud Powell (1867–1920) from
letting a marriage interfere with her career, and also, conversely, discouraged young women
from becoming professional musicians because life as a soloist was so grueling as compared to
the orchestra jobs available to men.64
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Suggia spent her energy on performing, teaching, and managing her professional affairs,
truly prioritizing her career and her artistic pursuit of ideal playing. At the end of her life, her
husband having passed away a year earlier, she famously asked to have her Montagnana put next
to her as she lay dying.65 This was her life’s love and work.
It is often difficult to assess specific performances by Suggia from a technical standpoint
because the written reviews and contemporary commentary are so focused on her gender and
appearance. Coverage of Suggia’s performances frequently remarks on the gendered nature of
the cello and cellist. Gender commentary was used both in a critical manner, pointing out when
her sound was too unrefined, too strong, and too masculine, and also in attempts to praise her by
pointing out her sexual appeal or dominance.
A particularly dramatic account of one of Suggia’s performances appeared in a long article by
Stephen Gwynn for Country Life Magazine entitled, “When Suggia Was Playing.”66 In this article,
Gwynn, who does not comment on music or cello playing in a technical manner, does not depict the
female player as wooed and submissive, but as the dominant conqueror. He comments excitedly on what
a delight it was to see her “settle herself with that huge tortoise between her knees” and “taking her
mount by the head, curbing it, fretting it, with imperious staccato movements, mastering it completely.”
The strength that this wrangling took apparently put a grotesque and ungraceful edge on the proceedings
in a way that was ever more fascinating to Gwynn:
That rigid partner of hers forced her to almost ungainly motions, like those of strong rowers with
stiff oars in a surge. In the visible impression, strength dominated always: the tense vibrant body,
the powerful shoulders, had nothing of what is called graceful; as for prettiness, it never came
within a league of that lady. Beauty, the obvious plain indisputable compulsion of beauty,
flashed at you in moments now of motion, now of poise, in the long sweep of the bow, or the
65
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half instant of arrest when movement completed itself, and all lines fell together in a harmony.
But beauty in the larger sense … was always there: the beauty that has roughness and force in it,
like some of the hoarse disturbing notes she sent clamouring.
Gwynn also makes special mention of Suggia’s face:
Only the face remained apart: in it was something different: the face with its closed eyes
belonged to us who were played upon rather than to who played: it was the artist in the artist’s
other role, her own audience, listening to herself, experiencing first and more than all the others
the motion which her art evoked. That rapt and passive countenance, that swift ordered
disciplined activity of every fibre of her body—disciplined till all was instinctive as the motions
of a flying bird—showed one for all the double nature, speaker and listener at once, actor and
spectator, which must be the artist’s.
It is clear from this description that Suggia projected an intense level of focus and listened attentively as
she played. Physically, while this and many other writings indicate that Suggia moved in performance
more than Hausmann, Piatti, or the average British orchestral musician, it is difficult to gauge the degree
to which this was especially pronounced in her playing relative to other soloists, versus the degree to
which the image of a woman taking the necessary actions to play difficult repertoire at a high level
created an unusual and fascinating spectacle for this male viewer.67
As a star soloist recognized widely in her field for her ability and drawing power, it appears that
the strength of character and physicality of her playing, sometimes perceived as too masculine, generally
became a part of Suggia’s appeal as opposed to a source of revulsion. Perhaps it was precisely this type
of article in which protective parents and husbands feared the young talented women in their lives would
appear. Suggia, already married and already an established professional at this point, was able to
withstand the suggestions in these descriptions without harm to her reputation.
As the twentieth century unfolded, the social restrictions on women participating in public
performances began to dissolve. With more solo and recital repertoire being written, the cello’s
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expressive profile became more complex, shifting towards lyricism, soulfulness, and melancholy, in
contrast to the capricious violin or straightforward basslines of the past, and making it more difficult to
characterize in a gendered fashion. This shift was certainly assisted by many beautiful performances of
works like Elgar’s melodious cello concerto by women such as Suggia, Beatrice Harrison, and later,
Jacqueline du Pré.

5.3 Foreignness, Exoticism, and British Reception
Whereas Suggia’s personal reaction to some of the resistant commentary from British
society is not well documented, one might speculate based on the experience of violinist Wilma
Norman-Neruda (1838–1911), also known as Lady Hallé, who arrived in London from Germany
in 1869. Norman-Neruda offered the following reflections in an 1890 interview for The Woman’s
World:
When I first came to London, … I was surprised to find that it was thought almost
improper, certainly unladylike, for a woman to play on the violin. In Germany the thing
was quite common and excited no comment. I could not understand—it seemed so
absurd—why people thought so differently here. Whenever in society I hear a young lady
tuning a violin I think of … the reproachful curiosity with which the people at first
regarded my playing.68
Norman-Neruda came from a musical community in which many women had worked their way
to the top ranks already. For example, Marie Soldat (1863–1955), the Graz-born student of
Joachim, gave the Viennese premiere of the Brahms Violin Concerto and was sought after by the
composer for many subsequent performances.69 Norman-Neruda came to England as a
prodigious soloist but soon began breaking gender barriers to perform chamber music with the
leading men in the field. More than a passing spectacle, she was a full-fledged expatriate who
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made her career in England, exerting long-term influence. In 1888, long after separating from her
first husband Ludwig Norman who died in 1885, she married Charles Hallé, German-born
pianist and the founding conductor of the Hallé Orchestra. Charles Hallé was knighted by Queen
Victoria later that year. They were at the height of music-making in London, with the new Lady
Hallé eventually becoming violinist to the Queen in 1901.
Like Lady Hallé, Suggia arrived in London equipped with many advantages garnered from the
time she spent living and playing music in Portugal, Germany, and France. First, she had world-class
training not easily available to women of her age in England because of the social and institutional
barriers discussed above. She had confidence in her own abilities that was grown from a sense of
normalcy experienced in other societies. She likely experienced less ingrained or acquired devotion to
English norms than others in her circle, having a broader view of many different types of cities and
societies. She was free of the political and class-related mires that hindered women’s ability to break
through professionally, having arrived as a fully developed artist in demand. She was not too rich or too
poor to be considered a professional (versus the amateur designation that both well-trained aristocrats
and mediocre players from the lower classes held). She kept herself relatively free of politics, bypassing
the intense involvement that many prominent British female professional musicians had with suffragist
and feminist efforts as they advocated for their ability to train and be taken seriously as artists.70 Lastly,
being from the Iberian Peninsula added a level of intrigue and interest from the public, moving Suggia
from simply being regarded as a foreigner born and trained outside of the United Kingdom to being seen
as an exotic and alluring figure as well.
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The fact that Suggia was born and raised in the Portugal opened an irresistible narrative lens
(along with her gender) for observers and reviewers. This 1924 review from the Musical Times is
especially committed to framing one of her many Wigmore Hall recitals along these lines:
Three concerts, principally of violoncello sonatas, were given by Madame Suggia and Senhor
Vianna da Motta at Wigmore Hall. Spain was the ’cello, the pianoforte Portugal – which always
is put rather in the background by its interesting Iberian neighbour. Madame Suggia at these
concerts was the prima ballerina, and the pianist her harmless, necessary cavalier.
The first two concerts began each with a Sonata of Brahms: F first, E minor second. These
Sonatas were written (one seems to recall) with big, bushy old Haussmann [sic] in mind.
Madame Suggia is a flashing sulphide. It was a great treat to hear her coaxing and drawing out
Brahms, with all a woman’s wiles. Now she would languish, and again she would give him the
least little taste of her temper. As for Brahms, sometimes he responded all smiles (the Minuet of
Op. 38), but sometimes he couldn’t or wouldn’t be nice (the fugal Finale of the same), but would
insist on being as cross as a bear, Andalusian witchery or no.
At the first concert the worthy pianist played Schumann’s Variations, and the ’cellist some
unaccompanied Bach—and (wondrous creature) how! The third concert of the series was
announced to embrace all the Beethoven ’Cello Sonatas.71
The reviewer pairs her with all the available men in the scene, contrasting her to Hausmann,
Vianna da Motta, and Brahms. It is as if the female presence needs a partner, an adversary, a foil, in
order to be completely defined. Characterizations of Suggia as a potent, highly reactive sulfide, a prima
ballerina, and a mystical “wondrous creature” working with her temper, wiles, and witchery, all refer to
a picture of something inexplicable, irrational, and strange. Much like stories of Paganini having a pact
with the devil, the playing is being described as inhuman or other-worldly, in part because of the
appearance of the player on stage.72 This “otherness” appears to embolden these presumably male
reviewers to make much more frank mention of her physical appearance and femininity, particularly
with respect to the challenge of a woman grappling with the traditionally “male” cello, than the
homegrown British musicians mentioned in the same papers. Other reviews on the surrounding pages of
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the same issue contain many other comments on both gender and foreignness, suggesting that these
perceptions were widely held. For example, a female conductor is recommended for the Russian ballet
because of her graceful arm movements in a description that focuses on physical appearance and visual
impact instead of the sonic result.73
Though both Vianna da Motta and Suggia were from Portugal, not Spain, the reviewer casually
works in several references to the general area (Iberia, Spain, Portugal, Andalusia). The appropriate
Portuguese title “Senhor” is used to describe Vianna da Motta while “Madame” is used to describe
Suggia. “Madame Suggia” had become something of a nickname for her with the British press, but it is
interesting to note the inconsistency of “Madame” versus “Senhora” and the distinction from the
standard Miss and Mrs. titles given to British musicians like Beatrice Harrison or Myra Hess in similar
coverage. The British press during this period held a general practice of matching honorifics to
someone’s country or language of origin as in Signor Piatti, Herr Hausmann, and Señor Casals, always
referencing the cultural identity of the person being described. The title of the review, “Guilhermina
Suggia and Vianna da Motta” suggests possible unfamiliarity with the complexity of Portuguese
surnames and associated prepositions (Vianna da Motta’s first name was José).74 Suggia’s parents were
both from Lisbon but did pass along Italian and Spanish and heritage to their children which may have
added to the confusion. Many newspapers published incorrect information about her country of origin,
printing that she was Spanish-born Italian or even Romanian.75 Suggia’s exotic presence is the point,
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exact geography notwithstanding, and her perceived heritage is mentioned with great frequency in press
coverage as a central part of the performance experience.
It is important to note that the more exoticized impressions of Suggia were being formed by
British educated classes, for whom a delight in exoticism was certainly a present trend in the latenineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. Members of her audiences likely would have related her to
other musical figures, such as Casals and the Paris-trained Spanish violinist Pablo de Sarasate. Sarasate
gave his Bechstein (Wigmore) Hall debut in 1904 playing a variety of salon works, including his own
Jota de San Fermin.76 He fully embraced his heritage as part of his compositional voice and public
persona. The same public that heard Suggia’s London concerto performances may have attended any of
a steady stream of operas presented at the Royal Opera House which exoticized foreign lands, such as
Carmen (premiered at Royal Opera House in 1882), The Pearl Fishers (1887), Madama Butterfly
(1905), or Turandot (1927).77 They might have recalled seeing The Mikado (1885), Gilbert and
Sullivan’s spoof of imperial Japan, or The Chieftan (1894), Burnand and Sullivan’s comic opera about
bandits in the Spanish mountains, and they were likely familiar with the stories of Rudyard Kipling
(1865–1936), set in the colonized lands of the East.
As discussed in chapter 2, part of the interest in foreign musicians specifically came from the
English public’s apparent impression that they were behind the rest of Europe in terms of musical
progress, compositionally and technically. London audiences were enthralled with visiting artists,
sometimes to the frustration of critics. In a review of the Léner Quartet—which appeared in the same
1924 Musical Times issue that covered the Suggia-Vianna da Motta recital—a different reviewer
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criticized the bias British audiences held for foreign artists: “One could wish that such staunch support
were sometimes extended to our own excellent teams.”78 Likewise, in a detailed review of the Berlin
Philharmonic’s first post-World War I return to London in 1928, similar sentiments are expressed:
The corridor at half-time echoed with comparisons to the detriment of English players. Yet, from
an orchestra of repute, playing under its accustomed conductor a programme of familiar things, a
less admirable performance would have been a surprise. Our own Philharmonic Orchestra, in
two concerts under Wood, has lately given us something more of a feat by its capital all-round
playing of unfamiliar works, especially in a Sibelius Symphony and in some Mahler songs.
However, an English audience, always a bit short of genuine critical sense, can hardly be
expected to weigh things on an occasion such as this. Enthusiasm at the end was emotional and
unbounded, one wildly applauding lady leaving her seat and as good as Prancing (there is no
other word) before the platform.79
Here the critic takes pains to criticize and dissociate from the general audience’s reaction, but this
reveals how the plurality of people in the hall responded.
During Suggia’s career, the many international conflicts, shifting alliances, and changing borders
in Europe complicated the concept of nationality and allegiance. In the context of World War I, World
War II, the Spanish Civil War, the fall of the Portuguese monarchy, the fall of the Russian Empire, and
many other major events, being identified as affiliated with a specific country was not inconsequential.
Along with the reopening of Bechstein Hall as Wigmore Hall and other business restrictions, ensembles
such as the Berlin Philharmonic were not able to perform in London from the beginning of World War I
until 1928 due to the declared conflict between Germany and England. During the war years, Suggia’s
concerts were being advertised on the same pages as lists of wounded and killed soldiers and
advertisements for war bonds to fight the “tentacles of the German octopus.”80
In this context, the British press showed a constant awareness of Suggia’s heritage and
sometimes struggled to reconcile her familiarity and popularity with her foreignness. In
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complimenting her, distinctions were made such as, “Madame Suggia, though we cannot, of
course, claim her as a compatriot, is certainly the best ’cellist domiciled in England at the present
time.”81 In a 1919 preview article promoting a concert that Suggia gave while on tour in
Sheffield (and during her engagement to Hudson), her international background was the leading
point of interest:
A woman of Italian parentage, born in Portugal, who is an accepted authority on Spanish
music, and who has got engaged to an Englishman with an island castle among his
possessions, is bound to be interesting. Add to these distinctions the hardly lesser one of
being a ’cellist of renown, and there are abundant reasons for anticipating much pleasure
from Madame Guilhermina Suggia’s visit to the Victoria Hall on Thursday as a member
of the Quinlan concert party.82
Years later, a review of the Hallé Orchestra from 1931 wondered at Suggia’s fluency with the
repertoire, despite the fact that she had been performing as a leading artist for decades:
Suggia intervened between the symphonies with Elgar's Violoncello Concerto, and
played it with suave and subtle eloquence. How it comes that this Portuguese lady is so
well qualified to interpret Bach and Elgar (a faculty overlooked by Augustus John) is not
explained by the rules.83
The cognitive dissonance of witnessing a “Portuguese lady” master British and German music
for this observer was evident. The reviewer’s question is not, “how can anyone play like that?”
but rather, “how can someone like her play like that?” Of course, the influence of Klengel and
Casals paired with exposure to Popper and other world-class musicians gave Suggia the same
opportunity to bring herself to the highest echelon of the craft as other cellists with elite training.
This, combined with her commitment and confidence, made it hardly a mystery how she was
able to reach such a technically and stylistically high level of playing. The author of the review
also seems to imply that the Augustus John portrait depicts the interpretation of something more
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exotic and passionate than the serious cello music of Bach and Elgar. The compliment intended
is that the intelligence and subtle refinement of her interpretation was not and cannot be captured
on canvas. Ironically, the Elgar concerto is now regarded as one of the most deeply emotive
pieces in the repertoire, due primarily to the influence of Jacqueline du Pré. Furthermore, Suggia
actually was playing Bach during her portrait sessions with Augustus John.
From her own writings, both published and private, we can see that Suggia was quite fluent in
English, making some apologies for her grammar and occasional spelling mistakes. She surely would
have spoken with an accent. She also wrote in French and in Portuguese, though while living in London
became most comfortable writing in English.84 She was truly a cosmopolitan and presented herself as
such. Her reputation as the exotic and charming woman in the John portrait was something that she did
engage with, to a degree. However, even with a certain tacit enabling of this image, she was also
intensely private. She did not share anything about her youthful relationship with Casals other than to
compliment his cello playing, and she did not publicly disclose any reasons for their falling out or for
her broken engagement (apparently on amicable terms) with Hudson. She had a platform of public
interest but was not particularly attention seeking. While her allure as an exoticized woman drew focus,
it was her competence as a player that ultimately gave her staying power.

5.4 On Promoting Higher Technical Standards for the Cello
Suggia’s success and acceptance as a soloist had positive repercussions for cellists everywhere,
not just women, and not only in London. Suggia played a good deal of chamber music, particularly at
the beginning and end of her career, and taught privately throughout, but she was first and foremost a
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soloist, which was still rare for a cellist born in the nineteenth century.85 This was, in part, due to
lingering resistance to the general idea. American composer Arthur Bird, writing reviews of Berlin
concerts for a Chicago paper in 1922, made quite a few comments along these lines including this writeup of Hungarian cellist Judith Bokor,86 a student of David Popper and Hugo Becker, in a concert
conducted by Hungarian master and Berlin Philharmonic conductor Arthur Nikisch:
A young girl, Judith Bokor, played Volkmann’s cello concerto. I have so often told the
readers of the Musical Leader my opinion of acrobatic feats on the cello that it is
unnecessary to add a word. She made it as endurable as, perhaps, anyone can, except
Casals. Hanslick says of the cello: “There is nobody who enjoys the cantilena of a cello
more than I, but this springing and slurring up and down in the quickest tempo, this rough
snarling on the C string, this childish lisping, whimpering on the highest notes of the A is
indeed cruel. A peculiar feeling of anxiety and uneasiness comes over me every time I
see a person with a cello come down the stage and, seating himself comfortably in a
chair, squeeze the instrument between his knees.” Bravo Hanslick!87
Mentioned here nearly twenty years after his death is Eduard Hanslick (1825–1904), the famous critic
frequently associated with Brahms. Though Bird, an opinionated American musician, may not represent
the most progressive viewpoint of his era, this sentiment was certainly present during Suggia’s career.
Concertos of the late nineteenth century were introducing new sounds to concert stages which not
everyone was receptive to. Suggia’s efforts helped to show that the cello could be an elegant instrument
for women, but she also helped to make a case for the cello as a solo instrument at all, not only visually,
but also sonically.
While Suggia enjoyed posing for the John portrait and may well have used her striking features
and stylish presentation to her professional advantage, her approach to performing was by no means
superficial and even had an element of conservatism. She chose established repertoire from the past,
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relying heavily on Bach, Boccherini, Haydn, Beethoven, Schumann, and Brahms. Her primary repertoire
was rooted firmly in what is considered the Western European canon, and she took no issue with
presenting repeated or overlapping repertoire, even when returning to the same series. Later works
included the Dvořák and Elgar concertos, written during her lifetime, as well as the 1872 first concerto
by Saint-Saëns, the 1876 concerto by Lalo, and a small number of pieces by colleagues and
contemporaries such as Gabriel Fauré, David Popper, Donald Francis Tovey, Emánuel Moór, and Leone
Sinigaglia.88 She played much of the same repertoire as Casals and was often compared to him in the
performance of particular works. She was not as involved with premiering new works as Beatrice
Harrison, who worked with Elgar and Delius, or Robert Hausmann and Alfredo Piatti, who worked with
Stanford, Brahms, and others. She did not follow in the tradition of Paganini, Liszt, and Sarasate,
showing off exotic musical locales and technical magic tricks in their own compositions.
Suggia was diligent and self-motivated in her practicing and kept her level of playing
very high throughout her life. Her few recordings reveal an impressive level of technical
competence, particularly when compared with other instrumentalists of her era playing the same
repertoire, but they do not contain any artistic gestures that are exceptionally indulgent, flashy,
exotic, or dramatic (such as the rich vibrato of Kreisler or the extreme portamento of Van Biene)
by today’s standards.89 In her own writing, she contends that a cellist should not be any less
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technically demanding of his or herself than a violinist, pianist, or other soloist. Like many others
during her era, particularly in the German school, she was wary of vacant virtuosity:
There are still before the public two classes of imperfect players. The virtuoso without
musicality and the good musician without technique. Personally I think the latter is the
less harmful of the two; because such a player can at least choose the works to suit his
technical limitations, while the mere virtuoso will disrespectfully tackle every
masterpiece, without the slightest reverence for the musical ideas of the composer, and
thus destroy the essence of the works.90
This quotation elaborates on a point Suggia made in another essay published the previous year,
in which she declared:
Technique is necessary as a vehicle of expression, and the more perfect the technique the
freer is the mind to interpret the ideas that have animated the composer. But technique
must not be studied just merely as equipment. It must always tend towards music itself.91
Suggia took this last assertion very seriously. While she observed that presenters, audiences and
composers were not yet as enthusiastic about the cello as they were about pianists and violinists,
she placed the responsibility solely on herself and her colleagues, declaring emphatically, “How
long will it be before cellists will realise that if the cello does not hold its place with the piano or
violin in a concert room as a solo instrument, the fault does not lie in the cello nor in its literature
but only in the player!”92 Even to a public that appreciated the cello, she felt that cello players
rarely played at the appropriate level, writing, “The world is unanimous in declaring that the
violoncello is the most glorious instrument the gods ever made, yet how few violoncellists have
made it worthy of its godliness!”93 Though she herself observed, especially in her youth,
discouraging cases of cellists drawing lower fees than violinists and pianists because of the
instrument’s lack of popularity, and women cellists being hired or not hired purely on the basis
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of looks, her focused remained on improving the cello’s status through the highest possible level
of technique and expression.94
In private letters to friend Lytton Strachey, Suggia revealed some of her more
perfectionist tendencies:
You don't know perhaps, but you have done me such a lot of good & since you left I have
worked much harder & have been playing better than ever before but how much
imperfectly yet, how much to know still! It frightens me to think that life will come to an
end before I have said in music, and done what I want.95
Later that month, she continued:
I have been enjoying my solitude tremendously, but the walks to Emmanuel's Head has
been replaced by a hour of hard work, sometimes repeating the same phrase until the
gods ask for mercy.96
Suggia relished and required practice time, pushing herself to explore and thoroughly study the
repertoire which she performed. The seed of this striving for high standards was clear in her
mind. In her last letter to Casals after a long period of estrangement, Suggia wrote, “I live quietly
in my house in Porto and I still work toward the ideal of perfection that you inspired in me.”97
She made plans to travel to Prades to see Casals perform one last time but was not able to in the
end.
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5.5 Critical Reception in England
Suggia’s focus on technical mastery and thorough preparation was reflected in most
reviews, particularly those written by those critics with enough musical knowledge to comment
on specific qualities. The many laudatory reviews that she garnered, especially during the period
when she lived in England, complimented a wide variety of aspects of her playing. For example,
at a 1921 recital with pianist Adolf Mann in Oxford:
The programme was well selected, and was certainly of ample scope, ranging from Bach
to Scriabin. Madame Suggia possesses a very fine instrument, upon which she seemed
able to do almost anything. We have not space for details, but her cantabile-playing was
very beautiful.98
In a review of an H.M.V. recording of Boccherini’s Sonata in A major from 1926, her faster
passagework was praised:
The articulation of the notes, even in the very quick places, is of a machine-like
exactness, and there is a noble dignity in the interpretation.99
As an overall assessment, Suggia was frequently referred to with superlatives throughout the
1910s and 1920s. Advertisements and reviews in newspapers and music publications touted her
as one of the “leading cellists of the day,” one of the “most brilliant cellists in modern times,”
and one of the “world’s greatest living musicians,” though more frequently she was called “the
most famous of women cellists,” or “the world’s greatest lady cellist.” Critics throughout the
country clearly preferred her playing over the general level, as in this review from a concert at
Reigate, outside of London:
The Holmesdale Society has always shown a strong partiality for ’cellists, and, in Mme.
Guilhermina Suggia, they were fortunate in welcoming for the second time one of the
indisputably first-rank among living executants. What relief it is to listen to gorgeously
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full intonation and perfect technique, with entire absence the dynamic sawing, the
straining after impossibly broad effects that many the “modern” school affect.100
Despite living in London for a long period, Suggia was very rarely compared to other
British musicians in the press. The cellist to whom she was most frequently compared was
Casals. This may have been in part because of their shared history, their foreignness, their similar
repertoire, or purely because of perceived similarities in their playing styles and technical
capabilities. In this example, Casals and Suggia are treated as equals:
Mme. Suggia. the famous Portuguese ’cellist, arranged to give a recital on June 22 at the
Queen’s Hall, where, on the 15th, Pablo Casals gave his only recital of the season here.
London has thus had opportunity of comparing the two greatest living ’cellists with
interval of one week between their performances.101
Another critic in Bristol explained the differences between the two players in more detail:
Most people who have heard them will agree that Cassals [sic] and Suggia come first
amongst present-day ’cello players, and it is possible that many prefer Suggia. That
Cassals is the greater master of the instrument is clear, but there is a sense in which his
appeal is more to the artist than to the ordinary concert goer. To splendid technique
Madame Suggia adds just the touch of “fire and go” that detracts from her appearance as
an artist in finesse, but it makes her performance carry across the footlights and warms up
an audience.102
While she was generally praised for good taste, subtlety, and elegance, Suggia’s touch of
excitement and expressivity, which the Bristol critic mentions as a positive element, was
sometimes received as melodramatic and over-demonstrative. In some instances, this meant
over-emoting with her face:
Although Mme. Suggia’s spiritual face allowed full play to the stirring emotions the
“Sicilienne” roused in her soul, we blush to confess that Fauré’s sentiment sounded cheap
to us, and that Suggia put so much more meaning into it than either composer or listener
was capable of, that we were ashamed to look her in the face while she was playing it.103
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In other cases, she was criticized for using large physical gestures. In a review of the Berlin
Philharmonic’s 1928 return to London (following a ban during and after World War I), the reviewer,
expressing disdain for the British public’s appreciation of showmanship, invokes Suggia as a light
insult:
The ‘Tannhaüser’ Overture ended with a ‘gallery’ touch, the brass (‘bells’ up) blazing out
the Pilgrim theme in a way that roused the enthusiasm of ninety per cent of the audience.
The other ten kept their head and regretted the drowning of the rest of the orchestra. …
The ’cellists—especially the leader—swayed and drew sweeping Suggia-like bows; and,
above all, the cymbalist prefaced every crash with a full-width spread of arms. ‘O ye
millions,’ he seemed to say, ‘O ye millions, I embrace you’—woosh!104
At the time, the Berlin Philharmonic string section would have been entirely male (the first female
violinist was hired in 1982) and were led with “physical exuberance” by Wilhelm Fürtwangler. The
audience went wild at the end of the night, so apparently playing like Suggia was a path to audience
adoration, if not universal critical acclaim.
There were some differences of opinion about whether her tone was strong and beautiful enough,
but this seemed to be largely a matter of personal taste. The two reviews below refer to the same concert
and were published by separate papers in Sheffield on the same day. The Sheffield Daily Independent, a
publication which at the time was somewhat irreverent and informal in its writing style, published the
following:
Madame Guilhermina Suggia is a ’cellist hitherto unknown to Sheffield audiences. Her
playing is feminine and over delicate, but throughout she showed sympathy and grace.105
The review then goes on to rave about violinist Albert Sammons, whose triumph is mentioned in
the headline. In the Sheffield Daily Telegraph from the same day, Suggia was given the headline
instead with this commentary:
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Miss Suggia’s ’cello playing is a complete fulfilment of every aural requirement —in
tone and technique. Further than these, however, she phrases so inevitably and invests the
music with such deep passion or tenderness, or spirituality, or logical statement, or
decorative beauty—as the nature of it may require—that the higher needs of appreciation
are fully satisfied. Locatelli’s Antique Sonata proved her soundness in the older types of
’cello music. She handled it in masterly fashion, giving it just the requisite sufficiency of
warmth of feeling without sentimentalising its somewhat austere periods. In Bruch’s
‘"Kol Nidrei,” a modern work by a living composer, there is, however, more scope for
expressiveness. In this favourite work, as in a Tarantelle by, I think, Ropper [sic], and in
a bright Mazurka, Miss Suggia played with superlative tone and nobility of style.106
The review goes on to cover Sammons and compliment him equally. While it is difficult to draw
a clear conclusion about the performance based on this conflicting commentary, the two reviews
show the range of reactions which was present in the same audience.
Even while being established as a leading cellist, Suggia’s tone did not satisfy everyone.
In the following review of a 1928 Wigmore Hall recital, the critic explains in detail:
At her recital in Wigmore Hall on Saturday afternoon Mme. Guilhermina Suggia played
the popular Sonata in G minor attributed to Henry Eccles and arranged by Salmon,
Bach’s unaccompanied Suite in E flat, and Beethoven’s Sonata in A major. There was
less than the usual warmth and roundness in Mme. Suggia’s tone, which became, in
Bach’s suite, austere to the point of dryness. One ventures to doubt, however, whether
these suites—and especially the one played on this occasion—were really intended for
performance in public. Their interest is more executive than truly musical, and, when
played complete, they become wearisome to those who are not violoncellists or who
happen not to be specially interested in the technique of the instrument. Beethoven’s
Sonata is a very different matter, but here the performance was too perfunctory and
lacking in finish to do credit to an artist of Mme. Suggia’s reputation.107
This review, while very critical, still acknowledges Suggia’s positive reputation. This shift to a
general assumption that her reputation preceded her is apparent in press coverage from the late
1920s until the end of her life. This may have been in part due to the portrait, which was
unveiled in 1923, leading to the wider dissemination of her projected artistic persona. Critics and
audience members alike had high expectations and likely pre-formed opinions when they went to
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see her perform, assuming she would impress with both her remarkable technique and stunning
appearance.
She had reached the top of the field in England both in terms of musicianship and
celebrity. When the BBC Symphony Orchestra was founded in 1930 by Sir Adrian Boult, its
inaugural season featured guest appearances by Casals, Cortot, Stravinsky, Bartók, Dohnányi,
Rubinstein, Szigeti, Myra Hess, and Adolph Busch. In this elite company, it was Suggia who
starred on opening night at Queen’s Hall with a performance of the Saint-Saëns concerto.108 In
his memoir, Boult wrote that this concert, which also featured music of Wagner, Brahms, and
Ravel, was a milestone in his life and noted that a color postcard of the famous Suggia portrait
was included with every program.109
Suggia’s reputation was so established that she was granted a noticeable amount of both
loyalty and leniency from critics and audiences as her career progressed. She was treated as a
star in increasingly unnuanced and hyperbolic language. According to the Surrey Mirror in 1935,
The mere announcement of Suggia’s name serves to fill concert halls throughout the
world: her spirituelle, personality, her amazingly soul-stirring interpretations, defy
analysis and criticism.110
She was so well loved that the press gave her the benefit of the doubt when things did not go
smoothly and moved to higher compliments quickly, as in this Daily Herald review of a concerto
appearance at Queen’s Hall:
In the first movement of the Dvořák, her intonation was surprisingly faulty, but after this
it was perfect. … Madame Suggia played with all her characteristic rhythmic verve and
beauty of style. She is one of the few ’cellists living who can stand comparison to
Casals.111
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Suggia’s fame extended well beyond musical circles to the general public and her press
coverage reflected this. Her life events were covered in the major London papers as celebrity
news, including her engagement, her travel plans, and updates on her health. Her arrival in
London for the season on a particular ship was as newsworthy as the comings and goings of the
various princes, princesses, lords, ladies, and members of parliament who were kept track of by
the general public. In the final year of her life, as she ailed in Portugal, news of her ill health was
printed in the global news updates column of the Times alongside reports about the AfghanSoviet Trade Agreement, United Nations decisions in Korea, and violent incidents in Saigon.112
The adoration that the British public held for Suggia extended beyond admiration for her playing
and elevated her to the status of an icon.

5.6 Conclusions
Suggia gave the world an image of a woman excelling in technique, radiating in elegance,
and infused with confidence. Unlike female cello soloists that came before her, she had the extra
tools of a few recordings and an immortal portrait to send her legacy far and wide. In a devoted
obituary written for The Strad, cellist and writer Milly B. Stanfield summarizes Suggia’s best
qualities thus:
She had the character to establish herself through her art at an epoch when few girls in
her country were attempting to make a career of any kind, far less as a soloist on such a
supposedly masculine instrument as the ’cello. She had the vision to model her style and
technique on the very best schooling she could find. She had the courage to remain an
idealist and to face a ‘come back’ in a world which had already moved many stages since
her first appearances caused such a stir. It must always be realized that none of the extra
fame that came through the portrait would have been of help to her, had she not also been
able to win the unstinted admiration of musicians and fellow instrumentalists.113
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Stanfield’s obituary goes on to emphasize how Suggia was cherished by the British for
her special affiliation with England:
In England, where she lived for many years, she had a large following, whose loyalty she
kept to the end of her life. They thronged to hear her when she returned to our concert
platform, after living in quasi-retirement in Portugal during the second World War. The
number of engagements for this coming season proved her popularity and showed the
magic still attached to her name.114
The same point is extended further in Suggia’s obituary in the Musical Times:
Guilhermina Suggia’s death has caused widespread grief in this country for she was not
only a great musician but also a most beloved figure. Her arresting personality will long
be remembered, as will the generous sympathy and encouragement she gave to young
players as well as to other artists. She was always ready to help and advise them and
never stinted her time in their service. Madame Suggia had a deep love of England. “I
have two countries,” she used to say, “Portugal and England, and I believe England
comes first.” This love is proved by the generous gesture of leaving her beloved
Stradivarius as a legacy to this country. This superb instrument is to be sold, and the
proceeds are to be devoted to form a scholarship for young cellists at the Royal Academy
of Music.115
This funding became the Suggia Gift, which has assisted many outstanding British
students who would become the heart of the twentieth century British cello school, including
Jacqueline du Pré, Steven Isserlis, and Raphael Wallfisch.
She was remembered and imitated by her own students and others for her graceful
upright posture and the sweep of her arms. Stanfield compared her to French tennis player
Suzanne Lenglen, writing that “there was something of the judgment and command that marked
the latter’s strokes on the court in the sweep of Mms. Suggia’s bow and the certainty of her left
hand technique.”116 Praising her teaching influence, Stanfield wrote that Suggia’s students
“talked of her patience and conscientiousness, of all that she tried to instil of style and
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knowledge. This has become absorbed into the ’cellistic life of the nation, whether this is
consciously realized or not.”117
Though she has since been overshadowed by twentieth-century superstars with far more
global reach, she ended her career at a very high point, both in true accomplishment and in
earned mythology. This review from Glasgow was written less than a year before her death:
The violoncello concert given by Guilhermina Suggia in the Freemasons’ Hall last night
provided an evening of unmixed enjoyment. Technically she has no superior, and since
she last appeared in this country her artistry has matured to a point from which one
cannot imagine any further advancement.
Suggia’s greatest asset as a performer is her capacity for identifying herself with
everything she plays. To each work, of whatever period or mood, she brings an
enthusiasm which charges her every phrase with vitality. Her tone is unequalled in its
purity, and no demands of virtuosity are too great for her. This is perfection in ’cello
playing and before such art criticism must be silent.118

She had entered the status of a living legend. The glow of this report is somewhat tempered by
more nuanced comments in The Strad obituary. Stanfield worried that the rising generation, who
had only witnessed Suggia’s less pristine playing in her later years, would think the great cellist’s
reputation was based on myth alone, and thus took great pains to detail the ways in which Suggia
excelled in her prime. Perfect playing or not, the communication of an ideal clearly came
through to Suggia’s observers. Whether they truly heard it, or saw it, or simply sensed what she
was striving for, her artistry was palpable and inspiring.
To memorialize the beloved artist upon her death in 1950, conductor Sir Malcolm
Sargent and the London Symphony Orchestra gave a performance in her honor at the Royal
Academy of Music. With the John portrait hanging in the entranceway, the orchestra performed a
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program that included the slow movement of Beethoven’s Seventh Symphony, a selection of
Elgar’s Enigma Variations, and the slow movement Elgar’s cello concerto. A young Zara
Nelsova played the solo part from within the cello section with the solo chair left empty in the
center of the stage.119
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CHAPTER SIX: IMPACT ON BRITISH CELLISTS

6.1 Specific Functions Served by Foreign-born Cello Soloists in Advancing the Development of
the Cello in England
The cellists discussed in the previous chapters are leading examples of foreign cellists
active in London with a particular focus on the time period from approximately 1870 until 1930.
All of these cellists were born and trained outside of the British Isles and then, during their
professional careers, became fixtures of London and the surrounding provinces through their
performing and teaching. Within the larger context of British musicians and institutions working
to reach the level of quality and renown in training, composition, ensembles, and soloists found
in the musical centers in France, Belgium, Italy, Russia, Austro-Hungary, and most of all
Germany during this time, combined with the slower development of the popularity of the cello
as a solo instrument in comparison to the violin or piano in Britain, it is clear that these players
served a crucial function in leading and supporting the development of cello playing in Britain.
Hausmann, Van Biene, and Suggia (along with Piatti) represent a diverse set of foreign-born
cellists who impacted the relationship that British performers, composers, and audiences had
with the cello through diverse and sometimes overlapping roles, infusing the developing British
school of cello playing with many important qualities and characteristics.
To summarize the foregoing discussion, the roles or functions served and modeled by
these cellists in London and Great Britain in general included increasing the visibility of the cello
through frequent performances; elevating the technical and artistic level of concert
performances; elevating the quality of teaching; expanding the repertoire and specifically the
British repertoire for cello; expanding the range of roles for cellists to serve, from orchestral
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playing and chamber music to solo concertos, solo recitals, and theatrical appearances;
expanding the range of performance settings in which cellists appeared, from private salons to
orchestral venues and music halls; promoting a diversity of playing styles in terms of physical
positioning, technical execution, and physical expression; and for Suggia, increasing the social
acceptability of female cellists.
In terms of the general public, perhaps the most visible of these cellists was Van Biene,
who was constantly touring and giving nightly performances throughout the British Isles for
most of his career. Suggia’s celebrity status and iconic portrait also made her known to a wider
public beyond those who actually saw her perform in person. Though also a teacher and chamber
musician, she was thought of as a soloist first and foremost, a rarity made possible by the quickly
developing solo cello repertoire. Piatti’s greatest impact surely came in the form of developing a
successful teaching studio, as well as transitioning from a primarily orchestral career similar to
Robert Lindley’s to a chamber music and solo career throughout his lifetime. Hausmann picked
up this mantle directly, including a devotion to collaborating with composers on new works,
including important British works. Hausmann’s status as a cellist able to deliver the newest and
most challenging German sonata and concerto music to London contributed to elevating the cello
in the minds of audience members from the accompanimental bass role.
In terms of playing style, Hausmann carried on Piatti’s tradition of using no endpin and
remaining relatively concise in his movements, a style which he passed on to some of his own
students well into the twentieth century. Meanwhile, Van Biene and Suggia normalized the use
of the endpin, larger arm gestures, and a more engaged use of the face for emotional expression.
The ubiquitous onstage presence of Van Biene and the technical prowess of Suggia certainly
helped to diminish the idea that the endpin was only used by amateur players with no stamina or
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ladies demurely dabbling in cello playing. Of these cellists, Suggia was the more conservative in
terms of repertoire, playing primarily a mixture of old Italian and German music (Locatelli,
Boccherini, Bach, Haydn) and more recent concertos by Saint-Saëns, Lalo, and Dvořák. While
Van Biene used the histrionics in his presentations for theatrical effect, Suggia’s performances
struck some as melodramatic and others as sincerely expressive. Both players became references
points in a range of approaches, as discussed in the comparison between Van Biene and Piatti in
chapter 4 or the Berlin Philharmonic to Suggia in chapter 5, and in discussions to follow. In their
own arenas, each player encouraged discussion about the importance of connecting to the
audience, especially as concerts moved into larger and more public venues, a concept which has
evidently become more of a priority to performers, particularly with the increase of visual media,
in the past century. One critic in Dublin noted this similarity in approach:
In the dance number player and instrument swayed gently in sympathy with the measure.
There was no suggestion of show-off. The gentle swaying movement was rhythmetic; it
evidenced how steeped the player was in the spirit of the thing she played. There was
artistry, temperament, and meaning in everything she gave us. Nothing was slurred or
slip-shod. … Madame Suggia’s rendering from first to last was an intellectual treat. It not
only gripped our emotions, but it awakened our intelligence. One outstanding feature of
her playing was the wonderful tone which had a charm and clarity that no ’cellist,
perhaps since Van Biene, has succeeded in getting across to a Dublin audience.1
This mode of expression, combined with Van Biene’s playing for the masses in the music halls
and Suggia achieving widespread fame through her glamorous visual representations and
performances as a leading lady in the concert hall, led to a new level of public interest and
celebrity for cellists in the early stages of twentieth century mass media culture.
There were many other visiting and expatriate cellists born in the nineteenth century
making contributions along these lines, such as those discussed in chapter 2 who were active
during Piatti’s career, as well as those from later generations born just before the turn of the
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century such as Pablo Casals and Gaspar Cassadó. Another example is Austrian cellist Ludwig
Lebell, born in the early 1870s, who, after studying with Popper in Vienna, had a long career
teaching at Trinity College of Music in London until his death in 1954.2 Lebell was a close friend
of Ernst Von Dohnányi, giving the London premiere of both the Hungarian composer’s string
quartet at the London Chamber Music Union and cello sonata, of which he was the dedicatee, in
1899.3

6.2 Discussion of Contemporaneous British Cellists Also Serving These Functions
In the decades following Lindley’s death, the British press widely regarded foreigners
such as Piatti, Hausmann, Van Biene, Suggia, and other visitors like Casals as the leading cellists
in the London scene, although there were also many British cellists making important
contributions. The successful expatriates helped to enable and bolster the efforts of their British
contemporary colleagues, particularly in the arenas of promoting the visibility and acceptance of
the cello as a suitable solo instrument for all, regardless of gender, and in developing strong
teaching programs for young, aspiring cellists.
As musical institutions, including the Royal Academy of Music, the Royal College of
Music, Trinity College of Music, and later the Royal Manchester College of Music, developed
through the second half of the nineteenth century, more and more cellists in those areas had
access to advanced teaching. The expatriates who helped to fill the faculties of these British
music programs, including Piatti, Pezze, Paque, Lebell, and Fuchs, taught a new generation of
British cellists who were born in the mid-nineteenth century and were able to train England.
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Many of these cellists became important teachers themselves, such as Howell, Whitehouse, and
W.H. Squire. As better training for younger students developed, there were those British cellists
who began their studies in England and, reaching an adequately advanced level, then studied
abroad with German or Belgian professors such as Hausmann, Becker, Klengel and Edouard
Jacobs, returning even more technically proficient as teachers and performers. These included
Herbert Walenn (1870–1953), Felix Salmond (1888–1952), and Beatrice Harrison (1892–1965).
There were also those who began their training in England but moved away to live and work
elsewhere, such as Percy Such and Leo Stern. In the twentieth century, an additional category of
British cellists reaching national and international prominence after studying primarily with other
British cellists appears. Examples include John Barbirolli (1899–1970), who studied with
Walenn and had a career as a cellist before becoming an eminent conductor, and Cedric Sharpe
(1891–1978), who studied with Squire at the Royal College of Music and went on to teach at the
Royal Academy of Music.4
Several British cellists born in the mid-to-late nineteenth century, who worked alongside
and were influenced by the three case studies, deserve mention for their significant contributions.
While not quite taking on the complete profile or raising to as high a level of regard in the minds
of the public as the foreign cellists, these cellists advanced some of the aspects of cello playing
listed in the previous section.
These cellists were connected in the same musical environment through other colleagues
and players. Joachim, the London mainstay, performed with Piatti, Hausmann, and at one time
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Van Biene, while Fanny Davies performed chamber music with Piatti, Hausmann, and Suggia.
Tovey also gave many recitals with both Hausmann and Suggia, and Casals, once romantically
and professionally involved with Suggia, was also Hausmann’s immediate replacement when the
older man died, and continued to have a long association with the London Symphony Orchestra
and other British institutions. This web of connections also extended to the British cellists who
entered the same arenas as these examples.
During his long career as a teacher both privately and through the Royal Academy of
Music, Piatti taught many cellists who later became his colleagues and made important
contributions in teaching. In addition to his well-known German pupils, Hausmann and Becker,
Piatti’s most successful students in this regard included Edward Howell, William Whitehouse,
and William Squire.
Edward Howell (1848–96), just a few years older than Hausmann, had the career most
similar to his teacher, Piatti. He served as principal cello at the Philharmonic Society and in other
places, making some appearances as a chamber musician and giving occasional solo
performances (for example, he performed a Goltermann Concerto at the Crystal Palace in 1883).
Howell’s largest impact was in teaching alongside Piatti at the Royal Academy of Music and
later teaching at the Royal College of Music and Guildhall School of Music.
William Henry Squire (1871–1963), studied with Piatti and Howell and later taught at the
Royal College of Music and Guildhall. He was also an accomplished orchestral cellist, serving as
principal cello of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, and the Queen’s Hall Orchestra
among others. Squire is perhaps best known to modern cellist for his pedagogical and recital
compositions. He made several important early recordings of cello concertos, including Saint-
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Saëns and Elgar, with the Hallé Orchestra. These records reveal his liberal use of portamenti,
comparable to Van Biene (whose funeral he attended).5
The cellist whose performing profile most embodied the qualities of Hausmann’s was
William Whitehouse (1859–1935).6 Whitehouse studied in England with Walter Pettit and Piatti,
the latter of whom he joined on the faculty of the Royal Academy of Music in his early twenties.
He later taught at the Royal College of Music and other schools. As a performer he was in
contact with the best players of London, substituting for his mentor Piatti at Monday Popular
Concerts, collaborating with leading musicians such as pianist Fanny Davies and the members of
his London Trio (violinist Achille Simonetti and pianist Amina Goodwin), and performing much
of the same chamber music repertoire as Hausmann with his own collaborators in London and on
tours in Europe. Like Hausmann and Piatti, Whitehouse did not use an endpin.7 Whitehouse also
wrote a memoir detailing his life and including many of his experiences with Piatti and other
colleagues.8 As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, Whitehouse was an influential teacher who
published new editions of Piatti’s cello method and his own Half Minute Violoncello Studies
(1916).9 His pupils included Paul Ludwig, Charles Warwick-Evans (founding member of the
London String Quartet), and Ivor James (who later taught at Royal College of Music) as well as a
large number of well-trained amateurs.
Though the growth of the Royal Academy of Music, Royal College of Music, and other
music schools quickly led to more trained string players, not all of these were focused primarily
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on performance or solo performance. Many musical publications from this time feature
advertisements of musicians listing their fine pedigree in order to attract private students to teach
at home. British musicians of the late nineteenth century seemed less inclined to aspire to a solo
career and instead focused on some combination of orchestra, chamber music, and teaching
work. Whether this was a lack of ambition, a more practical financial path, a focus on seeking
opportunities to play with other highly respected players such as Lady Hallé and Joachim, a
deference to the already dominant foreign soloists, a natural phase in the evolution of the role of
the cello, or a commitment to enriching the English musical landscape by giving more small
scale performances on the local level, as the twentieth century arrived, the general level of cello
playing in Britain had improved but cellists primarily focused on solo work were rare.
This began to change as certain promising English cellists traveled to Belgium, Germany,
and other musical centers to collect information and training, just as Van Biene, Hausmann, and
Suggia did. Notable examples include Herbert Walenn (1870–1953) who began his studies with
John Boatwright and then Edward Howell at the Royal Academy of Music before traveling to
Frankfurt to study with Hugo Becker.10 While he was not a major soloist, Walenn performed
with the Kruse String Quartet, and in 1919 established the London Violoncello School. This
marked an important inflection point in the development of a British Cello School. Walenn’s fine
training center for young cellists and amateurs became a starting point for many of the major
figures of twentieth century British cello playing including John Barbirolli, William Pleeth,
Douglas Cameron, Jacqueline du Pré, and Zara Nelsova.11
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An early example of an English cellist who sought out foreign training and then had a
major impact as a soloist was Leo Stern (1862–1904). Stern studied with Hugo Daubert,
principal cellist at the Crystal Palace, and then worked with Pezze and Piatti at the Royal
Academy of Music. He traveled to Leipzig where he worked with Klengel and Davidov. Stern
was the first champion of the Dvořák Cello Concerto in B Minor, working with the composer in
Prague before giving the premiere in London and touring with the piece in Germany, France, and
America. To some, Stern was an example of what Oscar Schmitz referred to as British by birth,
but foreign in his art because of his training and repertoire choices. Unfortunately, Stern died in
the midst of his career.12
Two of Whitehouse’s most prominent students also furthered their studies abroad and
returned to make a major impact on the British scene. Felix Salmond (1888–1952) studied with
Whitehouse then Edouard Jacobs in Brussels. He was regarded highly enough to give the world
premiere of the Elgar Cello Concerto in 1919 which due to a variety of factors was not a
successful performance and had a negative effect on his career. Salmond later moved to America
and had a successful teaching career at The Juilliard School and the Curtis Institute of Music,
with notable pupils such as Orlando Cole and Leonard Rose.13
Beatrice Harrison (1892–1965) was perhaps the most accomplished British cello soloist
of her generation (and those preceding). Born in India where her father served as an army
colonel, Harrison and her three sisters took to studying musical instruments and performing
together at a young age. After moving back to England during her childhood, Harrison studied
with Whitehouse at the Royal College of Music before moving to Berlin to study with Becker.
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At age fourteen, she was already being compared to the great French cellist Lisa Cristiani and
identified by the musical press as a breakthrough musician.14 In 1910 she won the Mendelssohn
Prize in Berlin, the youngest and first female competitor to do so, and in 1913 she was the first
female cellist to perform in Carnegie Hall.15 Much like Hausmann, Harrison performed all of the
most challenging repertoire for cello from the nineteenth century including notable performances
of the Brahms Double Concerto with her sister May and the Beethoven A Major Sonata, but also
served as an essential champion of new works. She gave the British premieres of works such as
Zoltán Kodály’s virtuosic Sonata for Solo Cello, op. 8, and was responsible for ushering in major
contributions to British cello repertoire through her close collaborations with composers such as
Frederick Delius, John Ireland, Cyril Scott, Percy Grainger, George Henschel, and Arnold Bax.16
Her work with Delius was particularly fruitful, leading to a double concerto for Harrison and her
sister May, as well as a cello concerto, a cello sonata, and a piece entitled Caprice and Elegy.
Following Salmond’s difficult premiere of the Elgar Cello Concerto, she was responsible for
popularizing the work, performing it many times and recording the piece both in abridged form
and in its entirety with the composer on the podium.
Like Suggia, Harrison was considered a novelty as a female cellist and very frequently
compared to her slightly older Portuguese colleague as opposed to other male cellists. A typical
review states that her “playing challenges comparison with that of Madame Suggia.”17 While
rivals in a professional sense, as two of the most admired concerto soloists in London and among
the very few cellists engaged with organizations such as the Royal Philharmonic Society, Suggia
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and Harrison did not appear to have any personal difficulty with each other.18 Though sometimes
photographed in a sidesaddle pose with one knee behind the cello, photos of Harrison in the
recording studio show that she, like Suggia, held the cello in the traditional position between the
knees with an endpin.
Harrison, more fully than any cellist preceding her, was able to take up the mantle of
improving the reputation, repertoire, and technical level of cello playing, along with the
acceptability of female cellists, filling in all of the key functions that Piatti, Hausmann, and
Suggia also served. She was technically at the highest standard, as her many recordings can
attest, particularly her 1928 recording of the Elgar Concerto. She also used the new technology
of mass media to make her mark on popular culture. Beginning in 1924, she made a series of
unique recordings over many years with BBC Radio engineers for broadcast and record release.
Having discovered that there were nightingales in her garden who would often sing along if she
played the cello outside, these recordings featured Harrison playing a selection of short pieces
with the accompaniment of birdsong. It was an innovative use of new radio technology that
solidified her fame in popular culture and made her a household name. Her ability to gain broad
appeal with the general public and increase the visibility of herself and the cello follows the
example of Van Biene in a certain sense, though her intentions were not as enterprising. She was
genuinely thrilled by her interactions with the nightingales and delighted to share the
experience.19 While she embraced the root of her widespread fame, entitling her autobiography
The Cello and the Nightingales, this may have also projected a quirky image that did not fully
reflect the expressive and rigorous aspects of her artistry to the general public. In addition to
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biases surrounding her playing because she was both British and a woman, the nightingales
which made her famous may be partially responsible for why Harrison is not generally
remembered as a great master of the twentieth century despite her many technical and artistic
achievements.20
Another contemporary of Harrison who had a major effect on the mainstream acceptance
of female cellists was May Muklé (1880–1963). Like Harrison and Suggia, Muklé became an
outstanding and accomplished cellist at a young age, called “one of the cleverest of our young
violoncellists” in 1899.21 She was a leading student at the Royal Academy of Music with Pezze
before launching into a successful career focused primarily on chamber music. She created her
own opportunities to perform with elite all-female ensembles such as the English Ensemble (a
piano quartet) and the Maud Powell Trio (with the namesake American violinist and pianist
Anne Muklé, her sister), which were considered among the very best and at the same level as
Suggia’s projects with Hungarian violinist Jelly d’Aranyi.22 Her other chamber music
collaborators included Jacques Thibaud, Lionel Tertis, and Rebecca Clarke. Muklé’s recital and
chamber music projects led her on extensive tours of America, South Africa, Australia, and
Asia.23
This focus on chamber music was in part due to the exclusion of women in major
orchestras and other societies. Considered a “rabid feminist” and open lesbian, Muklé was
actively involved with the Society of Women Musicians, the Women’s Social and Political
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Union, the suffrage movement, and other efforts to establish equal rights and improve the status
of women in British society.24 She worked with composer Ethyl Smyth and conductor Rosabel
Watson in this regard and was evidently far more deeply engaged with these issues than Suggia
or Harrison.25 Later in her life, Muklé founded and ran the Mainly Musicians or M.M. Club in
London, a basement gathering place which enabled prominent musicians such as Clarke,
Vaughan Williams, and a young Benjamin Britten to socialize over tea or lunch.26
As a performer, Muklé’s focus on chamber music was more similar to Hausmann than
Suggia. She gave the British premieres of major works such as the violin and cello duos of Ravel
and Kodály, and also worked with William Yeates Hurlstone, Ralph Vaughan Williams and
Gustav Holst, all students of Stanford, on new works. In a 1963 obituary, The Times summarized
her impact:
Her first public appearance was in 1889 at the age of nine: by the turn of the century she
was fully recognized not only as an outstanding musician but as one of the most
remarkable cellists this country had produced. Women cellists were very rare in those
days and it was largely due to her success that the repertoire developed so quickly and the
instrument became so popular with both sexes.27
British cello repertoire began to expand more quickly in the early twentieth century with
major works by Bax, Bliss, Bridge, Delius, Elgar, Holst, Ireland, and Tovey.28 This was also a
very fruitful time for the development of cello repertoire throughout Europe, as evidenced by
Hausmann’s many premieres of German music. A lesser-known figure who worked parallel to
Hausmann to bring new cello repertoire to British audiences was Manchester-based James
Richardson, a student of Carl Fuchs. Richardson taught at the Manchester School of Music and
Gillett, Musical Women, 221. See “Society of Women Musicians” (chapter 3), in Seddon, British Women
Composers for a thorough discussion of this organization and its affiliates.
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served as principal cellist of the Manchester Philharmonic. He was a composer and scholar but
was perhaps best known for his annual cello recitals which featured new or rarely played works
for the cello from a wide range of composers. These recitals began around 1901 and were noted
in the national press and music periodicals as significant events into the 1920s. Richardson’ s
repertoire included a diverse list of works by Rheinberger, Busoni, Glazunov, Hubert, SaintSaens, D’Indy, Popper, Reger, Martucci, and Svendsen. Richardson would also incorporate
works by Beethoven or Bach to round out the program, but the intrigue was placed on the lesser
known works. Richardson also featured English music, performing works by Hurlstone,
Bantock, and Alfred Graham in his 1917 recital. Richardson’s efforts caught the attention of
audiences and fellow performers, contributing to the continued development of the cello in
Manchester and England as a whole.29

6.3 British Successors
Other notable British cellists who closely followed the work of the cellists discussed in
previous chapters include Percy Such and Arthur Williams, both of whom traveled to Berlin to
study with Hausmann and led careers in a similar fashion. While in Berlin, Such played with the
Berlin Philharmonic, then returned to London and played chamber music in Hausmann’s circles.
He was also the dedicatee of a sonata by Tovey, Hausmann’s longtime friend. Such composed a
great deal of pedagogical material and later moved to America. Williams was the cellist of the
Klingler Quartet founded by Joachim student Karl Klingler. In a piece from 1918, writer Ezra
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Pound listed Williams as among his favorite cellists, along with Whitehouse and Salmond.
“Williams, has, as I hear it, the greater intellectual grasp of music, of the whole of it. He is at
once the most discriminating and the most daring.”30 Suggia influenced a number of younger
cellists including Amaryllis Fleming, the daughter of painter Augustus John. Fleming was a
student of Ivor James at the Royal College of Music and after going on to work with Casals,
Cassadó, Suggia, Fournier, and others, returned to become an important teacher at the same
school.31
Of the figures examined in this dissertation, Van Biene was certainly the most
idiosyncratic, forging his own path outside of the concert hall tradition. He too had a successor
who followed his model closely. Cyril Clensy studied the cello at the Royal College of Music in
the 1890s before turning away from the traditional music profession to start a stage career as an
impersonator. Known as the “Great Mimic,” Clensy was part of a stage show called The Last
Chance in which he had to save his life from evil cannibals by making them laugh. During these
performances, Clensy would imitate famous actors and comedians with impressions in quick
succession. He sometimes incorporated his cello training to imitate musical comics such as G. H.
Chirgwin, and after several years added an imitation of Van Biene, complete with a rendition of
“The Broken Melody” on the cello.32 In 1911, he opened a play entitled A Love Story with a
premise strikingly similar to Van Biene’s hit show:
Quite a musical environment is provided for the piece, which is, by the way, in four acts.
It concerns itself with the career of a young and hitherto obscure Hungarian ’cellist, Max
Sarolta, who owes his professional advancement to Mrs. Bigford-James, a woman of
influence. She makes an avowal of passionate love for the player, who is already pledged
to a young girl of his own nationality, the daughter of a notary; and in revenge for her
The New Age, “Arthur Williams (’Cello) July 25, 1918, 205–6, in Ezra Pound and Music: The Complete
Criticism, ed. R. Murray Schafer (New York: New Directions, 1977), 113.
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rejected advances Mrs. Bigford-James seeks to ruin him professionally. In this she
ultimately fails, and we have that happy ending which the conventional playgoer
demands.33
The play was written by Ursula Keene and Dennis Cleugh with original music by Brigata Bucalossi, all
of whom must have been keenly aware of Van Biene’s work. Like The Broken Melody, the play was
regarded as a weak vehicle for music, but Clensy’s cello playing impressed:
Mr. Clensy’s portrayal of the part of the young Hungarian was certainly commendable
histrionically, and in his musical capacity he was even more successful, the several incidental
’cello compositions being loudly applauded.34
After being called to the Great War and suffering from shellshock upon his return, Clensy later
took on the role of Borinski in a 1922 revival of The Broken Melody. In a preview piece, the
Leeds Mercury explained the connections between Van Biene and Clensy:
It is a coincidence that the life of Van Biene and that of Mr. Cyril Clensy, who plays the part of
Paul Borinski in “The Broken Melody” at Leeds Theatre Royal this week, should be so strangely
similar. A week before he died Van Biene, an old friend of Mr. Clensy, told the latter that he
would one day be glad of “The Broken Melody.” Mr. Clensy laughed, for that time was
“starring” elsewhere. Then the war came, and after his war service Mr. Clensy found himself ill,
friendless, and all his money gone. Shell shock had impaired his memory, and he drifted into
playing his ’cello in the streets. However, with help from a relative he was enabled to go two
voyages to South America playing in a band. This saved his life, and he eventually met his
present manager, who decided that he was the man to play Van Biene’s old part.35

6.4 Looking Ahead
English cellists born after 1900 entered into completely different circumstances than
those experienced by the cellists profiled in the case studies presented here. With excellent
training available at all levels of schools and conservatories, an ever-growing collection of
gratifying repertoire, and many models of successful soloists and chamber musicians to look to,
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many English men and women were able to launch important international careers. This would
not have been possible without the efforts of the foreign cellists discussed here in bolstering and
advancing the cultural identity of the cello in London and Great Britain. Following the
destruction and discord of two world wars, Britain emerged producing all of the elements of a
creative and internationally relevant platform for cello playing that had been underrepresented in
the previous century. By the time Guilhermina Suggia died in 1950, England boasted a long list
of cellists who served long careers as important teachers such as Douglas Cameron (1902–74),
Antonia Butler (1909–97), Florence Hooten (1912–88), William Pleeth (1916–99), Christopher
Bunting (1924–2005), and Derek Simpson (1928–2007). Of course, visitors and expatriates who
spent large parts of their careers elsewhere, such as Zara Nelsova (1918–2002), continued to be
celebrated and make important contributions, but it was now possible for a young and talented
soloist such as Jacqueline du Pré (1945–87) to receive expert training with Herbert Walenn and
William Pleeth supported by the Guilhermina Suggia Prize, and establish a major international
reputation based on, among other repertoire, her interpretation of the Elgar Concerto, a English
piece that many other English men and women had championed before her. From this point
forward, British soloists such as Julian Lloyd Webber (b. 1951), Raphael Wallfisch (b. 1953),
Alexander Baillie (b. 1956), Colin Carr (b. 1957), and Steven Isserlis (b. 1958) would champion
important British works alongside the rest of the Western European canon, including works by
William Walton, Benjamin Britten and Thomas Adès, making British cellists and cello music a
major point of interest and cultural exchange in the current music scene.
This progress was made as an extension of the musical, intellectual, and social
contributions that the cellists discussed in this document made to the British musical scene and
greater society decades earlier. Hausmann, Van Biene, Suggia, Piatti, and other cellists from
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abroad were like cuttings from European plants that, when grafted onto the British music scene,
infused it with viable qualities that led to the eventual fruit of homegrown cello soloists. Each
cellist contributed to the development of not only technique, but also of the functional and
expressive capacity of the instrument as well as the image of a cello soloist in the minds of the
British public. Piatti’s primary contributions came through his prolonged residence in London,
his chamber music performances, his teaching, and his compositions. Hausmann was an envoy of
the state-of-the-art German music scene who facilitated British premieres of both German and
British works. Van Biene made his mark through his ubiquity, alternative style, and mythological
narrative, while Suggia made hers through unquestionable competence and star-powered
charisma. These cellists transformed the idea of the instrument from an accompanimental
support to a multi-faceted source of deep, meaningful expression. They elevated the technical
and interpretive standards among players and inspired a new generation of British cellists to
flourish.
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